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STREET MUSICIANS, SOUNDSCAPES AND HEARING THE STATE
IN URBAN PUBLIC SPACES OF ISTANBUL
This study explores street musicians’ routines and associations with public space in
Istanbul, Turkey between 2014 and 2016, a period which corresponds to a new, more
conservative routine in the aftermath of a time of political contention in 2013. The study
overall takes up a rhythmanalytical perspective, following the cultural geography’s interest
based on Henri Lefebvre’s use of the term. I contribute to that interest by paying attention
to changes in the composition of an urban public in Istanbul through a mix of institutional
(e.g. bureaucratic, capitalist and religious) and corporeal (e.g. tourists, musicians, young
people, audience, street maintenance, refugees, street figures) rhythms. Finding,
documenting and questioning ‘sound’ as well as sound-making in the city mean to take
both human and more-than-human components of public space to be of equal significance,
whereas conceiving rhythms bring minor processes of bodies, sounds or affects to the
foreground in shaping political engagement with space. It is shown that bodies in public,
artistic expression and making music impulsively join the affective processes in the streets
and squares, and, it is argued that these actively rotate the shared space in the city as much
as actors who deal with authority, policing, violence and political strife around them do in
an authoritative manner.
In an assemblage of people and sounds, performers’ motivations, anxieties, fears,
hopes and notions of what constitutes public, the corporeality of everyday public spaces
are noted. The affective processes of making music, practicing music in the several
contexts, changes to performers’ rhythms, and the creation of new routines are studied. As
street music in Istanbul has been situated in a hectic, sometimes violent environment in
Istanbul during the research period, the authority of sounds other than street musician that
shape, regulate and disrupt the flow of public are also considered in their reconfiguration
of the political.
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Chapter 1.

1.1

Introduction

A Painful Context
In pursuit of understanding dissent and its political promise in urban public space in

Istanbul, Turkey, one gets exhausted quickly: the content is explosive, and the ground is
violent and painful. Scenes change fast; themes circulate sharply around loud authority
figures; voices heard are sudden and impulsive: from a solidaristic piano recital1 in a park
one evening, we switch channels to the smell of tear gas the same night. From a pride
march one weekend afternoon violently disassembled by the police, within the same month
we find ourselves at the same spot entering a public iftar zone, which was assembled in
reverence to God and consumed fast thanks to swift and smooth municipal organization.
From young people fighting for a collective cause or supporting everyone’s right to be as
they please, we turn to the next scene, in which some are trying to get away from the
‘mass’, unable to differentiate refugees from criminals and from tourists. From the calm
rhythm of an art walk one evening in the Historical Peninsula, during which we try to
document how local coffeeshop owners, refugees, children as well as the city earth were
impacted by a rhythm of neoliberal urban transformation in Istanbul, our feet could get
acquainted with a horrible night of sonic bombs over the city’s sky. We even woke up to
news of a snowball murder2 in our downtown neighborhood, where a quarrel over a
snowball between a freelance journalist who lived in the neighborhood and an upset store
owner ends up in death by knife –and we cannot help but think of how politically
conservative sentiments in the neighborhood might have expedited a hate crime. Death
came in many forms in public space and settled in the mood of the everyday. Then, in the
middle of a rigid debate over democracy, the country came under a tense ‘state of
emergency’3 for two years until Summer 2018, right after the failed coup attempt in mid2016.
Arsu, S. ‘Music in Istanbul is Intermission for a Protest’, The New York Times, 14 June 2013.
https://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/15/arts/music/music-in-istanbul-is-intermission-for-a-protest.html
2 ‘Man murdered as snowball hits Istanbul shop window’, Daily Sabah, 18 February 2015.
https://www.dailysabah.com/istanbul/2015/02/18/man-murdered-as-snowball-hits-istanbul-shopwindow
3 ‘Turkey ends state of emergency after two years’, BBC, 18 July 2018. https://www.bbc.com/news/worldeurope-44881328
1
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Far from the dream, this context of everyday in Istanbul is hard to endure for the
artistically-inclined, who, with a youthful vigor, are determined to navigate a powerful city
of expansion, freedom, and novelty through business, education and culture. Most
importantly of all, these people are part of the city’s context and politics with an attachment
to art and critic of the mainstream projections. In my research, I wanted to understand their
emotional and affective attachments to Istanbul in its violence and intensity. During the
timeline of my study, being part of public space meant to experience new levels of
restraint: neoliberal governance leveled up and investment-oriented future plans devoured
the city; an amplified conservative tone accompanied gentrification and marked spatial
transformation, and, what is based on ethnic and religious politics authoritatively marked
outsiders and insiders to Istanbul (Bartu Candan and Kolluoglu, 2008; Ural, 2017; Aytekin,
2017; Yetiskul and Demirel, 2018; Geniş, 2020; Kuymulu, 2013; Tremblay, 2016;
Karakaya-Stump, 2014, Mayo, 2013, Hansen and Behrendt, 2017).
1.2 Objectives of the Study, Research Questions, Research Site and Design
In my research, a burning question in the back of my mind was about the potential of
impulsive politics in public spaces. What happened in the affective public space between
us (our bodies, voices, and feet), in-between the political sides that split our collective
sense of urban space?
On top a very excited summer of protest in 2013’s Istanbul, an initial endeavor to
work with youth and find out how they responded to violence and policing in public space
through artistic involvement with the urban did not grow full. I witnessed how the events
of Summer 2013 created much hope, anger and space for activism (e.g. getting political at
district forums, at the local level) in the city, but it also drew many away from the intensity
of public encounters. Corruption, more policing and a wave of elections came after 2013,
and it created ambiguity and anger for the sides involved. So, I turned to artists, whose
creative processes also depend on the affective space between us because they are
entangled with the city’s built environment and the voices in public spaces, always
between categories, easily hijacked by authoritarian sketches, and utterly political in their
gestures and footsteps, regardless of who they sympathize for. I set out to find out more
on their contact with an urban public, which is touched by the neoliberal conservative state
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and its policies. Highlights of musical and sonorous involvement with the Summer 2013
protests were my cue. The aural experience of public space, despite a short-lived
happening, remained and resonated with any of us who witnessed the event; those who
opposed the protests referred to the noises made by the protestors; those who supported
the cause of event remembered the songs and slogans (see e.g. Bianchi, 2018).
My objective has been to explore sonic involvement with public space in Istanbul,
Turkey, between 2014 and 2016, after a youthful period of political contention –which was
immediately put into the regional context of political and social strife in the Middle East
at the time. This dissertation is therefore the outcome of a need to click into the scale of
encounter and get closer to the sound, beyond a regional context. It is the product of a
study that aimed to understand the affective role of public sounds and making music. I ask
how such sounds and youthful impulses in public spaces have met authoritarian tones to
reconfigure the political.
Based on this objective, I formulated two main questions for the study:
Research Question 1: What are the emotional associations with street music in public
space in Istanbul, Turkey? How does music in public (next to other public sounds) enact
those emotional associations, especially after the Gezi Park protests?
Participating in the moments of street music, finding the sound and following the
steps of street musicians allowed me to log those emotional associations. Recordings via
my phone’s built-in sound and video recording applications gave me snippets of how
audience, and among them a young audience too, responded to the music and the
musicians. I noted locations, and repeatedly frequented those places sounding with music,
which actually marked other sonorous elements of public space nearby. In an alternative
design, where I could have a more structured access to informants via e.g. focus groups or
structured interviews, I might have worked towards answering this question, too. However,
the moment of street music – as well as the absence of it – revealed undercurrents of affect,
which would be hard to evoke during interview sessions, instead of real-time encounters
or being situated in the street while talking about it. My audio and video recordings
provided answers especially to the first half of this question.
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Research Question 2: How does the street musician respond to changes in public
space in Istanbul? How do they respond to the relationship between the state and youthful
public space?
This question let me inquire into what happens when street musicians perform in
public space. I looked for documenting parks, corners, steps, public squares, passageways
and come up with rhythmic patterns of these places. Usually, those patterns would emerge
after reconsidering the field notes that accumulated in my notepads. It started with
anticipating encounters with the state, but in reality, the institutional rhythms of religion,
bureaucracy and money would become part of the scene and add dimension to data. A map
of street music locations in relation to the downtown Istanbul emerged as well (Figure 1.1
and 1.2). Figure 1.1 appeared as a result of repeated walks and pauses around main
downtown neighborhoods, and should be helpful in considering the changing intensity of
encounters in each location. Figure 1.2 provides a closer look at street musicians’
trajectories. The map and the diagram do not show the subway, the ferries or the Islands,
but instead focus on the collectivity of downtown nodes.
Over the course of the fieldwork between 2014 and 2016, as part of my ethnographic
quest, I interviewed musicians, other artists and organizers who are involved with music
and the city’s soundscape. Appendices B and C indicate a question guide that would be
used to interview organizers and musicians. After 2016, I kept visiting Istanbul in order to
stay in touch with my contacts in the city.
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Figure 1.1: Major locations of street music sounds on a map of Istanbul: a general
view.
The grey dots of street music sounds in Figure 1.1 concentrate around locations where
restless masses (either local, student or tourist) are drawn to. These locations, the Beyoglu
area and the Kadikoy downtown, draw the curiosity of many who either visit or dwell in
the city. The axis of Istiklal Avenue down to Galata in the European side has historically
welcomed night life and the entertainment industry (see e.g. Ural, 2017). For many decades
now, but particularly since the 1990s, neighborhoods around this axis have also housed
lives suspended in transition, such as those of ethnic migrants, refugees, and the
marginalized who now face Istanbul’s hunger for profit and urban transformation (see e.g.
Zengin, 2014). Added to that are tenants who are distressed by stark cultural and financial
changes to the neighborhood, and those with limited means, such as Roma and Syrian
refugees who have felt the impacts of gentrification and displacement, such as around
Tarlabasi (see e.g. Tsavdaroglou, 2020). These are not the dormitories of Istanbul marked
with suburban silence and pacification. Since the mid 2010s, Taksim-Beyoglu area has
been robbed of its regular tenants and signature buildings to be remodeled as a
commodified zone: chain stores of global and national brands that can be found in any
shopping mall were an everyday sight to me as I frequented the neighborhood.
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Meanwhile, downtown Kadikoy, and nearby Moda and Yeldegirmeni neighborhoods
are strongholds for college students, ecologists, artists and young professionals, as the
place is rich with cultural consumption, street art, dining and café culture, design, music
and arts, on top of a social layer of old tenants and businesses, some of whom may be
antagonistic to a social cause. Shared and exchange student housing, resourcefulness,
social equity and better food networks, mindful living and sports, street art and squat
houses are some of the collective elements that stand next to a gentrifying mindset here.
In that sense, it continues creative patterns of Beyoglu (extended to Galata, Cihangir and
Mimar Sinan University near Tophane) area. It was repeatedly mentioned to me during the
fieldwork that some artistic presence migrated here from Taksim (Cihangir and Tophane)
as rents rose or municipal procedures restricted bars and night venues, and, pushed people
away from Beyoglu. So, the pricey European side was becoming more exclusive to
touristic use, yet it was also dictating conservative uses of space, and it was feared that
Kadikoy would go down a similar path. Kadikoy also had a continued connection to protest
Black Sea culture, progressive rock and Anatolian rock music tradition, and the place
resonated with a left-leaning social landscape. Recording studios, art centers, such as
churches or old buildings turned into concert venues, a famous opera house and bar streets
were remarkable in the neighborhood. Besiktas, similarly welcoming for college youth,
has smaller public street stages, but clearly comfortable to be around stranger ears. These
places altogether shielded subcultures around playing music, building one’s politics as
well as social connections on and by music.
People are also drawn to the ferry lines to the Prince Islands, which are one of the
serene margins of Istanbul, and a way to get away from the city’s exhaust. On summer
weekends, there will be a recreational, festive crowd on those ferries, headed for beaches,
island restaurants, and strolling and sightseeing with friends. Musicians find audience on
the ferries and integrate to the trip as well. Finally, nodes such as Maltepe in the Anatolian
side, far from the center, is one of the peripheries with public squares that youth and
musicians had found access and acceptance. A couple of informants mentioned how they
did test-runs there, as if such corners are a kind of smaller stage before getting confident
for the wider audiences in the city.
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Figure 1.2: The author walks the street musician trajectories: major stops, turns,
corridors. The blue line is the natural boundary of the Bosphorus, and the orange dots
indicate places that resonate with street music repeatedly. Grey lines indicate the
continuity of streets as corridors. The grey lines that cross the blue line are the ferry lines
that carry musicians.
In the plainness of Figure 1.2 is highlighted trusted streets, corners and corridors
pulsating with street music that I have mainly come across through my informants. My
early detailed-field notes were from Kadikoy Rihtim (Wharf) in Summer 2014; in a sense,
this is the heart of the diagram. I focused on the repetition of sonorous bodies, their
hierarchies and the relationality of acoustic details, when logging sounds in my field
notebooks. Those sounds of ferries, last-call to ferries, street food and tea vendors, florists,
street kids, trams, traffic, prayers, the police and so on mesh together with music, songs,
dances and voices in public. In the Kadikoy bazaar a few hundred meters away, there is a
tiny and porous spot, stuck between stores: some performers are regulars in locales and
restaurants at night; other performers who chose the spot can be more independent
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performers who wander and play elsewhere in the public streets of the city. It is porous
because pedestrians also trespass the tiny stage and walk through the midst of musicians to
reach the other side. The blank space to the top-right of Kadikoy Rihtim takes us to
Yeldegirmeni, a residential, artistic and transforming neighborhood. Towards the other
end, Moda, which used to be a seaside summer location for decades for upscale households,
life is fancier and more expensive. Residential boundaries mix with social and commercial
use there. Ragpickers’ calls and carts in the dire streets hint that the old is moving out and
being recycled, while apartments might be appropriated as creative caves and music
studios, like the one right below my first apartment in the neighborhood. Similarly, my
third apartment on the corner of Kadife Sokak seemed like a bridge between worlds; it was
hardly calm and silent. Streets like Kadife Sokak are signature for alternate social scenes.
Night strolls, cafés and fine dining are also part of the old look of the neighborhood; and,
a night out is never complete for people without passing by Kadife Sokak. A stroll from
Kadikoy Rihtim to Cape Moda (at the lower end of Moda spot in the diagram) is where
people go on a long, social walk with their bikes, chairs and pets, through a relatively large
park. Around the park, musicking among friends, dancing or simply hanging out are
routines that draw both neighborhood residents and others coming from a distance. Some
musicians could end the day to meet friends in this park, too, but they first utilize tiny
corners in Moda and Moda Havuz Square by the end of Bahariye Avenue.
The blue line, or the Bosphorus that splits the megacity into two main halves, is part
of my diagram because music happens on the water, too. Ferry musicians who play
popular, folk tunes and classical pieces between Besiktas, Karakoy, Kadikoy and Eminonu
routes are regulars. They used to face confrontation from the security guards on the boat.
Musicians were given official permit later on, as I was told by an informant during a short
visit to Istanbul in 2019. Earlier, they struggled to defend their vocal right to space against
security staff on the ferries. Audience or passengers on ferries were known to protect them
from direct confrontations by the staff. To some extent, musicians’ network also wanted
to monitor who plays and when. They were thus seen exclusionary by some others who
felt as extras and unwelcome among them. Many were connected to Kadikoy’s social
landscape through their music education, practice or social network. Frankly, I needed to
step out and talk to others than the ferry group to hear dissident comments about this space.
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Insider accounts aimed for solidarity and recognition, while outsider accounts would point
to competition. There were no clear-cut boundaries. The ferry implied some form of
liminality, and musicians would find a place in it. Some would not consider themselves as
street musician, for instance. Ferries were sort of a venue. However, some of those who
were active on the ferry produced harmoniously in multiple contexts that are open to street
musicians, too.
When I was asked for a map of street music at a conference in 2015, I almost created
one that is pinned or geotagged; however, I did not, after considering the ambivalence and
movement pointed by the ferry context: The implications of one musician making rounds
around certain nodes, pursuing several trajectories in and beyond the city needs another
demonstration. In a diagram such as the one above, I am less worried about locating
individual performances and more concerned with where musicians aim to reach, as well
as with the relationality of places and persistence in the face of interruption to routes.
On the upper left end of the diagram in Figure 1.2, Taksim Square, Galatasaray
Square, Tunel Square and a tiny open space around Galata Tower are nodes where street
music vibes and performances repeat time after time. Pavements, store fronts and building
facades between these touristic nodes are also filled with street performance. Fortunately,
some of my initial fieldwork recordings in 2014 did not come from Taksim area, which
was dominated by the memory of Gezi protests then, and instead they started from the
Anatolian side. That way, I was able seek new sounds and circles in a wider artistic
landscape than a thin dependence on a landmark of protest and strife.
Around the long Istiklal corridor that runs through these squares, several musicians
stay nearby in Tarlabaşı (and further in Dolapdere and Kurtulus to the North and West of
Taksim Square in the diagram). Above all, places to stay are cheaper and easier to maintain
around here. These neighborhoods are all at a walking distance to Beyoglu, and
accessibility allows musicians to stay close to solidaristic circles. Besides, musicians can
move faster when with instruments to carry. Their time management is swift by being close
to transportation hubs, as well. Friend networks allow access to shared space for keeping
instruments and leaving stuff before a gig, while some other musicians seem to lead more
settled households, allowing them to set up studios where they live.
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Extensions such as Mis Sokak emphasize a further spatial layer that is more liberal,
political and radically vocal when it comes to encounters with the police and conservative
urban spatial governance. For Mis Sokak, a liminal ability to resist neoliberal conservative
projections in the area had been salient by 2013: since Gezi protests, this short alley off
Istiklal faced some police intervention and protected demonstrators as well as the right to
demonstrate. Small groups would gather by the delta of Mis Sokak and speak up to the
press about social justice and violence issues, facing passers-by on Istiklal Avenue. As in
the Pride March later in 2018, the alley provided room for LGBTQI and others distressed
by the mainstream vision of society4. When I tagged along with musicians to hang out in
venues on and by Mis Sokak, I recognized that the place was an open and expanding indie
and alternate scene for experimenting with music, a pattern taken up by some other short
streets parallel to it. Mis Sokak is not a dead-end; rather, it is a widely-used pass to
Tarlabası, which is marked by rundown housing, new student hostels, urban transformation
and displaced people. Spending time and tracking street music and performers to these ends
configured my steps into such thresholds of main squares and avenues.
Finally, throughout the chapters, street musicians’ trajectories are indispensable to
my research design when taking account of musician’s movement in and through the city.
The word trajectory, as informed by Bourdieu’s work, is a tool to understand social
placement and displacement as an actor responds to institutional factors in space that
impact an actor’s moves. The individual’s trajectories shift thanks to a mix of ‘collective
events’, institutional positions and ‘‘individual events’’ that actors use to navigate ‘‘ field
of the possibles’’ (Bourdieu, 1984: 110). I find the term relevant when following my
informants’ accidental paths, much-desired destinations from one country to another, as
well as their insistent use of venues and certain axes in the city, their decisions to leave or
come back to the city and build fresh paths to connect them with other musicians. I pay
attention to their dispositions in the face of their social positions, backgrounds,
individuated differences from band members and others who seem in similar positions.
Reed-Danahay (2019: 68) interprets this term by Bourdieu simply as mobility, and
4

_______, 2013. İstiklal Caddesi’nde Toplu Gözaltı, BBC, August 4,
https://www.bbc.com/turkce/haberler/2013/08/130803_istiklal_gozalti ;
_______, 2018. Yasak Durduramadı: Beyoğlu Mis Sokak’ta Onur Yürüyüşü, euronews, July 2.
https://tr.euronews.com/2018/07/01/yasak-durduramadi-beyoglu-mis-sokakta-onur-yuruyusu .
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according to this, one’s trajectory builds on earlier steps as well as persistence to keep one’s
place, too. It is not a linear or one-way movement, obviously. My informants, when they
repeat certain cycles, insist on particular neighborhoods, leave town every three months
because of visa limits and return to Istanbul, keep a network of friends and connections, or
want to leave for elsewhere for a dream, are navigating such as field of possibilities.
1.3

A Glossary of Concepts
The following set of concepts, instrumental to my analysis, repeats throughout the

dissertation. There is extensive literature found on each of them, of course; however,
below, I craft brief definitions to these concepts in order to illustrate how I approach each
one.
1.3.1

Sound(scape)

The sound artist Caleb Kelly highlights the autonomy of sound, which is, to him, ‘an
uncontainable event that spreads and leaks’’ (2017: 21). Soundscapes are our sound
environments that are constituted around embodied associations with sound. Sound waves
surpass the boundaries of public and private. They dictate a response in the realm of our
hearing. We cannot ignore the affective impact of sound on us, coming through the ears
and body as vibrations -even when the physical threshold of audibility is not crossed.
Geographers, anthropologists and sound artists have worked with this creative and striking
force of sound. Geographers such as Gallagher et al. (2017) and Matless (2005) situated
human bodies in the larger context of soundscapes of the Earth and nature, bringing human
and more-than-human qualities to the same plane. Anthropologists such as Steven Feld
(2003) and Stefan Helmreich (2010) wanted us to reconsider our sound environment
(soundscape) in an ethnographic manner that involved the self, too, in light of
acoustemology, which refers to ‘‘the primacy of sound as a modality of knowing and being
in the world’’ (Feld: 2003: 226). What is more, an aural association to space suggests a
dynamic approach to boundaries. The fact that sounds sneak into our thinking-in-a-bodythat-moves means that there will be a visceral, honest-to-ear politics of sound that is
directly connected to our sense of ourselves and others. Sound marks what we think
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belongs to us and what disturbs us; it is an inseparable part of thinking about political
conflict, hate crimes, race, and so on.
1.3.2

Rhythm

The seminal work on rhythmanalysis by Lefebvre was based on a concern with the
‘‘problem of repetition’’ in everyday life, wrote Zayani (1999: 1). Rhythm is an organizing
principle that moves us and surrounds us; throughout the dissertation, a multiplicity of
rhythms is noted in public space. Therefore, in the very definition of rhythm there is a
concern with conflict and harmony at the same time. Rhythm can be defined as a pattern,
which can be heard, felt and observed, that coordinates the body and the intention in mind
with the limitations/potential of the surroundings. Above all, it requires a sounding and
moving body, whether it is human or not. It is more than the repetitions, gaps, cuts and
speed in movement, according to Lefebvre (2004: 5). Sarmento (2017) underlined the
ensemble factor when speaking of a place’s or a figure’s rhythm. It can be argued that in
an ensemble, a body becomes powerful by having a liminal quality: it is able to organize,
shift and interrupt spatio-temporal routines by constantly balancing between what emerges
inside and what it stumbles into from the outside. While rhythms regulate and condition us
as well as others around us, it is our bodies that hear, respond to and resonate with them –
or not. Inherently, rhythm underlines a subjective take of the manipulative forces of time,
society, space and institutions that affect us. Lefebvre talks of a child’s biorhythm as much
as he mentions buildings that carry a rhythm. Yet, in no way we could ignore the
uniqueness of body as the unit that maintains rhythm. Think of the breath of a running
protestor: who is he running with, who is he running against? The breath continues, while
the crowd, the police, the rest of her company, the night, the weather, the weight of the
instrument can slow her down and change her speed. But she is leading one part in that
ensemble at that moment.
1.3.3

Istanbul’s Music
Three musical currents that run through the Turkish cultural and music scene are

informative to me in the quest to study street music in Istanbul. First, arabesk music, which
provided a cultural ground and recognition to the urban masses in a rapidly urbanizing
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society in the 1960s and 1970s (e.g. Özbek, 1991; Yarar, 2008; Stokes, 1992, 2012), was
absent from much of the street music scene I studied. This genre was a large part of the
urban masses’ belonging and mobility, though. Stokes had traced a ‘‘cosmopolitan’’ effort
from below in arabesk’s performers and audience, while analyses like Yarar’s pointed that
humanism and nihilism in this genre shadowed the tensions between market and the state
in the 1980s during the rise of New Right in the world and in Turkey. In streets, stores and
transportation vehicles in Istanbul, there is ongoing influence of arabesk in rap and pop
radio; however, many street musicians favored and tried to popularize folk, protest, ethnic
sounds as well as live music away from a populist background.
Second, jazz, classical and ethno-tunes that were produced and circulated in academic
and experimental music circles (e.g. Mimaroglu, 2013; Greve, 2018, Akyol, 2013) has
found more publicity in Istanbul’s music scene thanks to a globally-accessible music
production since the 1990s. A sidelined yet vibrant musical authorship has clicked with
world music recording labels in Istanbul for a market value when combined with
instrumental, electronic and ethnic flavors. In the city, institutional power of agents such
as IKSV (est. 1973, Istanbul Foundation for Culture and Arts), MIAM (est. 1999, Center
of Advanced Studies in Music under Istanbul Technical University) and recording labels
such as Kalan Music have supported classical, jazz, ethnic and alternative music training
and production, venues and festivals. According to sources such as ‘Makamsız’ (Greve,
2018) and in ‘Homegrown Sounds of Istanbul’ (Degirmenci, 2010), cultural gates to global
music industry open via a practical kinship between free jazz, experimental tunes and
traditional or art music. East and West fuse into the free-spirited hybrid of Istanbul; people
whose careers were shaped in classical Western music meet those with practice of
traditional or art music of the city’s oriental heritage, too. Ethnic sounds of the Sufi, Roma,
Kurdish, Persian and Caucasian music join the mix from peripheries. Music documentaries
such as ‘‘Istanbul Makamı’’ [Istanbul Notes] by Sariyildiz and Aydın (2016) pointed to a
similar value in seeking to mix with different genres in this locality. Degirmenci’s (2010:
253) work positioned world music as an ‘‘umbrella term’’ that also practically used
market’s attention to include local music that did not find much status in the mainstream
music market. Meanwhile, Istanbul’s Beyoglu is highlighted as the heart of the city’s music
industry: while television-oriented media industry moved away to the fringes of Istanbul,
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music industry remained in Beyoglu (Greve, 2018: 25). According to this, by studying
street music performers here, one pursues the heart of the city.
Third and finally, cultures of protest via music has also room to grow in the bar and
festival culture extending from places such as the Kadikoy district. Kadikoy is but one
example, but it has been closely related to how my fieldwork expanded. Kadikoy’s success
to grow subcultures today has its close ties to Anatolian (progressive) rock heritage from
the 1970s’ in the country: for many, Kadikoy with its ‘‘audience’’ is unlike Taksim, which
is usually remembered with its ‘‘circulation’’ (Hakarar and Demir, 2015). A Turkish rock
that is redefined by global sensations of international music festivals in Istanbul was also
studied (e.g. Yazicioglu, 2010 who wrote about Barısarock). Back in the city’s streets and
loud squares, though, the 2010s also witnessed chronicles of music production during
political protest (Ocak, 2017; Bianchi, 2018) or building solidarity in the circumstances of
an Istanbul of refugees (Ogut, 2015).
1.3.4

State
The ways of the state in Turkish urban public space, from the onset of this research,

have been understood to be about anxiety. The state functions also at the scale of emotions
(e.g. fear, anxiety, disgust) and bodies of citizens in everyday experience. In the context of
capitalist modernity, the state and citizenship bonds have been tied down to ‘‘territoriality’’
(Isin, 1997: 119) and its elusiveness even more (Brenner and Elden, 2009 about Lefebvre’s
theory on space of the State). However, the state also jumps into the visceral, private
territory of citizens and polices two of the most curious territorial currencies: the body and
emotions. The experience of public space through policing, permits, property, and
regulations – as well as their uncertainty – is the theme of our times, creating a
territorialized ‘mainstream’. The state exhibits itself as an entity whose continuity needs
constant affirmation through bodily choices, movements, personal decisions, practices and
memories of citizens. This anxiety to control does not contradict the modern history of
institutional investment in disciplining bodies as subjects of the state (Foucault, 1995) or
the long and careful project of creating a mass society by setting a speed to its youthful
energy (Virilio, 1998).
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1.3.5

Affect and Emotion
The geographical scholarship on affect has helped me seek the potentials of in-

between spaces and the everyday capacity of body to dive into and participate in, or to
haunt and be haunted by political and social intensities of events and circumstances
(Clough and Halley, 2007; Clough, 2010; Thien, 2005; Anderson, 2014; Grosz, 2008
among many others). Paterson (2007: 162) wrote about ‘‘non-verbal communicative
pathway[s]’’ that can start affective processes between bodies. The ambiguity of affect has
been repeatedly mentioned by others such as Anderson (2006: 736), who located affect in
the capacity of the middle ground where the ‘‘subject’’ and ‘‘object’’ meets. The dangerous
flow of affect between bodies can also create a fertile field that is open to possibilities
despite the organizing and controlling rhythms in public space. Elsewhere, Anderson
(2014: 87) writes that this ‘‘force of existing’’ that ‘‘circulates’’ bodies is ‘‘pre-personal’’
– in fact, Anderson prefers to call, ‘‘transpersonal’’. What comes before the identity and
emotionality of furor? Encounter does. Reading Anderson’s collection of essays in
‘‘Encountering Affect’’ (2014), it becomes clear to me that a geographer focuses on the
processes of mediation between subject and object because these intense processes take
place in a media culture in which walls of visualized, distanced representation drive
analysis to dead-ends. In the same vein, music and sound provide affective processes that
open and close worlds of possibility. In tracking sound’s paths, we find the same type of
communicative paths between performer and audience, and, between the police and the
musician. The paths on which affects travel are neutral about those positions and identities,
while emotions that divide, or that imply social hierarchies, will not be. I recall a simple
remark about the word sound in the work of Thompson (2017: 1): She compares sound and
noise, and in doing so, revisits their French counterparts: soin and brute, or, the neutrality
of the former as opposed to the evil, emotional latter. It is a simplistic departure point, yet
a beneficial parallel to the significance of affects. Conversely, scholars such as Bargetz
(2015) warned against fantasizing about the potential of affects in search of new
emergences of politics. Meanwhile, unlike affects, emotions are well-situated; they are
owned (Anderson, 2006, following Massumi) and relatively secure from the uncanny
circulation in the case of affect. Shouse (2005) reminded us that we display emotions
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because they have found a way out to the world. Tracking and documenting affects is not
that easy.
1.4 A Summary of Chapters
The next chapter, A Fieldwork in the Disquiet, explores the methodological
expansion in the study. It opens with describing the researcher’s disposition and
dependence on the event of encounter in the fieldwork to make sense of body, rhythms and
interactions in the street together. In this chapter, I discuss the benefit of adopting a
rhythmanalytical approach and pursuing the potential of encounter in conducting
ethnography. Institutional and corporeal rhythms are described and valued in terms of
rhythmanalysis. This framework prepares the reader for the second part of the chapter, in
which walking, pausing, listening and hearing are introduced as tactical methods, in
addition to interviews with street musicians. Instead of simply labeling my presence in the
field as participation or ethnographic observation, I am urged to define the contours of my
bodily involvement in public space and in street musicians’ routines. Walking is a loose
start to engaging the field –still placing oneself at a distance; however, pausing and waiting
with street musicians start to break that distance down, as they allow entanglements in other
human and more-than-human rhythms. In a similar manner, listening and hearing refer to
an embodied experience of street soundscapes. Appendix A is based on the use of these
tools to learn about musicians’ stories in relation to public space.
Chapter 3 situates noise in public space as embodied by class and resistance, as noisy
actors carve out space for a political signal in public space. This part of the dissertation
does not revolve around the opinions of citizens who might find some of the street music
unpleasant or less than beautiful. The chapter’s discussion builds on noise’s sensible
capacity to expand the limits of what is political. Noise is a difficult concept to work with;
instead of labelling it as ugly or celebrating it for its radical expression, I strive to explore
its parasitic presence as it assembles with the mainstream. Conservative ears will find
dissonance in noise, while its emergence in public soundscapes suggests a dislocated
emotionality that finds gaps and becomes a scratch in public space. Examples are plentiful,
so I chose to focus on a few: setting out from how youthful protests during Gezi were
perceived by an authoritarian tone over public space, I discuss the exhausting sounds of
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construction haze in Istanbul, a noisy bar street in Kadikoy, a political scream on public
transport, and the disturbing soundscape in the city that accompanied the 2016 coup
attempt.
Chapter 4 on street musicians’ trajectories in the streets, squares, subway stations and
other corridors of public space is concerned with musicians’ affective entanglement with
the collectivity of urban space in Istanbul. The analysis revolves around the affective force
of interruptions during encounters, commotions, conflict over space as well as sociality
based on money. Interruption takes place in the affective space between us, crossing
identity and spatial boundaries, pushing us to differ. As such, the discussion here is about
negotiating authority, bureaucracy and a flow of tourists, extending to the experience of
migrant, refugee and transnational paths of performers. Through these encounters, the
overarching rhythms of the state and capital pour over to public space, through policing,
migrant lives, protests and violence of terrorism that resonate with these rhythms.
The focus shifts to a violated public space after the force of silence in Chapter 5.
Titled ‘Silence on the Surface’, this chapter starts with setting a conceptual framework of
silence in order to draw an analysis of how sound escapes and is captured: musicians,
artists, activists get involved in the documentation of sound(scape) of Istanbul. I move back
and forth between spaces of museums, digital sound archiving and the actual sound-making
in the street, questioning the deterritorialized and reterritorialized agency of sound.
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Chapter 2

A Fieldwork in the Disquiet: from Walking to Waiting; from Listening to

Hearing

‘‘[T]o grasp a rhythm it is necessary to have been
grasped by it (…) In order to grasp this fleeting object,
which is not exactly an object, it is therefore necessary to
situate oneself simultaneously inside and outside.’’
Henri Lefebvre (2004: 27)

The immediacy of sound is found in the event of encounter that facilitated my access
to street musicians’ rhythms as sound-makers and as youth who performed in an eventful,
turbulent, emotional public space. Studying sound, in its transiency and nomadic
movement, does not comply with institutionalized time and boundaries; whereas its
continued vibration through instruments, music, slogans, chants, sound art, sound bites,
recordings and more can reinstate and reconstitute our relationship with space and sociospatial boundaries. By imaging soundscapes on a map or talking about the practice of
sound-making once it is over, we produce new affects and data that are also affected by
our current milieu. At the same time, sound presents far more than a singular modality:
echoes and monstrous sounds invite themselves into assemblages; their more-than-human
involvement, even when unbidden, meddles with the moment; sound memories carry
convoluted messages of a past time through body and mind5. Sound escapes stationary
solutions. So does a street musician who follows sound. I worked with this ontological
challenge, i.e. the multi-sited sound that cuts through boundaries of social space and time,
in the process of data collection. It prompted me to take note without warning. Affect works
similarly to sound, as it runs in the moment, contagious between bodies and incompliant
with boundaries. Through encounter and sticking with the bodily rhythms of street
5

Multiple modalities of sound is key: Brandon LaBelle’s Acoustic Territories (2010) provides an inventory
of spaces that bounds the fluidity of sound in our lives, as acoustic space ‘‘creat[es] its own dimensions
moment by moment’’ (2010: xxi- xxii), while Deborah Dixon, in Scream: The Sound of the Monstrous
(2011), highlights the more-than-human aspect of sound and the lack of boundaries when sounds viscerally
and violently reverse humanist verses of space. Then, Musicophilia by Oliver Sacks (2007) is rich with
examples of neurological conditions where sounds are in more than one place –telling us how brain and
body, mind and ear, visual and musical spheres co-construct our psychospatial experience.
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musicians, I was able to follow sounds, locate the affects that carried into the moment, and
talk of emotions that maintained, clogged or altered the communicative space between
musicians and others who hear them in public space.
2.1

Off the Gridlines
Studying street music in relation to Istanbul’s soundscapes during 2014-2016

required a research design that expanded on encounter in response to the fluidity, ambiguity
and autonomy of sound. First, I describe here a departure from interviews as a more
structured approach into an ethnographic quest; then, my task in the next section is to
expound on encounter that incorporated walking into and listening to multiplicity of
rhythms in the city. The rhythmanalytical approach to Istanbul’s public streets and
corridors is open to encounter as well as to the significance of body. Relating to
geographers who endorsed rhythmanalysis after Henri Lefebvre (2004) and tackled
institutional rhythms (e.g. Edensor and Holloway, 2008), in my fieldwork, I realized that
institutional rhythms of urban space are relatively easy to follow: rhythms of capital (e.g.
vendors, retailers, banks, tourism, marketplaces), bureaucracy (e.g. schools, offices, the
state) and religion (e.g. duration and frequencies of feasts, prayers, iftar dinners hold in
public, haram (forbidden) and halal (permitted) modes of entertainment or doing business)
still shape our emotions in moving about everyday spaces. Whereas, corporeality of home,
refugees, neighborhood, park, a prominent bar street in the neighborhood, artists, youth,
mafia, tourists, cab drivers and so on intersect with as well escape these rhythms.
In this ambiguity, we are ‘‘throwntogether’’, as highlighted by Massey who viewed
place as an ‘‘ever-shifting constellation of trajectories’’ (2005: 151). What did walking
with street musicians who are also attuned to an emotional public space mean? What did
waiting around musicians’ spaces of performance reveal? Borrowing vocabulary from
Stewart (2007: 44), walking related to the ‘‘rogue intensities’’ of affect that might go
unnoticed in the relative composure of interviews or the safe distance of survey (or
mapping) links sent out to the world. These formats work fine when collecting data in the
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confines of institutionalized time, i.e. capitalist, bureaucratic or religious gridlines6 that
stamp our interactions in social space.
Abandoning the gridlines means tapping into rhythms that got entangled in other
rhythms in public space. As I tracked street soundscapes and power that orbit street music,
there is more to walking than what the categories of flâneur and flâneuse hold. Walking
with musicians maintains continuity with the milieu, as norms, hierarchies and possibilities
are about to become lucid on the pavement. Waiting (pausing) marks new focal points,
where a body’s movement is entangled with other bodies’ movement in the multiplicity of
rhythms around them. A researcher who pursues a ‘‘ ‘capillary’ geography of linkages,
intensities and frictions, [knowing that power is] not being straightforwardly in the
‘service’ of any one set of peoples, institutions or movements’’ (Sharp et al., 2009; cited
in Waitt et al., 2014: 284) has to rely on pauses, waits and jumps, which will reveal
unspoken and uncredited flow to the mainstream of everyday life. I find an ethnographic
entanglement relevant to mesh with such pauses, waits and jumps to arrive at a capillary
geography.
The ethnographer draws ‘‘portraits of diversity in an increasingly homogeneous
world,’’ according to Van Maanen (2011: xviii). For me, it is drawing –sometimes
incomplete– circles to flood the gridlines and becoming participant in pauses, waits and
jumps, which may be budding moments of new data and perspectives. Although my initial
research timeline and funding limitations imposed a more straightforward plan for
collecting data, an ethnographic entanglement was on the horizon once I struggled with
locating myself in the social circles of street music performance in Istanbul. Sending out
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Along those gridlines, I was served representations of the art/music scene by municipal cultural
representatives, who outlined what they did for public music scene in brief interviews in 2014. Providing,
maintaining and regulating space (e.g. parks) for concerts; keeping public jolly and satisfied about living
within a certain district in the city mattered to Besiktas and Kadikoy municipalities, according to
artistic/cultural coordinators of municipal offices. That confirmed musicians who felt relatively freer and in
their own shoes in these districts. My attempt to get an interview with the concerning office inside Beyoglu
Municipality did not yield an interview, because the contact person was busy. At the information desk, the
staff gave me messy directions and hours to the branch office near Kasimpasa that dealt with street
performer permits. Looking back, perhaps they expected me to look to the press for answers. Touristic and
urban transformation ambitions were salient in Beyoglu. Alternately, my (academic) presence might bear
annoying critique and bad publicity. At the lobby of Fatih Municipality Building, I was directed to a
cultural affairs officer who highlighted that they paid delicate attention to expectations of sensitive
(religious) communities within the Historical Peninsula in hosting art events. In the end, these comments
abided by institutional approaches and limited me to a particular answer set.
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flyers to groups, writing to performers via common acquaintances or sending direct emails
to social media accounts, inviting those who might be interested in my research were not
enough. I found it necessary to slow down and immerse my daily life in the field more
persistently instead of paying multiple research visits. Goldbart and Hustler remind us that
these selected ‘‘stories from the field’’ will chart an ‘‘ethnographic diversity’’ (2005:16,
following Atkinson, 2001); yet, in my case, they should probably recount ethnographic
density and intensity at the capillaries. It is a question of scale before diversity. This meant
a slightly slow-charged approach to the site and its practices. That is how pauses, delays
and detours came to feel like the conduits through which I was slowly being admitted to a
world that had its own pace.
On the one hand, immersion resulted in simply hanging out in the area, spending
more time with musicians, learning to play an instrument, listening to competing versions
of the same story by musicians, and taking account of moments that otherwise seemed
random for the questions I had. On the other hand, an invitation to visit the
studio/household of a musician with other friends could result in just a normal day: they
are not inviting me over to tell or show any diversity; besides, they are simply hanging out
and working, making music, making food, watching TV, worrying about bills and life.
Visiting a coffeeshop, music shop together or a luthier workshop of one of their friends
adds me up to the scene as one of many contacts they have. In the meantime, it allows them
to question whether I come bearing good intentions: some jokingly categorize me as
someone who belongs to another level, tease me as someone from the elite, judge me to
see if my questions mean to judge them. I do not misinform them about what I know about
music, where I come from, what I write. But, what if I am spying on them, since they know
I am formally part of a university, a research institution and reside in the US? I want to
know their political and affective experience of space through ethnographic intensity. Still,
what are they going to do with my questions? Even going up to them as a researcher to
inquire about their practices in the urban space is to seek something else than a journalist
would publish or an event organizer would promote. At other times, I have a much more
practical use in their lives: I get to talk about – and sometimes help with – life events that
they are also going through, such as a divorce, unemployment, moving to a new apartment,
competition with other musicians, gossip about venues, etc.
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As Crang (2002, 2003) underlines, the problem with thinking in terms of
insider/outsider, or the delusion about accessing some form of hidden knowledge and
finding something authentic, pushes us to reflect on positionality more carefully. His notes
(Crang, 2002: 650) on a tension between rigorous interview-oriented ethnography and
‘immersive ethnography’’ also leave me questioning the value of ethnographic intensity
for the world we produce, publish and present in. This is probably why I felt guilty at times
during the fieldwork that I was not bringing what is off the gridlines onto gridlines: should
I market what I hear more aggressively to the world? Should I prove the data through
exquisite data visualization? I am still unsure what that would have given to my informants.
I am also burdened by seeing that disruptions continue to break their musical and spatial
routines, or when catching up, that they repeat how seeking a place on the gridlines persists
their music. Besides, as Gowan (2009: 251) reiterates in her ethnography with homeless
men in San Francisco, ‘‘immersion in the time and space of the informants’’ is not
necessarily a positive thing for the plans and objectives of the researcher; it adds an
emotional weight. In my experience, this is a potentially scarring weight that challenges an
ethnographer to preserve her own rhythm above all else.
The chapter ends on a necessary expansion from listening to hearing, similar to the
bridge from walking to waiting (pausing). The dynamic between listening (intentionally)
and hearing (more than the intended) similarly disbands reliance on gridlines. This dynamic
works more on a spectrum and less on a categorical rift. Listening to Black Sea, Kurdish,
Turkish, English, Armenian, Balkan, Syrian, Iranian or instrumental (e.g. movie
soundtracks, percussion, classical pieces) tunes in the public streets of Istanbul gives
audiences happiness: for young people or the politically-inclined groups, it forms a circle
of solidarity; for a migrant worker from Afghanistan, it is a gift to stumble upon a band
from the neighboring Iran while shyly passing by the crowded street; for the tourist, it is a
good conversation and a few selfies that make the trip more worthwhile. While listening
on purpose, there is still much more to hear that contributes to the process. In my research
design I also formulated ways to listen on purpose, e.g. through soundmarks7 or a list of
interview questions. Soundmarks such as the ferry horn, tram’s arrival, the vendor’s cry,

7

Soundmarks are defined as ‘‘elements of soundscape’’ in a place with historical and temporal importance
(Polli, 2012) and they are ‘‘unique, special qualities to a community’’ (Schafer, 1992).
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police siren or ezan were casting regulation of time and place. These affected musicians’
presence and time, too. The task of listening to street musician’s experience with authority
and music added layers to the performance: interviews with performers, when fortunate
enough to get thirty minutes or an hour of their undivided attention, were charged up. My
informants reflected on making music in the larger context of youth, autonomy,
dependence on institutional rhythms and growing up in Turkey. But those meetings were
episodic –and prone to suspension. Many times, scheduled interviews got canceled or
forgotten due to musician taking up another performance or going with another flow. There
have been cases in which I tried to arrange an interview for more than half a year –and
failed until we met accidentally during the intermission at a downtown bar concert, where
the musician could trust and talk to me.
Interviews, along with field notes that emerged from sequences of listening, walking,
pausing and waiting constituted a net of data in about eight field notebooks on paper, a
password-protected notebook separately stored on Evernote’s cloud storage system – with
pictures, diagrams and short sound files when mobile– and audio files on a cloud-reliable
voice recorder on my tablet. Field notebooks were handy when I was entering the field.
When talking, and if possible, sitting down for an interview, notebooks were a way for me
to scribble how to direct the next question, or how to underline certain keywords, places
and names that my informant shared. Later, those names and places, such as a street name,
a regular bar, a genre, an emotional label on others (e.g. jealous, pretentious, lazy,
knowledgeable, amateur), diverged into coding keywords of what I heard from the
informants. Pictures of places we together frequented, or where I kept running into them
were of interest to me. I took photographs and short videos of sites of street music
performance, and tagged their places (e.g. #missokak, #kadikoy, #galatasaray, #tunel,
#moda, #ferry, #subway), moods (#violence, #silence, #collective, #fest, #money,
#construction), and figures (#violin #protest, #homeless, #stranger, #children). I also
collected sound files of e.g. a vendor, duration of the performance, an event, an underpass,
which reminded me of the mood of the place. When I replayed those sound bites later, what
I heard was somewhat different. Listening came first, but listening again, I could hear an
absence, a routine or a figure that seemed subtle or irrelevant earlier. By taking field notes
and keeping some on Evernote cloud storage, it was possible to jot down quickly what was
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otherwise transient because a short encounter would now allow. I would sit down on a
public bench or a café nearby start writing as soon as possible after I left the location, and,
narrate the moment and describe its verbal, nonverbal and sonorous attributes. Tagging the
note in order to revisit it later would be easy on Evernote.
I contend that hearing allows us to develop a connection between the intentional
(what is listened to) and the unintended (expressions through body and movement), tuning
us into sensing loss, jealousy, hope, pain, love, resentment, trust, ambition, pride, rivalry,
pity –or what are affective in the musician’s entanglement with public space. Hearing
brought about what was beneath representation, along with an apprehensive tone between
the researcher and the informant. Of course, hearing does not imply collecting intelligence.
It depends on being in the moment of encounter; its directness is possibly annoying and
noisy, infiltrating boundaries of what we want conveyed, told or known. ‘‘Do not put me
in a [lesser] light when you write about this’’, one informant protested. It is then possible
to hear the continued presence of irregularity, precarity, distrust and experience with
authority through such messages. Would I write in fairness about his reason to be here, his
politics, his experience, his failures as well as resilience? For the most part in 2014 and
2015, my access to potential interviewees succumbed to an awkward, dramatic tone: there
were repetitively many ‘likes’ yet no replies to my research ad for research participants on
music communities on Facebook. So, a change in the tools of data collection was imminent.
When walking/waiting, it was easier to receive their quick, impulsive interest in an
interview, if tempted by my presence, voice or approach. But, in the wild rotation and
changes to musician’s life, an interview would be delayed due to school, summer gigs,
changes to residence and personal life, loss of employment and disappointment with band
members. An email or message could be forgotten and replied to much later. Some did not
even warm up to the idea of sitting down for an interview: presumably, I could ask my
questions on the spot –in ten minutes before they play again. To make things worse, as
violence in public space started to peak from 2015 to 2016, it became very challenging to
keep to a schedule with musicians. Conversely, when interviews (occasionally) happened,
the informant would be more excited to talk if they were joined by other musicians or their
trusted friends at the table. By contrast, sound recordings offered room for listening for
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patterns. Then, in a collective rehearsal of recordings, a few interviews, and a plethora of
field notes, I could recognize the affects that culminated in the suspension in the fieldwork.
Below, my goal is to inscribe this dynamic context in the literature on encounter in
geography. As my research design shifted to grasp affective intensities that surpass
gridlines of institutional rhythms, the significance of the body in rhythmanalysis gained
salience. In the coming pages, then, I am able to expand on walking, pausing, listening and
hearing as method, aligned with ethnography. Through them, audio and video-recordings,
field notes on rhythms, gestures and beats became data.
2.2 Encounter: Why Geographers Walk into It
In cultural geography, encounter produces difference (Valentine, 2008; Ahmed,
2000; Massumi, 2015; Gallagher et al., 2017; Wilson, 2017; Cockayne et al., 2019; Snider,
2017) and embraces the more-than-representational (Lorimer, 2005; see how sound fits
here in Gallagher et al., 2017 as well as in Waitt et al., 2014; see the emphasis on the
monstrous in Dixon, 2011). We bring our categorical contours of representation (religious
sect, race, ethnic or national camp, being woman, being human, speaking in language B,
being in the conservative spectrum, and so on) to moments of encounter, which can
(re)produce fear, disgust, compassion or happiness; however, encounter is more potent than
those categorical ends. We are forced to face the momentary, the affective and the
ambiguous in the hopeful (Anderson, 2006) as well as burdensome, sort of noisy
(Hetherington, 2013) potential of encounter with another. For instance, in Hetherington,
that other is what the absent past holds, coming back to resonate with the present through
the materiality of the city. Putting or finding oneself in a position to be affected by random
strangers, as in public space, does not guarantee acceptance or understanding, of course:
Valentine (2008: 326) warned against a false promise in ‘‘contact’’ that it could be enough
to ‘‘produce respect’’. Not at all. Instead of rushing to that unfairly optimistic conclusion
and trusting in the dishonest, empty ‘‘tolerance’’ for differences, encounter could safely
start the process of ‘‘recognition’’ (ibid., 324, 331) while still dealing with fear, hierarchies,
privilege (Valentine, 2013) and the ‘‘anxiety of privilege’’, which described the difficult
emotional job of the one whose life has been easier or more valued in society (Sennett,
2003, cited in Valentine, 2008: 330). That immediately passes that there is potentially more
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anxiety for the parties involved once caught in encounter. It starts a challenging yet healing
process, much mediated by sharing the same space.
There is hope in encounter: Helen Wilson’s extensive review of the concept dances
with potent and perilous aspects of encounter, though she trusts that something amazing
will come out of it in the end. Diverted from the familiar, our ability to be ‘‘enchanted’’
through sensory bluntness of encounter, following Bennett (2001), does not escape her.
She accepts that we are positively vulnerable to the charms of encounter, while the
‘‘transformative potential of encounter is directly linked to its unpredictability – to the
simultaneous risk and repair that it entails’’ (McCormack, 2003, cited from Wilson, 2017:
457-458). Repair comes before the risk, according to this. Meanwhile, Frers and Meier
(2007) as well as Dewsbury et al. (2002) viewed encounter in a corporal light in the
Merleau-Ponty’s influence. Dewsbury et al. wrote, ‘‘the world calls us to witness it into
being. We are ‘caught in the fabric of the world’ (Merleau-Ponty, 1969, p. 256), cast in its
materiality, in a world of transubjective modalities of experience, an in-between world of
imperatives instigating our activities’’ (Dewsbury et al., 2002: 439). Such a disposition
accepts a body’s power in the materiality of encounter, which places us in a maze that
highlights difference and willingness to produce difference. Alain Badiou (2012) offered
an artist’s take on it: our trust in encounter as a process, as ‘‘a creative play of differences’’
(ibid., 60), will lovingly consume whoever is involved in it but also demand the hard work
to bring a new world out of the ‘‘ecstasy of encounter’’ (ibid., 21-22). One is not afraid of
being vulnerable to and being transformed by this process. Similarly, Cockayne et al.
(2019: 8) noted that
Rather than viewing the encounter as something that occurs between two preexisting
individuals – a primarily anthropocentric hubris – Deleuze sees the encounter as a
function of individuation – a differentiation that does not presume the presence of
fully formed or even human individuals in advance, but that cuts perhaps across both
scale and substance and could apply to many different kinds of bodies. The encounter
for Deleuze is what happens, it is a catalyst, that which is productive of a
transformation or becoming, it is what forces us to think. (emphases in the original.)
The notion of ‘being in the world’ and being in touch with the more-than-representational
is noticeable in these accounts. This is a disposition that assumes a body inclined toward
the world, or a body courageously open to that fabric of public space. It is the body’s ability
to transform and be transformed by the world; however, we also learn from the encounter
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and project something about our next steps. While we could not return to the familiar, we
might as well emerge from the encounter in rather anxious and conservative feelings about
our position.
Emotions run high during encounters, and emotional bodies continue to stay on or
close to the gridlines. In his study of Beyoglu night life, Haktan Ural (2017: 1) works with
‘‘nighttime encounters’’ which negotiate difference and locate emotions in an
apprehensive manner: in this example, face to face in the nighttime economy, encounters
produce difference by securing boundaries, crystallizing welcome bodies and unwelcome
others, and, encouraging ‘‘marginalization’’ of certain bodies in an assemblage of money,
middle class, tourism-conscious venues, owners, workers and sexuality in Beyoglu.
Similarly, Phil Hubbard (2005) notes the unsettling force of encounter, while Mitchell
Snider (2017: 14) repeats Bhabha’s hint on encounter as also ‘‘profoundly antagonistic’’
and not always ‘‘collaborative and dialogical’’. In his work with Latinas/os’ everyday
encounters in Boston, Snider reminds us of the role of an institutional ‘‘third-party’’ that
crashes the party of encounter or possibly spoils the ‘‘moment of dialogue’’, following
Bakhtin and Lefebvre (ibid., 13-15). Although not a geographer, Kaya Genç (2016)’s
stories of young Turkish artists and their emotional navigation of Turkish public space
rearticulate the Althusserian version of encounter: After attending a Balibar lecture on
Althusser and resistance, one of his interviewees was struck by a similarity with the ‘hey,
you!’’ moment in their own ‘‘answer to the call of politicization’’ (Genç, 2016: 106).
Indeed, the state, the police and other institutional actors infiltrate encounter.
Studying sonic encounters responds to both this radical transformative materiality,
which embraces the nonhuman or more-than-human quality of sounds, and, the emotional
dependence on the safety of institutionalized rhythms and resistance to uncertainty in the
encounter. As a researcher, I think it is imperative to respond to the flow of sound and a
challenge to escape the emotion. In ‘Life as a Field Trip’, Tuan (2001) embraced
‘‘serendipity’’ as part of encounter. He rooted for ‘unstructured field trips’’, in which
students will be pushed to cultivate more than they signed up for:
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My memory of a typical unstructured trip goes something like this. The bus stops on
a knoll. Students file out, I among them. Immediately we are bombarded by
sensations, from buzzing bees and the smell of hay to the heat of the sun, and images,
from garbage dump and church towers to the meandering river. To minimize
disorientation and bewilderment we take out our cameras and dramatically reduce
the flood of sensations and impressions by looking at a framed landscape through a
tiny hole. Our leader, after a brave pause to soak up unstructured experience,
proceeds to simplify reality for himself and us by drawing attention to a selection of
landmarks. (Tuan, 2001: 42)
A similar dilemma of intentionality and openness challenges the musician, whose
movement in public space is within the safety of their instrument or band members, while
also trying to work on the surprise factor. At another level, their experience with urban
materiality could also prove upsetting –at best, unsettling-- during times of violation by a
blast or the police. Encounter can be too much in a stormy situation.
On my part, I struggled with a rhythm that tries to regulate my moves too, as the
duration of encounter would bring more sounds than street music. When colleagues would
ask me how many people I interviewed, I would be frustrated because instead of counting
data victories, I was trying to keep pace with the street, musicians and their surroundings.
I used my recorder, camera and notebook, and threw myself into the accident of encounter,
because my repeated attempts to work within a relatively regular schedule was ruptured by
the rhythm of musicians as well as the capricious performance. Many times, when face to
face on the street, musicians would respond: ‘Yeah, find us on Facebook! Send us an
email!’ When online contact led to some form of communication, they could say, ‘Sure,
we’re playing in Karakoy, this Friday around 4 to 6 pm. Come find us then,’ while in
actuality they could decide on a whim, or a band member could be drifting away to another
chore or class. Their extreme flexibility gradually infiltrated my rhythm and attitude, too.
I would later realize what seemed flexibility was actually preoccupation with time that
dominated their livelihood. Rarely would they have time and will to linger on after
performance. Or they would say ‘I have to go now, but of course, I play in Bar X tonight’,
or, ‘I am preparing for a rehearsal / travelling for a festival. When I am back, maybe ask
again.’ I was hesitant to conduct the interview at the bar, but I would occasionally go and,
during those pockets of time, observe a clearly different rhythm and vibe than the street’s
flow earlier: the bar was like the musician’s household; they knew people, they owned the
stage a bit, they knew they would get a couple of drinks on the house, and they treated
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others (except perhaps other performers on stage) with bodily gestures of authority. Gigs
and jam sessions started very late in bars: at around 10 pm musicians would be done with
the rest of their work elsewhere and show up. At around 11pm, the music would start and
would go on until 2 or 3 in the morning, depending on the clientele, too.
Still, I insisted on stepping shortly outside this routine whenever possible and talk
with the musician during the daytime about the street’s emotionality from a distance. At
one time, I intended to place my research ad on a Conservatory bulletin board, hoping that
it might return more interest than my calls on Facebook groups. After I formally addressed
the office in a futile email, I decided to walk into the building’s information desk and
explain myself face to face. Glaring at me, and willing to handle this without an office, the
doorman offered his authoritative piece of advice: Couldn’t I benefit from the library more
instead of seeking and talking to music students? The busy building sounded with
rehearsals all the time; it was centrally located in the middle of Rihtim Square, so he
probably wanted to re-assert that not everyone can walk-in like that. After I managed to
talk to someone in the administrating office upstairs and received verbal confirmation that
the ad will be placed on the board, there was still no returns to the call. I recall walking out
of the office hesitantly, as a random researcher (with my documents and IRB approvals).
Would that really get visibility on the wall, since they did not know me through a trusted
reference? Afterwards, what concerned me the most was not this setback, though; it was
rather the doorman who set the tone as I stepped into the building.
In the ambiguous materiality of encounter, the illusion of safety from difference
cracks down; the multi-layered rhythmicity of the place and the researcher form alliances.
This is something unyielding to visual methods, mapping or listening to the emotional
experience of musician or youth. In this sense, one of my personal ‘hey, you!’ moments
struck me on May 21st, 2015 during one of my walks past Galatasaray Square, where I
paused to listen to a couple of performers. They played in front of cardboard sign of a street
festival, so they were either selected or hired by institutional mechanisms, giving them a
kind of reserved spot. I stood across from them near the other end of the pavement in order
to stand up unnoticed and away from the passing crowd. When I leaned against the wall,
Mr. A, a man in his fifties emerged from the next door of the aged Beyoglu Han on the
Avenue and addressed me. This was a moment I did not want. I did not intend to be visible
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as a female, as a body, or as someone who is writing and listening against the routine of
the street: I stood up by the crowd, watching, not busy with anyone or anything else, except
writing in a notepad, and that was interesting for this man, who actually was part of the
routine of the place. After asking some questions related to my presence, he offered me a
plastic chair from the diner next door and insisted that I sit. So, there I was, seated almost
in the street, feeling uncomfortable –but not leaving because I insisted on listening to that
particular duo across the street. Meanwhile, carboy delivery, mailman, lottery guy and
waiter in the diner all interrupted us briefly, as Mr. A. summarized his life story: He had
been in Istanbul for 35 years and he worked closely to this Han, running a café and a bookie
in the past, and he even used to run a night club a decade ago in the basement of the
building, only to expand the subject to women who used to work there. At that point, I felt
self-conscious and more uncomfortable about the conversation, but he offered tea. I was
able to leave once the performers took a break, but by then I was given a very emotional
map of the past of this public spot. Now that stores in the Han were closed, up for sale and
his life about to change, the accident of encounter that day turned into a serendipitous twist,
constituting the context of street sounds wide inside the multiplicity of rhythms. It reminds
of Lefebvre (2002)’s note that ‘‘(…) encounters never simply take place between two
parties; they only make sense in reference to (an)other, a third party from which we derive
meaning from society’’ (Lefebvre, 2002; cf. Snider, 2017: 14).
2.2.1 Rhythmanalysis: From Walking to Waiting
Thus far, encounter is posited as a catalytic, active process that invites materiality of
the field and builds a contextual understanding. How is ‘being in the world’ disclosed in
the rhythmanalytical work in geography, then? From Marxist urbanists who are interested
in everyday rhythms of labor, work, leisure and home, which are all shaped under
capitalism, to other critical urbanists who are concerned with the design of senses, control
and corporeality of public space, rhythmanalysis has been a compass (Degen, 2017;
Zayani, 1999; Horton, 2005; Middleton, 2010). In his seminal work on the concept,
Lefebvre (2004) placed beats, speed, movement and (dis)harmony wired in the institutional
presence of capital, industry, media and the discipline over bodies and time in daily life.
Rhythm is in every one of us, embodied, of course, he insisted. Rather poetically crafted,
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the book Rhythmanalysis conceives body and rhythm’s relationality as central.
‘‘Everywhere where there is interaction between a place, a time and an expenditure of
energy, there is rhythm’’, Lefebvre wrote (ibid., 15, bold in the original).
According to him, difference is born out of rhythm (ibid., 7): in comparing cyclical
and linear times, in repetition, or in the carnal-natural versus regulated-particularly
measured, rhythm can train, manipulate and produce our bodies. Lefebvre’s aim must have
been to clash rather than merge the quotidian and the institutional, to develop an analysis
when both are caught together in the ambiguity of time and a critic of the duality of ‘make
or break’: ‘The rhythm that is proper to capital is the rhythm of producing (everything:
things, men, people, etc.) and destroying (through wars, through progress, through
inventions and brutal interventions, through speculation, etc.)’’, he wrote towards the end
(ibid., 55). This far-from-naïve analysis of everyday life caught the interest of those who
looked into urban senses and the pedestrian (Degen et al., 2010; Yi’en, 2014; Wunderlich,
2008), the tourist (Sarmento, 2017; Edensor and Holloway, 2008) and street performers
(Simpson, 2008).
If, according to Lefebvre, the body is the ‘‘metronome’’ where those antagonistic
rhythms ‘‘coincide’’ (Elden, 2004), social against natural, industrial against pastoral,
capital over religion, productive and destructive, etc. can be examples to antagonistic
partners. Perhaps, these rhythms collide rather than coincide, and they are not to be always
in an either-or relationship; they can be both-and in the affective processes that the body
is involved in. In ‘A Visceral Politics of Sound’, Waitt et al. (2014) aligned body, sound
and rhythm together when exploring affective politics in the tiny moments of encounter.
Like many geographers who dealt with rhythm and soundmaking in public space (see
Simpson, 2008; Edensor, 2010, Degen, 2017, Sarmento, 2017 among several others), Waitt
et al.’s work pinned Lefebvre’s concept of body at the center-stage. Body, situated as ‘‘the
point of contact’’ (emphasis added; Elden, 2004: xii) is the amazing metronome that
breathes in and out the context, it is witness to and the site of turmoil. Degen et al. (2010:
63) asserted body as ‘‘a process, rather than a fixed substance’’, following Latour and
Actor-Network Theory: altogether, this ensured body’s continuum of movement in the
fluidity of city as a ‘‘force-field’’ (ibid.). However, Simpson (2008) takes issue with the
body’s receptive passivity anticipated in such movement:
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Although Lefebvre argues that the body is central to rhythmanalysis, I would argue
that under his Rhythmanalytical Project (being part of his broader critique of
everyday life), his conception of the body lies predominantly at the epistemic level,
around embodiment; the body itself fades. I find myself left wondering: is rhythm
inside or outside the body? This has then led me to turn to Nancy’s (2007) work on
temporality experienced through the body as rhythm, and also Deleuze’s [1987]
ethological conception of the body, in an attempt to insert a more explicit bodily
ontology into rhythmanalysis. (Simpson, 2008: 811).
Simpson’s contention is valuable in the sense that it resists seeing the body as a receiving
tank of affects and emotions. Following J.L. Nancy and the example of the newborn that
cries and thus ‘‘mak[es] sound’’, Simpson (2008: 812) illustrates the powerful body that
performs rhythm decisively (or maybe not so much decisively, rather impulsively) by
‘‘vibrating and expanding space’’, by becoming performatively new and formidable.
According to this, Simpson maintains that rhythms are folded through the body.
The walking-body, I argue, is a metronome-in-distress, one that is entangled with
emotions surfacing on the gridlines, while also attuning to and staying afloat in the
multiplicity of rhythms in the city, which is considered as polyrhythmia (Özgün, 2013;
following Lefebvre, 2004). The literature on urban walking has long been fascinated with
the (modern) drift and distance of the flâneur among the urban masses. Writing about
walking is easily embellished with the notion of an able, self-absorbed body and typologies
formed around him: from contemplation to consumption, from pilgrimage to peregrination,
as refugees or as tramp, for conquest or for escape, from flâneur to flaneuse, and, from
strolling to protest (e.g. Le Breton, 2008; Gros, 2008; Elkin, 2016; Cramerotti, 2010;
Durna, 2018; Pink, 2008; Middleton, 2010; Coverley, 2006). In The Painter of Modern
Life, Baudelaire sketched Monsieur G. as a man of the world, a natural traveler who is open
to fleeting surprises. He wrote,
For the perfect flâneur, for the passionate spectator, it is an immense joy to set up
house in the heart of the multitude, amid the ebb and flow of movement, in the midst
of the fugitive and the infinite. To be away from home and yet to feel oneself
everywhere at home; to see the world, to be at the very centre of the world, and yet
to remain hidden from the world –such are a few of the slightest pleasures of those
independent, passionate, impartial natures which the tongue can but clumsily define.
(Baudelaire, 1964: 27)
However, although the flâneur logs (of course, visually and emotionally) the feeling of
being around masses as if in a sea of affect, he glides through urban space casually and at
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a relative ease and distance from the mass (Solnit, 2001; Coverley, 2006; Elkin, 2016;
Cramerotti, 2010). In relation to this, doing psychogeography tackles the distance between
flanerie and the Debordian dérive, or the assemblage of drifting feet and a heartbeat in the
urban streets. When compared,
(…) although both appear to involve an element of chance and lack a pre-ordained
direction, the dérive does not demonstrate the pure submission to unconscious desire
that characterised the surrealist wanderings and indeed the journeys of the strolling
flâneur. The dérive may lack a clear destination but it is not without purpose.
(Coverley, 2006: 96).
In that, bodies walk with intention in order to position themselves to affect what
affects them, i.e. institutional rhythms of capital, religion, the state, etc. as well as corporeal
rhythms surrounding them. Instead of a self-absorbed and sensational record of space-time,
we are talking of urban walking that is the ‘‘process of appropriation of the topographical
system on the part of the pedestrian’’ (de Certeau, 1984: 97, cf. Hubbard, 2006: 107). A
geographer and a sound artist respectively, Hubbard (2006) and LaBelle (2010) both
denoted the performative, creative quality in urban walking in de Certeau. According to
this, we are compelled to ask who is walking, and where and when, since the act is tactically
aligned with resistance: is it the unwanted stroller, or the rich tourist? For Hubbard and
Merrifield, then, these tactical, critical feet align with a Debordian psychogeography in the
usurped civilian space of the city, as walking is a ‘‘resistance against an interminable
process of [capitalist] ‘improvement’ ’’ (Merrifield 2005: 932, cited in Hubbard, 2006:
108).
Taking pauses in key spatial nodes therefore becomes a tactical twist. Just as ‘(…)
people become aware of time when they are made to wait’’ (Middleton, 2010: 585,
following Bergson’s critique), pausing exposes the body to layers of both friendly and notso-friendly rhythms on location. Then, it enables a wedge through the sounding-body that
gets in the way of flow of another’s rhythm. I realize that this moral anarchy of pausing
feet is able unfold rhythms that run counter to and together with the body in question –I
am thinking of street musicians, those surrounding them, other street figures around them,
and finally the researcher. Jennie Middleton (2010) and Sarah Pink (2008) write on multisensory embodiment that reserves a critical seat for bodies marking whose time and
rhythms they are messing up with. Middleton situates walking as ‘‘a ‘socio-technical’
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assemblage as a means of keeping ‘the social and the material on the same explanatory
plane’’ (Jacobs, Cairns and Strebel 2007: 626; cf. Middleton, 2010: 576), while Pink attests
to a ‘‘tactile’’, grounding aspect in walking, in tune with Ingold (Pink, 2008: 180). Agata
Lisiak (2014: 335)’s piece on Poznan as a city of rap returns to de Certeau and jumps
beyond flâneur-like drift: she employs walking the gateways, corners and backyards of the
city to look for what is beneath the surface of the popular street and actually advocating for
a method of ‘‘standing the city.’’ These studies mark walking and waiting as being inbetween flows that are materialized, owned and authorized by another in the street. We
need to think of flâneuse’s “right to disturb the peace’’ (Elkin, 2016: 288) of urban space
in a similar light, too.
Following diurnal-nocturnal shifts in public space, tracking touristic routes in public
streets, getting research advice from the Conservatory doorman, crashing into street
musicians’ as well as subway and ferry musicians’ rotations, following the steps of
performers whenever I could, finding a spot in a contested square and waiting for what
happens next or locating overlapping institutional and corporeal rhythms have all been my
ways to practice this tactical shift between walking and waiting. As a researcher on foot
and on pause, I conflate the distinction between flâneuse and audience, jumping from being
part of the listening-passing crowd and a female body that is always potentially out of
place. While waiting for an interview or a moment of encounter with musicians, the
duration and mood of waiting join the analysis of soundscape and authority. Being
questioned about whether I was a musician, getting serious attention based on my answer
to that question, failing to satisfy that emotional alignment with the musician (because I
am not a musician), trying to figure out how to talk to a musician whose language I do not
speak have all been challenging, and I recall pausing and diverting tactics: I learned to play
an instrument, trying to form channels through other musicians, based on these moments.
There is a double story here: I affect a field with which I also get entangled; whereas my
informants are also walking-activists, no matter how much spectacle is involved. The
corporeality of sound is striking, both through the performative actions of street musician
and the event of sound (e.g. more-than-human sounds) that ran into their own soundmaking.
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In waiting, ethnographic observations necessarily open to listening intentionally for
rhythmic measures and patterns in public space. They are also inviting other sounds,
rhythms and affects that were not anticipated in a research design. The final section below
deals with the distinction between listening and hearing: I offer a description of both, using
highlights from sound studies, in order to locate the more-than-representational in hearing.
As listening and hearing both contribute to this research as methodic tools.
2.3 From Listening to Hearing
"The violent and the righteous are hard of hearing,"
said Günter Grass [in The Diary of a Snail].
Murray Schafer (2003: 14)
A rhythmanalyst, according to Lefebvre, is someone who can listen. He compares
that with the burden of psychoanalyst, who has to tune down their own judgment and voice
in order to make sense of the patient. On contrary, listening to rhythms requires one to pay
attention to materiality of the world around as well as inside them. The rhythmanalyst,
according to him,
will be attentive, but not only to the words or pieces of information, the confessions
and confidences of a partner or client. He will listen to the world, and above all to
what are disdainfully called noises, which are said without meaning, and to murmurs
[rumeurs], full of meaning –and finally he will listen to silences. (Lefebvre, 2004:
19)
While this was a solid starting point on the subject, it did not help locate the ontological
differences between hearing and listening carefully enough. In sound studies, in the works
of acoustic ecologists such as Murray Schafer and Hildegard Westerkamp, listening had
been established as a method, and came under further scrutiny: sounds of the social and the
material world come to be inspected as equals within the ecology of objects, practices,
people and nature. Acoustic ecologists have insisted on ‘‘focused listening’’ (Schafer,
1992) or ‘‘attentive listening’’ (Westerkamp, 2001) to one’s breath, to a park (or the
absence of it), to the wind as well as to city, machines and labor in order to raise awareness
to environmental destruction by industrial and political ambitions. This active, affective
listening method is a political act. While the practice encapsulated hearing as an immediate
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and physiological capacity to ‘‘receive’’, listening was a deliberate and a learned skill that
enables us to ‘frame’’ a part of the soundscape (Schafer, 1992).
Listening is considered human, while hearing is more-than-human (or less-thanhuman, depending on where one is coming from politically). This tricky humanist
intentionality in listening is problematic for it is able to accommodate the mental
sophistication more favorably above and beyond hearing as physical capacity. Suddenly,
we find close affinity between hearing and the natural, the animal and the physiological
(bodily and sensational), while listening is intentional (Abu Hamdan, 2016; Cox, 2016;
Birdsall, 2014; Broglia, 2011). We listen to the world with a question in mind, and
purposefully, as in soundwalks (Polli, 2012; Westerkamp, 2001, among others). Just as
there is a ‘‘purposive walking’’ (Wunderlich, 2008; Sarmento, 2017), there is
‘‘purposeful’’ listening (Polli, 2012). First, such an outlook is terribly selective, and fails
to incorporate in its frame the fact that ear is distortive of the outside world and is leaving
some sounds out (Hudspeth, 2016). Second, it undermines the ecological integrity of how
we hear with our whole bodies, e.g. in ways to include vibrations and make meaning out
of them (Ouzounian, 2014; Ingold, 2011; Nancy, 2007). Ingold (2011: 137) noted that ears
are ‘tools of observation’’, too.
As field notes and sound recordings piled in the fieldwork, this double standard
between listening and hearing emerged as a major concern for me. My sound recordings
are of live performances thrown-together with the rest of the street or in a location open to
intrusion from others; so, they never aimed at aesthetically concerned, binaural, clean
framings of the duration of performance. Although I would intentionally collect audio and
video recordings of particular nighttime locations, subway stations, transport hubs, at a
square or the duration/the aftermath of a protest, what I documented during the whole scene
was open to unplanned sound components, noise and interruptions at times. Particularly,
when dealing with sound and its materiality, listening is not enough. In their introductory
chapter to the book Encountering Urban Places, Frers and Meier (2007: 2) repeated that
‘‘[m]ateriality is more than the dead product of human labor and culture, following Latour
(1993), it is an active participant (or ‘actant’) in social relations.’’ Therefore, listening to
the materiality of street, along with the performance, means to be able to listen to a
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materiality that gets in the way and hear affect that hijacks the attentive, planned, structured
moments of research.
Interestingly, my preliminary research in Summer 2013 on music festivals and public
space in Istanbul struck an oddly similar imbalance between listening and hearing. The
research at the time had sprouted from a commotion between conservative Eyup residents
who took issue with beer sale during Efes One Love Music Festival in 20128. Some claimed
the right to listen to music in a particular format; whereas for others the event was nothing
but a beer festival. For Summer 2013, I aimed to participate in music festivals in Istanbul
and interview attendees as well as organizers about emotional patterns in festival space.
When Gezi protests broke out in June 2013, that intention was hijacked by the loud mix of
protests, police violence and political-governmental-media tumult of emotions. Everybody
–proponents and opponents alike– heard this sonorous politics. Clearly, the protests were
responsive to recent urban, ethnic and financial politics (see Aytekin, 2017). Young people
who took part in the demonstrations disregarded expensive, industry-led events; what
revolved around the park was the actual festival. Music festivals9 were either postponed or
cancelled when their clientele disappeared to the park. Besides, the tumultuous aftermath
of protests set a heavy tone: with injuries, deaths and confusion around, how could they
resume the regular? So, in a twist of time, there was no festival to participate in (Figure
2.1). People had tuned into more than the institutionally designated sounds of festival. We
listened to a multitude in the streets, bringing into mind Zizek’s (2008) departure from
Paris 68’s streets of resistance in discussing agency that ran in the (post)structural corridors
of capitalism today.

8

In 2012, Efes One Love Music Festival chose Santral-Istanbul near Bilgi University’s Santral Campus in
Eyup, and not for the first time in their history (see: https://www.oneloveistanbul.com/en/time-capsule).
Santral-Istanbul held an alcohol license and had a separate management than the college campus. But when
a group of Eyup residents took issue with beer sale (the main sponsor was a beer brand) as opposed to the
conservative spirit of the district, especially near Ramadan, it became an incendiary topic that got even the
Prime Minister involved, who commented on the vices of alcohol for the youth, etc. A bill on no alcohol
sale to those under 24 in such events further complicated the issue (https://t24.com.tr/haber/eyupte-helalfestival-one-loveda-icki-yasagi-resmen-aciklandi,208441). The 2013 round of the festival did not happen
due to Gezi Protests, while in 2014, the name of Efes dropped from event sponsoring. Press and blog
sources in Turkish chronicled the dramatic authoritarianism behind the issue:
https://medium.com/burak-com/ey%C3%BCpte-bir-festival-d1925e52ff15 and
https://www.internethaber.com/eyupteki-festival-twitteri-karistirdi-441984h.htm are a couple of them.
9
https://mediacat.com/iki-buyuk-organizasyon-iptal-edildi
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Figure 2.1: Cancellation of the 12th Efes Pilsen One Love on social media, after
June 11, 2013 bill about alcohol brands and festival sponsorship. The organizing
committee stated that they could not have carried on with the event that year as they
sympathized with the public mood of June [Haziran] 2013. Image Screenshot via
https://twitter.com/oneloveistanbul/status/344726639512535041

Figure 2.2: Souvenir from Gazdanadam Festival in July 2013. The bag pin on top
reads: 1st Gazdanadam Festival, and the second one translates: ‘‘Teargas [pepper spray]
is tan [honey] for us, the squares are small for us.’’ Many slogans and cardboards used
wordplay in relation to Gezi, while also voicing national unity demands, issues about press
freedoms and so on. Image by the author.
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As the main protests gradually calmed down by July 2013, there was a day-long
festival in Kadikoy Rihtim Square, with permits taken and the urban bus service terminal
vacated in order to make a stage. Gazdanadam [Gasman] Festival had a more patriotic
tone, while it was built on the fresh legacy of Gezi and checked major requirements of a
festival event: live music, big crowd cramped in a small area, souvenirs, some food, police
control point, photo stand in addition to flags, slogans and an emotionality that was
inherited from Gezi (Figure 2.2). United around opposition to the government’s extreme
reaction to young protestors during the protests, there was a paternal, patriotic tone that
befriended youth and wanted them safe in public space: families with kids, grandmothers
who picked up their daughter’s hand, mothers who told their son to get down from the roof
of the bus-stop, leading people to chant slogans properly (‘‘let’s repeat it twice!’’) were
part of the scene. Taking a stand against the capital-intensive investments of an urban and
national scale, such as Canal Istanbul and the Third Bridge construction, were denounced
from the stage. It was not the Gezi, but it emotionally connected to Gezi –and more. On
my way there, I had lunch with a group of politically affiliated youth attending the event.
Next to a dozen of younger ones, a man in his thirties stood out. When I asked what he did
for a living, he passed a self-judgment that he considered himself a professional activist by
then. That is to say, showing up there was more a structured response than an immediate
urge to jump off the gridlines. He termed Gazdanadam as protest/demonstration, while for
the public eye it passed as a festival, perhaps fashioned so in order to include more
categories. Through moments like that, I was able to hear more about what being youth
meant in Turkey.
Documenting rhythmicity of street music in public space in several instances can
come together and be heard in an assemble of a collective sound during a certain time.
Each rhythmic bubble by musicians will resonate with each other once our drifting feet
along with a heartbeat hear them against their individuality and instead in relation to each
other. Take the case of Kadikoy downtown. There are several spots frequented by
performers. Musicians bring a tune to the location, attuned to or affiliated with the rest of
sounds made before them. For example, not far from Bahariye Avenue’s famous Opera
House, there is a street music spot tagged by the municipality; across from there, next to a
row of stores, a group of youth who are not necessarily musicians were learning a sonorous
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way to be in public space with their guitars and cheesy songs –if we were to ask a seasoned
street musician. Politically engaged performances (e.g. for peaceful resolution of the
Kurdish situation in the Southeast) can take place in this corridor, too, but at night.
Meanwhile, two Iranian musicians who just decided to play in front of vacant stores on the
Avenue get settled in front of the store windows, carrying the spirit of Istiklal Avenue here.
Far away, near Cape Moda, a guitar duo, long inhabiting Besiktas and Kadikoy
neighborhoods, found a serene spot to play interrupted and welcomed. Down by the
Kadikoy Bazaar, spectacle, more mainstream music by young amateurs and seasoned
Roma musicians are the standard: this is a convenient stage; it does not go away, but it is
actually cramped and infiltrated by the passing crowd. A bit further away, near the ferries,
groups of predominantly male youth, who are explicit about their money and status, dance
to pop and nationalist songs from a loud stereo of their SUV parked near the Kadikoy
Rihtim Square in the evening or at night. It seems like entertainment, but they are also
recoding anew the open space frequented by bands that play ethnic music (Black Sea,
Kurdish, etc.). During the night, those bands are accompanied by their excited friends10
(could be from the school), connecting among themselves as well as with the audience and
the Rihtim Square (Figure 2.3). In other news, in the middle of a residential neighborhood,
another very loud crowd in Kadife Sokak [Street], home to a night scene and several
venues/bars hosting live music and cross-genre bands, is briefly interrupted by the
mechanical sounds of rowdy youth who show up in modified cars, trying to match their
car’s to a sound level enjoyed inside a venue. Even though there is always a loud hangout
on the outside of those venues, we hear the car. Where are they coming from, outskirts of
Kadikoy? Whose boys are they? While on the outside, they sound ugly and transgressive.
Is their sound also communicative?

10

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ScRpiLEY98s Grup Sumela sings and people dance, Kadikoy
Rihtim Square, July 2016. Video by the author.
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Figure 2.3: Grup Livadi playing near Kadikoy Rihtim, 13 August 2015. Image by the
author.
2.4 Conclusion
Encounter is a perspective that enabled me to connect to rhythms with violence,
silence, and flow that shaped public space during 2013-2016. I did not glorify encounter
as a cosmopolitan keyword. Rather, both as accident and door to dialogue, its radical
potential has accompanied me along with an anxiety over encounter. So, its perks and perils
go hand in hand. In the mood for encounter, I was able to situate myself in the field, while
opening my eyes and ears and feet up to inquisitively listening to the soundscapes of public
spaces in focus. It also nourished a ground where I coded musicians’ encounter with each
other as well as the materiality of public space (its sonority, security, urban transformation,
violence, etc.) in rhythms.
I followed a rhythmanalytical approach to my work. Pursuing an analysis of diurnal
and nocturnal routines in which bodies (youth, tourists, artists, the police, the local and so
on) move in public space marked how corporeal rhythms met institutional rhythms. This
gave me a lot to think about and analyze. An obsessive grip on regular interviews were
exhausting, while a pertinent ethnographic presence in the field, next to the stage and
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around the musician installed the flow back to my research. I preferred to term walking,
waiting, listening and hearing as methodic twists, instead of simply glancing at the whole
process as observation. Rhythmanalysis in geography has articulated how to log bodily
movement and locate difference while taking the paths and capillaries of public space: that
corner where the tourists in the suq won’t turn (Sarmento, 2017); focusing on spectacles
and silenced components of the place during ‘‘rhythmic itineraries’’ (Edensor and
Holloway, 2008: 489); and, the ‘peripatetic’’ engagement with city space in routines and
sensory embodiment of walk, dance or turns (Middleton, 2010) guided me to pick rhythms
in my own fieldnotes. While psychogeography’s links to urban walking appreciates the
‘‘drifting motion around and through the city [as] a political statement against rational,
ordered, capitalist urban space’’ (Middleton, 2010: 582), I maintained a closer affiliation
to that of Lisiak: walking, standing, waiting and pausing as tactics to get in the way of
multiplicity of rhythms and vibrations. Far from being violent, this helped me unfold
rhythms that bodies house and (re)produce.
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Chapter 3

Noise, Nation and Boys in the Corridors of Istanbul
‘‘Is noise actually so easy to arrive at?
Noise is a word of which the aural image
is all too evasive. On the one hand sound is comprehensible
in that it evokes a sentiment, though the sentiment itself
may be incomprehensible and far reaching.
But it is noise that we really understand. It is only noise which
we secretly want, because the greatest truth usually lies
behind the greatest resistance.’’
Morton Feldman
(Friedman, 2007: 2)

In this chapter, I am dealing with what has been a pressing theme in the duration of
my fieldwork largely from 2013 to 2016. I seek to locate the political-aesthetic significance
of noise that has carved itself a place in the collective flow of public spaces in Istanbul. By
engaging in this question, I am not really invested in passing judgement on whether a
certain street music or sound is bad sound, (un)pleasant or (un)worthy of being there. There
have certainly been times that such judgment was passed by musicians, people in the
audience, friends and housemates who shared thoughts upon hearing about my research.
Musicians tended to express the expectation that if a piece of music or a group of
performers are not good enough to grow in the public view, they are going to find out either
through tips or sonorous-bodily reactions from audience. If a particular sound is already
there with the rest of music, its presence is to be taken into analysis before jumping to
another evaluation of how much it is musically structured or intelligible by the so-trained
ears. That is one of the underlying requirements of public space: it is open to house
difference but does not guarantee it will be beautiful. In a parallel vein, Amin (2008: 18)
writes of ‘‘[c]onviviality (…) as an important everyday virtue of living with difference
based on the direct experience of multiculture, getting around the mainstream instinct to
deny minorities the right to be different or to require sameness or conformity from them.’’
His point had nothing directly to do with street music in the text; however, we can think of
street music in terms of a convivial soundscape in the city. By recognizing also noise as
part of conviviality in public space, parallel to Amin’s term, I am interested in noise’s
affective power to lift or shift public mood.
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I argue that noise as an arrogant nonhuman actor announces a radical spatial
intervention to public soundscapes in Istanbul by way of finding a gap in the sphere of the
sensible (following Rancière). It tactically responds to (following de Certeau) rhythms
established within class, money, belief system, ethnicity, neighborhood, gender,
occupation and education, but it also vibrates with an autonomous, very individualistic
quality (following Serres) that asserts its presence while actively partaking in the whole
throwntogetherness (following Massey) in public space. In its more-than-human capacity,
noise expresses something that a human actor has perhaps not found emotional
identification yet; it carries on without much listening. So we might imagine it as an
unpopular lecturer than as a conversation partner — or perhaps even more, as a childlike
energy that does not understand boundaries. How big a part of the urban is noise? How is
noise situated with respect to the rest of urban public? What does its irregularity have to do
with nationalistic sentiments and gender? I carry these supporting questions along with me
while tracking noise’s social embodiment and finding its human partners in the city.
For musicians, noise indicated an emotional upset or a need to distance. Certain
affable places in the city were marked by their distance from downtown noise. Some of the
Prince’s Islands were considered a relaxed and safe zone; one of the musicians explained
why he moved to a house on the Islands, while he continued his studio near Beyoglu. The
house on the island was affordable, spacious and ‘silent’. This island, Kinaliada, was
relatively less popular and less touristic than Buyukada or Burgazada. Conversely, when
he and friends first attempted to organize an art festival in the streets of the island, they ran
into adversity from conservative locals, who seemed to have vaguely understood them but
clearly coded them as the outsiders. Still, relatively isolated from Istanbul’s cramped
Beyoglu and its routine, the house on the island gave him the distance he needed while he
was able to travel to the city, had continued access to Mis Sokak and its underground music
scene. The island seemed to have a balancing effect on his artistic presence, as he continued
to perform and to keep in touch with other artists in the city. For others, noise in the touristic
hub of the city was too much for their senses, too: a couple of travelling musicians preffered
Kadikoy instead of Taksim (Istiklal Avenue), when I told them about potential corners to
play music. After spending a couple of days around Istiklal Avenue and hearing
performances almost back to back, they ruled it out as ‘‘too noisy’’. No one (among the
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audience) would be able to hear them. For them, noise indicated an aesthetic annoyance.
On the other hand, the relative calm of ferries and small boats as part of daily transport
easily marked a contrast with the rest of the city, although sailing on water opened ground
for more music and commotion. Ferry musicians found an opening in this medium. The
whole journey is also impossible without the tearing sounds of the motor, the constant wind
that accompanies the passenger sitting outside, and the tea-handler on the boat, who is a
signature of the place, walking around and selling sandwiches, tea and fresh orange juice:
these were tuned in with the regular soundscape of the ferry, not contradictory to it.
In light of musicians’ such uneasy interactions with a noisy public space, I discuss in
the section below what and who counts as noise/y. I discuss perspectives that conceive
noise as intrusion and as resistance. However, I maintain that noise is relative to one’s gain
from public space; it tactically reaches to us, demands narratives of authorship in a
collective setting. Thinking in line with the notion of assemblage, or agencement in cultural
geography (Anderson and McFarlane, 2011), noise has arguably a tricky relationship with
rhythm. Noise is assembled to other components of public space temporally; it can repeat,
but does not have to establish in or merge with the scene. A street location can be identified
as noisy, but we know that might change when the source of noise, e.g. a machine,
construction, youth or music after hours, is removed from the setting. In this sense, noise
can be disassembled as much as assembled into a public setting. Assemblages (a) depend
on a provisional unity of things held together and disrupted from each other at the same
plane; (b) work with a quality of being ‘‘emergent’’ instead of ‘resultant’’; and (c) allow
‘‘gaps, fissures and fractures’’ in while consantly becoming a new or modified assemblage,
according to Anderson and McFarlane (2011: 125)’s overview. In the second section, I turn
to a loud Istanbul where noise meets institutional and corporeal rhythms in Istanbul. My
examples are drawn from the (in)famous Kadife Sokak in Kadikoy, a rhythm of
construction in the city, a difficult encounter on the ferry, and finally a violent public
experience of an atttempted coup in 2016, which caused about 250 people’s death and
around 2800 injuries (Necef, 2016).
The noisy body wants to be heard, and the process is not happening in a vacuum. It
is uncomfortable to face this political-aesthetic tear while attuned to a routine. In its
momentary emergence, noise is not ambiguous; it is here. What is more, noise should not
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be taken as the simple output of a confused actor. Its complex message is not fully shaped
to resonate with the rest of the actors in public space; it goes against a rhythm. Noise seems
against the collectivity of society in its dissonance; but once it arrives, once we are
relatively perceptive of its attenuated presence among us, it has become part of the sensible.
In that, there is a sense of dissensus in this process: Rancière (2010: 38) noted that
dissensus, which is according to him ‘‘the essence of politics’’, is more than the
‘‘confrontation between interests or opinions. It is the demonstration (manifestation) of a
gap in the sensible itself’’ (emphasis in the original). Rancière pointed to transgressive,
even clashing (ibid., 39) dynamic of the need to express an unthinkable politics outside
regular settings or conventions of institutions reserved for protesting voice. He explicated
that, ‘‘political difference is always on the shore of its own disappearance’’, and I find that
note helpful to conceive what noise does in public space, too. Hearing a noisy element
would not necessarily make its audience tune into it and affirm it, though it now exists as
part of the political sphere because it has been heard. In the aftermath of noise, its
impetuousness divides and reshuffles society by its affective intensity.
3.1

Noisy Social Space
What can we expect from noise? One approach suggests that it can harm our bodies’

ecological balance and harmony. Disagreeable sounds never appear without disagreeable
bodies –and in this first approach, nonhuman materiality of sound is found directly in
technology and motorized society. Acoustic ecology famously positioned noise in the outof-balance urban and industrial complex. Our urban civilization created a lo-fi or lowfidelity environment, which referred to dominant mechanical sounds that superimposed on
one another and blurred the human hearing ability towards nature or its harmony. It
attacked the richness of sounds in our environment, distressing human (as well as animal)
body’s ability to hear (Schafer, 1993; Truax, 1978). We were reminded that noise is still a
sound, though ‘‘out of place’’ (Atkinson, 2007: 1905; Keizer, 2010); however, it is frankly
the ‘‘undesired’’ bit (Schafer, 1969: 18). According to this, it is possible to discriminate
noise as the rowdy, out-of-tune outsider, though coming from modern times: from
modernity, industry, machinery, the schizophonic media (Schafer, 1969; 1993; Bijsterveld,
2003; 2008; Thompson, 2002; Picker, 2003; Mumford, 1963), the warfare industry and
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technics (Goodman, 2010) and even the rowdy street musician that disturbed the ordinary
peace (Simpson, 2017).
Only within the last study listed above, we find out about the embodiment of noise
with the (lower) class and (transgressive) position of a particularly sonorous body.
Otherwise, discussions tend to pay little attention to the question of who/what is making
the noise. In Simpson’s account of street musicians in the nineteenth century London, the
streets are filled with sounds of industrial labor. In the privacy of Victorian home, sounds
of working class from the outside are nuisance, and so was the nerve-wrecking street music
(2017: 95). It should be noted that the complaints of Arthur Schopenhauer, the nineteenthcentury German philosopher who thought noise came from an uneducated, unclassed
position, overlap with such concerns over noise in the past life of London. Schopenhauer
(2004) wrote of the 1850s’ unbearable sounds of horse carriages from the street as
interruption and disruption to his thinking: ‘‘Of course, where there is nothing to interrupt,
noise will not be so particularly painful,’’ he poked the unintellectual class. The lowerclasshood attached to noise relied on the privilege Schopenhauer comforted himself in at
home. To Aracagok (2006: 99), this was the discomfort due to an expansion of what is
‘‘hearable’’, while Dombrowski (1983: 435) was amused by Schopenhauer’s burden,
removing him from his comfort zone and replacing him in the modern ambiances of noise,
as in ‘‘noisy student dorms’’ or the ‘‘electronic media’’, in short, the modern ‘‘sirens.’’
Noise in this sense is situated in and coming out of an uncivil other, as opposed to the
civility of the trained, intellectual ear. Regulations can exclude and punish the source of
noise; however, in its interruptive power, noise evokes a desiring attention in us and maybe
an urge to encounter.
The conviction that there is an intrusive, unhealthy aspect in noise established the
need and the opportunity to regulate it. In urban space, with respect to the vices of the
machine civilization, James Sully the evolutionary psychologist, considered

the

‘‘piercing’’ ‘‘excess’’ of certain sounds that largely fell out of sensory and mental
equilibrium, and aligned noise with qualities of shame, of animals, of the other, of
barbarian, of the street, of the ‘‘unmusical’’ (1878: 111). In addition to noisy capital cities,
he bemoaned the ‘‘violent’’ and ‘‘pernicious sounds’’ of factories and railways (ibid., 115).
Mapping noise for livable cities would gradually become a concern. On the one hand,
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acoustic pollution could be made visible and locatable (see Espejo, 2014 on a strategic
noise map of Madrid that shows where trucks and neighbors have in common; and Staub
and Sanchez, 2012 on mapping noise around schools; and, Saher and Cetin (2016) on noise
abatement in Istanbul). On the other hand, soundmaps help visualize the urban noise by
surveying noise pollution and creating noise abatement laws, by documenting regional and
wildlife preservation11.
We have become surrounded by the technologies that produce noise, such that noise
comes in naturally with sounds of the city (e.g. chaotic traffic, machine buzz, industrial
machinery) as well as domestic life (e.g. household appliances, infrastructure) and the
technologically mediated body (e.g. cell phone, medical devices) (see for instance
Bijsterveld, 2008; LaBelle, 2010). When we situate noise as a distinctive feature of our
urban lives, we also acknowledge it within a control society. It is ultimately intrusive; but
we miss the point that it is humans who design, plan and maintain those technologies.
Besides, our bodies are open to learn and adapt to materialities of noise.
A second way to understand noise in social space is to think of its affective relation
to the rhythm of everyday life through the factor of resistance (de Certeau, 1984; Lefebvre,
2002): the encounter with noise in the everyday context is also a relationship of
individuality and dissent. The cultural history of noise played with a myriad of political
encounters with rhythm and also with noise as social and economic reproduction (e.g.
Attali; 1985; Hendy, 2013). The resistance carried in the noise can be understood with
reference to the corporeal, lived reality versus capitalist space in Lefebvre (2002; 2004)
and it can be related to appropriation of (sound-)space and the ‘‘tactics of the weak’’ which
do not resonate with the institutionally inscribed strategies to organize space, according to
de Certeau (1984). Noise in this sense is again nuisance because it transgresses the
boundaries set by the privileged; however, this time its realization enables us to think with
the unprivileged, indicating how major and minor technologies of everyday life resonate
with us, and how we react to them.
11

For examples of such visualizations, find more information at World Forum on Acoustic Ecology on
https://www.wfae.net/ , visit Sicilian Abandoned Soundscapes on http://vacuamoenia.net/en ; go to a noise
map of Scotland on https://noise.environment.gov.scot/noisemap/, see an archive of London sounds on
http://www.soundsurvey.org.uk, read about noise and wildlife connections in the US on
https://www.gislounge.com/the-sound-of-silence-a-noise-map-of-the-u-s/ , and find more about
visualization of sound as data on https://soundcartography.wordpress.com/ .
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Protests, sit-ins and usually unrehearsed sonic interventions in public space constitute
a kind of noise as resistance to the established rhythms (Frers and Meier, 2017). While this
has nothing to do with aspiring to realize a musical potential in noise, it enables us to
discuss its aesthetic and creative contours in the out-of-place encounters. We can hear the
soundscapes of difference through collective protests against the mainstream, as Giralt et
al. (2010) illustrated in the cacelorada protests in Barcelona, which were accompanied by
the noise of pans and whistles. This is very similar to protests from balconies and windows
in Istanbul, most recently when a significant part of the population felt a massive corruption
in the elections of May 2019. These noisy protests had happened at other times as well
during the last decade, including during Gezi protests12. As Giralt et al. (2010: 183) put it,
these additions to public space are a quick, direct and unmediated ‘‘struggle to be heard.’’
I would note, though, noise emerges from the privacy of home, as well as anonymously, to
air and resonate with public sensation. Similarly, Tuncel and Kaygan (2014) wrote on the
soundscape of Gezi Park and also worked with the question of sound as noise, highlighting
the notion of noise used by the police against protestors during Occupy Wall Street protests
and building connections between Occupy and Gezi (Gursel, 2013; c.f. Tuncel and Kaygan,
2014; Gass, 2001).
In Istanbul, Occupy Gezi in 2013 had noise assembled into public soundscapes, too.
The protests mobilized a generation that arguably did not send out big political signals after
growing up in a post-military coup society since the 1980s. The event of the Gezi Park
protests introduced sound as an exciting component to imagining and claiming public space
in the face of authoritarian measures of the Turkish state in the 2000s. Artists and activists
blurred the boundaries between sound and noise during demonstrations that subverted the
mainstream use of street and squares. They used their own rhythm to counter the rhythm
of policing public space. Hakan Vreskala was documented on social media, subverting a
police warning lyric, ‘Dağılın Lan’ [Disperse!] and singing it with a group of performers
on site who played percussion with metals appropriated from the barricades near Taksim.
Unsurprisingly, he pointed later to the viscerality of pulse and rhythm as the first sound we

12

Cumhuriyet, 20 August 2013. https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/erdogan-dedi-tencere-tava-davasiacildi-440926
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hear in the mother’s vomb13. Bogazici Youth Choir did flashmobs in subway and sang
acapella in Gezi Park in solidarity with the protestors14. Unlike the somehow ‘sterile’ stage,
the event in the public space allowed a fast and forward mood to express emotional
registers that ‘were already always in [them]’, told Masis Gozbek, the conductor of the
choir15. Singing a capella in a public space that way was sudden and direct, unpretentious
and uncontrolled. It channeled a unique [rhythm] due to the proximity to one’s voice with
one’s body, he added. Kardes Turkuler16 also made a song in appropriation of the thenprime minister’s scorn that protest(or)s made no sense and tingled like ‘pots and pans.’
There is anxiety in making noise, which translates as an unmediated response to the
hierarchy and order of sounds in the mainstream. Thompson (2012) reviews examples of
this in her book. Thompson takes Schafer’s discussion of hi-fi and lo-fi environments for
example, and points that the stillness in a hi-fi environment (i.e. balanced to allow hearing
most sonorous components of space) is countered by ‘‘messiness and confusion’’ in the
latter (2012: 93). While the affective quality in noise is accepted by Schafer, Thompson
reminds of the sense of ‘‘cacophony of the collective’’ in his moralism (ibid., 101).
However, this outlook conservatively guards the ability of a single actor to make beautiful
sounds.
If noise is understood along with the affective intensity of being the ‘‘excluded
middle’’ (Thompson, 2012: 56, following Michel Serres’ work), this outlook serves to
understand the political and aesthetic potential of noise much better. According to
Thompson’s discussion, Serres sensed the noise as the undermined communicator, which
worked in most encounters and transactions as a parasite (ibid., 58). In the parasitic life of
noise, which is positioned in the middle and in flow, noise is actually right in the connective
tissue or territory between two sides, i.e. a host and the earth, or a receiver and a sender as
in a phone line. In the radicalness of noise, therefore, there is an affective jump. In what
connects this second approach (resistance) to the first approach (unharmonious) mentioned
above, LaBelle (2012) had thought of noise as an unprecedented, unwelcome and annoying
13

Personal communication, November 2015. A video of the performance was shared on:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cjfoXoz69sw
14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xEK1qGPrzi8
15
Personal communication, 1 July 2016.
16
‘Kardes Turkuler, Tencere Tava Havasi (Sound of Pots and Pans)’, June 6, 2013.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-kbuS-anD4
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move of sound from the privacy of the home towards others in public. It is considered out
of place, but it could not be more at home while in the middle.
I have stated earlier that noise has a relative, mobile and tactical quality to it. The
classed and hierarchical placements of noise shown in this section carry an emotional
tension to the process of making noise as well as hearing it. Sounds that go against a
mainstream and are located in the gaps of public space, like the parasite in between, can be
re-imagined in this light, too. In what follows, I rethink of these attempts to embody noise
and maintain its political potential: as nuisance, as protest, or, as the anxious communicator
that points to a gap, an opening that does not belong to camps or sides. It appears that noise
is not really an outsider. The examples I discuss below invite the reader to think of the
aftermath of noise, when the noisy actor chooses sides and merges with a rhythm it
contradicted.
3.2

Touched by the Tactical Autonomy of Noise
Istanbul is loud. Istanbul is anxious. The city has looked like one giant construction

site for more than a decade now, thanks to several urban transformation projects.
Construction projects day and night in densely residential neighborhoods and profitable
lands in Istanbul create a distinct soundscape for citizens. The fieldwork’s main routes,
Beyoglu and Kadikoy were also caught up in this rhythm. A sound sample of concrete,
dust, earthwork trucks, subcontracted workers, blocked traffic and occasional fights for the
last decade or so meant noise, too, although they seemed to became regular. People thought
construction was meant to be temporary, though. The building would finish eventually, and
the noise would be over. Then another construction would start in the cycle. It seemed that
the noise of construction pointed to a sense of rush and insecurity that could not be dealt
so easily.
Scholars such as Bartu Candan and Kolluoglu (2008) related the urban
transformation ambitions of the last decade to making smart use of the highly destructive
1999 earthquake in Istanbul to enact major investment and construction mechanisms in the
neoliberal city. They wrote, ‘‘a sense of urgency, urban fear, and the need to intervene,’’
(ibid., 19) accompanied by a convincing, natural-disasters discourse gradually pushed the
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button. More than 17,000 people had died in the 1999 quake in the region17. By the autumn
of 2014, as I was looking for my third place to stay in the city, urban renewal and
construction projects were already gaining speed. Groups of house owners discussed
money to sell the building to a contractor, while complaining about the imminent threat of
a quake, then they would receive new apartments, constructed from fresh materials with a
sleek design. Some lost homes temporarily, until they got the key to the new apartment.
Some had to change neighborhoods. Some were badly annoyed by this disruptive turn of
events, as in the case of one of my roommates: as a tenant, she had to move out of her safe,
well-located apartment because the owner agreed to the re-construction of the building;
and now she was preoccupied with the rent and safety in her new place. Like many, we
chose shared-housing to manage both issues.
For a year during my fieldwork in the city, I lived next to a construction site in
Kadıkoy, an old residential district, popular among students, young professionals and
artists. Doing my best to rent a room relatively tucked away from the construction noise,
the block next to my place got demolished a few months after I moved in, and the new
building was complete before my fieldwork was. During the day, trucks would massively
interrupt traffic and we would listen to a symphony of car horns and swearing drivers. At
night, street cats of Istanbul found nocturnal urban animals (such as rats and scorpions)
newly released to the street after the demolition, while occasionally there would be material
delivery to the construction site, despite local regulations. One night at 10pm, upon
complaining about the afterhour truck noise, I ended up arguing with a watchman and a
few workers at the site. They asked about my age, if I was from here, and then informed
me that I ‘wouldn’t know what it means to have lived through the earthquake and therefore
couldn’t understand how important this transformation was’, in resonance with the disaster
discourse in Bartu Candan and Kolluoglu’s work. Such construction went on in the old
neighborhoods and their remarkably narrow, single-lane streets – sometimes too narrow
for trucks. There were several accidents18 where a construction truck carrying earth and
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Wilks, A. 2019. ‘Twenty years after deadly quake, is Turkey better prepared?’ AlJazeera, 16 August.
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/08/twenty-years-deadly-quake-turkey-prepared190816123636450.html
18
Plenty of accidents come up in a news search on construction truck accidents in the city. Some examples
are: https://www.hurriyetdailynews.com/earth-moving-trucks-concrete-mixers-kill-24-in-one-year-in-
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leftovers from an old building failed to maneuver, lost balance and dropped concrete or
wires and all on a passerby and kill the person in bright daylight –with a short, brief scream
before construction keeps going!
Unlike the noise rotating with this constant buzz of demolition and rebuilding day
and night, which only seems to breath around an awareness of fragility, an incident on the
water made evident the aggression in noise more clearly. The following excerpt from my
fieldnotes describes the incident:
On September 13, 2015, passengers on a boat from Kadikoy to Kabatas witnessed a
fearful moment. Between two elections held in June and November of 2015, this
moment coincided with a politically tense period in which the president, the
government, part of media and voters equated the ongoing Kurdish opposition, which
included political debates for peaceful resolution, to terrorism and posited it as
morally ambiguous. As I was waiting at the gates to the boat, unsuspecting anything
strange, I saw a group of women and men go on board the boat with the rest of the
passengers. There was also a young group of men who carried a black wreath,
indicating that the group might be going to participate in a demonstration. As we
stepped on the upper deck of the boat, they started chanting about the glory of
Turkishness. [I slowly took my notebook and started to take notes, afraid that this
might be the wrong act at that moment.] Towards the middle of the trip, while we
were approaching the middle of the strait, things started to shift on the boat. A
woman from the side of the deck stood up to the group and said, ‘‘This is a boat, it’s
a vehicle of transport, and you can’t say these things here. This is a public space, we
use it to travel from one side to another. You can’t disturb other [passengers] like
that.’’ As she turned to her seat in frustration, nobody in the front row among the
nationalist group reacted. Nobody talked. Then, a short, thin man in black jeans and
plain t-shirt got up and walked up to her in a second. He pulled out what we
understood to be a police ID from his pocket, showed it to her. He was antsy: ‘‘Get
up! Get up from this seat! Come on, let’s go!’’ As the rest of us watched the scene in
intense discomfort –people suddenly glared at their phones, and looked down-- the
two got entangled in a moment in which, I believe, he intimidated her and acted as if
he would take her under custody. Meanwhile, the tea-handler stood up and watched
them, like he was a statue. With a tray of teas, sandwiches and orange juice in his
hand, he was calm. After the two eventually got back to their seats, as the spectacle
was slowly over, the tea-handler cried: ‘‘Anybody want tea?’’ The fact that the tea
guy was standing right there, in the middle of us, like he’s been there forever, is
perhaps what kept the incident from becoming a real incident. We’re in the middle
of the sea, for God’s sake!

istanbul-report-114851 and http://www.diken.com.tr/yine-cinayet-kadikoyde-hafriyat-kamyonununcarptigi-motosikletli-hayatini-kaybetti/
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This emergent situation, which was emotionally quite loaded, housed noise as a continuous,
immediate and relentless factor. This moment turned more dramatic because of the fact
that it happened on one of the calmest, inclusive and peaceful spaces in Istanbul. The ferries
and boats in Istanbul have a particular rhythm that separates them from the rest of the city.
It is a humane public transportation system compared to other formats in the city:
passengers sit down, eat, drink and read in a reasonably wide personal space. It is not a
burden to be disabled on the ferry. There is music on most routes, and there is a sense of
being in an ‘envelope’’, similar to what Degen et al. (2010) termed as ‘‘perceptual
envelope’’: moving in public space almost completely withdrawn into one’s own thing –
except with this one, we are one with the whole boat. We are stuck. People are situated in
between the privacy of their space and the publicness of being with a large group of
passengers. The temporary group is held together for half an hour in a comfortable
assemblage of tea, wind, other passengers, wide seats, leg space, music, musician,
musician’s instrument and amplifier, a TV installed on the walls, sometimes a vendor who
sells stuff or announces a call for help, while on the open decks accompanied by the sound
of waves and seagulls, as well as indistinct conversations. The boats is a similar assemblage
of society, too, though smaller than ferries. Music is usually absent, as boats are much more
closely monitored for performers, while ferry musicians have obtained a permit to play
after years of playing hide-and-seek with ferry staff and protesting. Clearly, musicians on
the water have a better stage-like setting in the decks of classical ferries than in smaller
boats. They are seated in the middle of passengers, have a wide view of the room and have
more space, e.g. to bring amplifiers. Musicians bring a routine familiar from their
interactions with audience in Kadikoy streets: ‘‘Would you like to support our music?
Thank you!’’ Overall, sounds of nonhumans and humans resonate with each other on the
slow, captivating rhythm of the waves.
In the multiplicity of rhythms in the above-example, though, somethings did not
resonate for a moment. When we got off the boat, women in the nationalist group were
instrumental in calming the men who seemed to be willing to quarrel. Then this apparent
group of Grey-Wolves chanted by the port: ‘‘Turkey is for Turks; Turkey is going to stay
Turkish.’’ As this one was too familiar to many ears to bother paying attention to, people
turned their heads once and then moved on. In the duration of throwntogetherness on the
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boat, when the quarrel happened, it was as if the folded up rhythms of body, boat, water,
etc. started to unfold and we passengers entered a temporal cave that magnified and
highlighted the whole, dense experience of noise. Neither the woman’s resistance to an
expression of nationalist politics nor the group’s slogans were new for the public; however,
the moment of transgression on both sides flashed a fissure in the political plane.
My third example revolves around the nightlife of a bar street in Kadikoy: Kadife
Sokak. The strip is frequented by a night clientele that enjoys hanging out with friends and
strangers in the venues as well as on the street corner. On Kadife Sokak, pubs, street food,
small diners, tattoo shops, live music, bars and dance floors are housed in a single, cramped
corridor. Some buildings are partially residential. The street is also a pass that connects
central Kadikoy streets to Moda, a neighborhood more inclined towards gentrification and
an upscale lifestyle. In 2015, there came a series of neighborhood interventions on and
around Kadife Sokak. The neighborhood locals were disturbed by the noise and low
standards of cleanliness, especially at night and towards the early morning. The place was
loud and trashed, adjacent blocks in the neighborhood smelled of urine in the corners, and
there were beer bottles left here and there. My roommates suggested that young people
from Maltepe and Kartal (on the fringes of Istanbul’s Asian side) came to hang out with
friends in public, especially since the subway directly connected them to Kadikoy. ‘‘We
used to hang out drinking outside the bars, because we did not want to buy the expensive
beer. And now [those youth] are going to do the same,’’ they suggested. According to some
people, folks who lived in the apartments nearby should not have chosen to live in the
neighborhood if they did not want to hear the loud patrons of Kadife Sokak. This was
Kadikoy, not some boring suburb, they insisted. The loud voices of patrons and groups on
the street, and the constant clatter of beer bottles — all of which was noise to the working
population of the neighborhood— were rightfully meant to be part of the rhythm of this
place. The situation exposed a rift: on the one side, the rhythm of Kadife Sokak, on the
other side, a group of upset neighbors. In the progressive neighborhood, it was impossible
to miss the categories of (a) devout, store owner, mainstream locals, and (b) young
freelancer, student or just graduated, internationally-oriented, open-minded (which must
be in the official anthem of Erasmus Mundus program) new locals among the rest.
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Kadife Sokak was a regular youth corner. Most nights, the crowd and the
conversation would expand out from the bars to the street as well as onto the adjacent
streets. However, from time to time, another category of youth would emerge from one end
of Kadife Sokak. With very loud car engines, they would circle and drive by a few times.
Those youth were hanging out in Kadikoy in their cars or on the motorbike. Instead of
joining the crowd outside, they would create a short-lived noise-show and disappear once
the crowd allowed them to pass. I came to find this dance of resonance very interesting;
the two groups did not necessarily talk to or like each other, but they continued to partake
in the briefly shared disturbance. Patrons would not leave the street despite the fact that
they were annoyed by the motor roars of the youth from the fringes of Kadikoy. Similarly,
the auto-drivers were not dissuaded by the crowd’s cussing and yelling at them. It was a
curious sight and sound when they actually attuned to each other’s moves. In a sense, they
were each other’s acoustic parasite.
Finally, the materiality of noise around the attempted coup in July 2016 challenged
the public more aggressively. This example reinforces the initial point in the chapter that
noise travels on a gap in the sphere of the sensible. On the night of July 15 to 16 in 2016,
sonic booms by F-16s scared many in Istanbul and Ankara. In Istanbul, the emergent
situation on the night of Friday, July 15th pushed many people to stores in order to stock
up groceries and basic needs, some being familiar with a painful past of military coup d’etat
in the country, in 1980, 1971 and 1960. I remember rushing home, terrified. I briefly joined
the panic in a convenience store. While procuring goods, I failed to find any drinking water.
My roommate anxiously wanted me to come home as quickly as possible, but we could not
stay indoors. We did not feel safe outside, either. The Bosphorus Bridge that connected
Asian and European sides was closed by tanks; people got stuck where they were. Between
a whirlwind of quickly developing news on TV (as well as what was left of social media)
and a scary soundscape of unusual happenings outside, we heard the presidential broadcast
as a call for democracy, which then led many people to take to the streets and the roads
around the Bridge to face tanks and soldiers. In what seemed like a crack of doom, many
others rushed to safety at home or got stuck in their current locations for the night. The
military planes and their shattering sounds continued over residential districts the whole
night and installed an overwhelming sense of disturbance.
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Amid all this noise, we also heard salas from the mosques in the middle of the night.
These were intended as an additional call (besides the president’s broadcast) for solidarity
amongst the public. While sonic booms reverberated off the horizon —intrusive repetitions
of an assertively non-peaceful message—, salas from the mosques contributed a familiar
form of sound to public space –just not familiar in the night. Typically, a sala would be
part of public soundscape on important religious nights (kandils), towards noon before the
congregational Friday prayers, and when announcing the deceased’s names to the
neighborhood. The context shifted, in the hijacked rhythm of the night now. Salas routinely
continued for the next few days and nights, against threats of the noise of the coup night.
Supposedly, this used to be a tradition stemming from practices back in the Ottoman times
when the whole city needed to hear the extraordinary news. But in 2016, the generation
born in the last forty years had never heard such extraordinary beat of sala. Besides, we
already had the news channels. We already heard and saw in person what happened to the
civility of public space.
Noises of the attempted coup did vibrate against the integrity of public space (Ogut,
2016; Demir, 2016; Gill, 2016); whereas, in the aftermath of the event, sentimental
reactions to the event reconfigured the rhythm of public space: Democracy Watches took
place every night for the rest of the summer, men, women and children gathered in squares,
with music, religious tunes (ilahis) and national flags, and groups of men made rounds in
the neighborhoods (Figure 3.1). These efforts, in a collective response to trechary and
transgression, aimed to set right the wrongs of coup. This post-process helped crystallize
the source of the noise, the Gulenist movement –as a criminal other of the regime. When
considered together with the losses, injuries, uncertainty, silences and stark changes at
institutional levels in the period following this term, the intrusive and aggressive noise of
the coup attempt appeared and disappeared with intensity. That is to say, the coup’s
awkward tactic of communication —not entirely comprehensible; simply too much to
bear— moved on a found fracture in the routine. Then its noise succumbed to a merge
between corporeal and institutional rhythms, as a result of which an intense and lasting
reconfiguration of public space started.
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Figure 3.1: Sound-makers in the streets after the attempted coup was diverted.
via: AFP, in Sharma, S. 2017.’ Turkey's turbulent year: A coup, bombings, mass arrests
and parliament punch-ups’, Middle East Eye, http://www.middleeasteye.net/news/turkeyleaves-crazy-2016-behind-more-turbulent-times-lie-store-646027070
3.3

Conclusion
With motivation to be just expressed, without a concern to be aesthetically pleasing

or acceptable, noise must be reserved a unique place in understanding soundscapes of our
collective spaces. For the conservatively-inclined, noise indicates who the dissonant other
is. For the curious ears, locating the source of noise is a liberating move. Following Serres,
noise is a parasitic other, situated in the space between two actors, authorized to keep the
order of communication going. This is helpful to me as I come up with a bifurcated
definition of noise: it insists to be present, to come up and make a place in the realm of the
sensible; however, it is also fragile enough to bend, disappear and get diverted in the
routines of communication. I also understand that noise earns a place in assemblages, in
the collectivity of urban settings, such as the ferry, the bar street or the nightscape —which
are also public space settings, understood to function in a multiplicity of rhythms.
My examples in this chapter come from a wide set of encounters and disruptive
moments that I kept a record of in my fieldnotes. Why choose these ones? What makes the
sounds of construction or sounds of a political quarrel noise? Aren’t they involved in the
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regular cycle of everyday Istanbul? Yes, they are. They have silently been running in the
cracks of our everyday spaces in the city, and ignored in the routine. Only when we are
disturbed by their presence, we recognize them as part of the sensible. They access the
routine as noise and carry a message to us about what people try not to think about.
Similarly, the rowdy motorists and youth in cars passing by the night clientele at a
prominent bar street becomes noise to the clientele. The same clientele might be the source
(messenger) of noise when they transgress the boundaries of what is bearable for the
neighborhood. We cannot bear the noise, but we cannot undo hearing it, either. I should
add that noise invited itself to my research in the midst of searching connections between
street music and an authoritarian tone in public space. As in the last example, too, noise
can become excessively autonomous, disregarding the rhythm of the establishment. In that
sense, there is also a tricky relationship between noise and rhythm, because once the
political existence of noise becomes recognized in the realm of the sensible, it opens to
dissolve into the rhythm it really went against. Going back to the earlier mention of gaps
and fractures allowed in public spaces as assemblages, noise brings up the gap by using it,
and it potentially leaves the gap to be reconfigured in the rhythm of the mainstream.
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Chapter 4

Sounds in Transit: Street Musician Trajectories

In this chapter, I am building an analysis of interrupted soundmaking based on the
presence and the absence of street musicians, who fuse into the rhythms of the street. Also
involved in those rhythms are those of the state and capital that promote a touristic public
space, locate and regulate musicians’ soundmaking. Street musicians’ trajectories and
encounters with others in public happen on the so-called even surface of the street, bringing
its colors and sounds of difference together temporarily. Performers have repeatedly noted
how it is a matter of self-confidence to go out there and perform before a surprise, random,
passing audience. Musicians are willingly open to moments of interruption during those
encounters, as interruption is loaded with ‘‘productive indecision’’ (Massumi, 2015: 55).
Streets have a lot of affective potential, and part of it is owing to the intensity of street
soundscape during Gezi protests back in 2013.
Here, I argue that change in urban rhythms is hoped for and anticipated when street
musicians go into moments of interruption. This change can be small, subtle, at the bodily
level – we grasp change by studying the rhythms of actors involved in public space, which
is conditioned by capitalism and control. However, local, transnational, migrant and
refugee trajectories of street performers are not immune to the sudden changes in public
space, either. When the police or a municipal authority interrupt, put on hold, or force a
musician to play elsewhere by, due to a worry over order, nuisance or security, the
musician’s beats become discordant with the rhythm of the state. The musician insists on
producing difference in the face of a rigid organization of space by the state (using the law,
the police, the media, rich investors and urban developers) that anxiously moulds a friendly
urban space to the interests of capital, i.e. tourism, businesses and urban transformation.
When playing to a tourist-public, both musicians’ and tourists’ bodies are attuned to
circulation, blocks and flows of capital in the city. For musicians who navigated an already
volatile rhythm of control and suspension in public space, public space turned into a
waiting room –especially alongside the violent soundscape in the city in 2015 and 2016.
Musicians were left at the mercy of a new urban tempo to comply with urban bureaucracy
and control that halts their movement.
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The chapter is therefore in three parts: the first one outlines what is in the moment of
interruption. There, I think of streets as territory and the interruptive commotion as the
transformative exchange of affect. In this first part, I extend back to the memory of Gezi
protests and how music publicly became part of interruption, too. After explaining the
promise of interruption in the street context, in the second part I discuss examples of street
musicians getting involved in the rhythms of others in public: interrupting some and being
interrupted by others in their trajectories –in the square, on the street, in the subway.
Examples of encounter with street figures, children, other musicians, law enforcement are
intense. In the third part, I consider the musician’s precarity in light of the state and capital’s
rhythms. By keeping focus on rhythms, I am bringing capital’s urban adventures and the
bureaucracy’s obsession with control to the same level of analysis with the movement of
musicians. Being a migrant musician who took refuge in Istanbul’s public and touristic
streets made public encounters with others more complicated, highlighting the ‘‘embodied
experience of precarity’’ that heavily relies on emotional traits such as ‘‘hyperactivity’’,
‘‘affective exhaustion’’, and constant availability (Tsianos and Papadopoulos, 2006).
4.1 The Potential in Interruption
Why do some musicians insist that the street becomes part of their reach so badly,
anticipating difference, hostility and uncertainty, as well? What is politically at stake for
them? The street musician is humbly drawn to the street first because it is an unassuming
stage. Attali (1985: 47) had criticized the ‘‘monologue’’ of bourgeois artist, whose
performance on stage requires a silent audition. That was sometimes referred to as
‘‘comfort zone’’ by my informants. In the streets, there is no reason for holding onto one’s
comfort zone and no longing for monologue; street artists can flow unimpeded in their
milieu. In the casual, uninhibited settings, they are open to encounter. Cockayne et al.
(2019) duly noted the difference implicated in encounter with its disturbing, precarious and
disruptive colors unfolding. A musician in the street knows this, and steps into performance
by trusting in the ambiguity in public space. Their attitude is coherent with emphasis of
‘‘trust’’ we put to others in public (Carr et al., 1993; cf. Amin, 2008) and a formulation of
public space as civic, shared context, where we feel the urge to get involved with an
affective ‘‘urban surplus’’ of difference and work with the ‘‘shock of situated surplus’’
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(Amin, 2008: 11). Amin took the concept of surplus to be ‘‘experienced by humans as a
sense of bewilderment, awe and totality in situations that place individuals and groups in
minor relation to the space and other bodies within them’’ (2008: 11). His idea of surplus,
with affinity to the Simmelian notion of urban body that negotiates, is found in the faceto-face urban encounters and it strikes us in a collective of human as well as nonhuman
components of the place.
The street works as such a platform to trust in the urban surplus, while evening out
the distance between elitist and popular standards of performance: between rich and poor,
between protected and free space, between professional and amateur musician, there is only
a moment. Anar (2018), who published memoirs of his life as a musician who performed
in the streets of Ankara and travelled to places such as Iran and Greece, extols the evenness
of the street scene. One finds inspiration in the street because that is where the trash
collector can listen to your mini-concert; it is indifferent to status and authority that the
dustcart can become part of the musician’s temporary stage (Anar, 2018: 76). I was
repeatedly told of such humbling effect of the street stage in Istanbul, too. Several times I
would overhear someone in the audience mocking performances, mumbling, ‘’huh, I can
play that tune, no big deal!’’; however, those comments would ignore the link between
confidence and humility. A cellist who does not perform in the street anymore told me how
she valued this type of stage as a rite of passage, which is precisely a test of confidence in
the face of ambiguity. ‘‘You need to steal [the audience’s] heart in the street, which is the
ultimate stage,’’ she reflected. Once one has passed the test of humility, streets empowered
the performer. In order to do that, musicians needed the surprise factor that is anticipated
on the even surface of the street. It is exciting to be challenged by the street, by not knowing
who and what you will run into.
Streets open up territory for a performer who is uninitiated or denied a place in the
music industry (i.e. who does not tune by the standards of what sells). Streets provide less
pretentious and more communicative ground that can mend a rift between these artists and
the urban surplus, unlike blocks and boundaries of concert venues. Schooled musicians and
amateurs alike can be part of the street soundscape if they yearn for direct, uninhibited
surprise element, i.e. encounter with difference. A street music performer is motivated by
breaking free from a limiting pattern, a routine and finding something new, whether it is
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instrumental techniques, people to learn from, new sounds or faces. A musician travels
domestically within Turkey or transnationally –to the West, to the East— in the hopes that
they will face something else than what home can offer. A musician who travels to Istanbul
from Iran, Syria, Albania, Bulgaria, Greece, Russia, Italy, Canada, France, Austria, Japan,
Chile, Bolivia, or the United States similarly seeks a surplus, recalling Amin’s text. Taking
account of my informants’ trajectories that lead them to the street music scene, I am not
dismissing the role of refusal, violence or the sheer want for publicity, personal ambitions
and fallouts with other artists; however, it is the potentiality of the street scene that lures
performers despite its annoying bits such as intrusive figures, rude audiences or local
police.
On this territory that opens up to difference, the urban surplus will likely assemble
liberated, direct, unique and yet temporary, somewhat fragile connections. Musicians
merge with the street –once, twice or repeatedly, caring less about titles. When a
professional clarinetist from Britain recounts an ordinary afternoon in downtown, telling
how they busked here and there because they ran out of pocket money, he suddenly stops
to greet an older guy, whom I would otherwise mistake for a street figure. They have
crossed paths a few hours ago when busking on the street, but they don’t speak each other’s
tongue. The guy turns to me in a friendly manner and pours out: ‘‘I used to be around when
nobody was [twenty years ago]… I played saz right here at Tunel Square… I have been
away for a year, though… many times I got my saz stolen… Never have I used a cheap
saz; mine cost something like 1000 liras, at least 750 liras… They know me around here.
Now, it’s other people’s turn, I guess’’. He looks familiar to me: ‘‘Did I see you in Karakoy
sometime ago?’’ I ask. ‘‘Yeah, [but] uncool [stuff] happened there…’’, ‘‘Why, what
happened?’’ He got his saz stolen, of course; besides: ‘‘…sometimes I’m drunk, which
becomes uncool…’’ While I try to process the intense lifestory that seemed to come out of
nowhere, the guy waves at us again and disappears.
Besides such unlikely encounters, the street sows seeds for new collectives; it can
put musicians in touch with others and pave the way for friendly music venues, too. As
such, improvizing at jam sessions in venues in Mis Sokak are inviting and challenging like
the street. It is easier to cross musical and institutional boundaries in these bars by building
and maintaining a sense of familiarity and commons with other musicians. Of course, there
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is a clear line between the street and the jam session. As a professional cellist put it, ‘‘In
the bar, people have accepted your presence. You cannot improvize that much in the street
[though]; there is a limit to your avant-garde, you need to tone it down’’.
Street performance carries a moral significance in the face of institutional boundaries.
At a glance, making music in the street seems careless, but it takes courage and resilience
to endure a dynamic and volatile soundscape. Streets regarded as territory supercede ethnic,
cultural and national boundaries that have troubled the artists’ lives and art19. Being
musically present before a public street audience is to lift the weight of such hierarchies. A
civilian on the street hears the music because somebody else somewhere else refused to.
An artist’s mobility draws from a level of (imposed or voluntary) detachment from their
turf and becomes a good omen for musical competence –even when destinations mapped
in their mind are not news to the world music industry20.
In such a context, street performers are susceptible to interruption from a myriad of
actors/actants whose rhythms flow against that of musicians on the street territory. Artistic
performance is not seamless in public space. Pausing to perform makes the musician
permeable in a way that invites encounter with others, emplacing the musician between
rhythms. Musicians interrupt what and who has already been regulated and habituated in
the street, while interruption may come from shopkeepers, other musicians’ too close
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In their musical careers, many dealt with a sense of detachment from institutions. A professional place
in music schools and networks could be fragile. One musician whose music studio business fell apart
during the stressful 2014-2016 period regretted that culture was regarded an ‘instrument for the rentier
economy’, and recalled how he could not find enough sponsoring during that time. He had started that
small studio in the hope of a solid solution to his volatile employment. I met him in a renowned street band,
of which some members taught in schools as a day-job. Even when part of a regular pay and work
structure, their political views and the administration’s favoritism could risk their stability.
Another musician who felt desperately out of place in his work environment, as his Alevi identity
certainly stirred emotional tension in him, quit his jobs and sought to re-associate with society through
street music. Similarly, struggling with limitations of university and conservatory to guide them somewhere
solid, youth invested their efforts in the collective sense found in the street art scene.
Some had past trajectories such as growing in Kurdish geographies in the Southeast of Turkey and
leaving for cities in the West eventually. Then, there were those who headed out to a relatively liberated
and promising place, such as a number of musicians I crossed paths, who were from Iran (namely, Iran
Azeris and Kurds) and Syria. After feeling stuck in what they do, what they dream of, or having faced
direct conflict or struggle over identity in the home city or country; when combined with a foggy future,
they left; in Istanbul, performing in the street created another ground for them instead of breaking it.
20

An interest in makam music, indigenous tunes, or mystical quests in Farsi or Indian music traditions did
not appear to be random among musicians I interviewed with.
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sounds, street figures, municipal police and extra security guards in the streets, as well as
from taped barriers to usual youth corners (Figure 4.1), prayer-times, teargas and bombs.

Figure 4.1 By the touristic Galata Tower, ‘sitting on the pavement is prohibited’,
May 2016. Image by the author.
Massumi remarked that ‘‘ ‘to affect’ and ‘to be affected’ [are] two sides of the same
coin’’ (2015: 151). Likewise, being a street musician is to be in an affective position that
fuses into the street’s rhythm and gets affected by it, both interrupting and getting
interrupted by the street. The experience always involves a body in the process, in which
the ‘‘indeterminacy’’ of the encounter with others’ rhythms brews feeling, disturbance and
impulses throughout the ‘‘bodily’’ and ‘‘interruptive commotion’’ (ibid., 48-55). As such,
interruption can be subtle; it may or may not be loud, major or consequential. Yet, it has
happened, and it shifted something for the parties involved. It has cast ripples through the
so-called even surface of the street. Through interruption, those involved in the encounter
deal with what is noted by Massumi as a ‘‘productive indecision’’ (ibid., 55) in their body.
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A body has ‘‘visceral’’ and ‘‘catalytic’’ potential in musical and political encounters, while
viscerality is traced in ‘‘moods, emotions or sensations’’ (Waitt et al., 2014: 285, following
Hayes-Conroy and Hayes-Conroy on viscerality, 2008). Affect is then seated in the
‘‘interruptive commotion’’ when musicians open up to others’ rhythms to be permeated by
them. In the next chapter, the angry, impulsive shopkeeper who walked up to yell at the
clarinet performer outside across his lamp shop will be such an example: he could not
confront the bad economy and instead took out his frustration elsewhere.
Hence, interruptive commotion and the street are bound to each other: frictions,
impulsiveness and difference emerging in street performance will lose spark and intensity
in another musical environment, such as the recording studio. Brandon LaBelle (2010: 18)
underlined this loss, referring to Cohen and Greenwood’s work on the history of busking:
they noted a street music concert taken to the Royal Albert Hall in 1969, which tamed the
performance by recording, mixing, and even partially re-recording it. LaBelle stresses how
the recorded context destroyed ‘‘the authentic gesture of street music’’, whereas street
music did not pursue “ ‘technical perfection or its tonal quality, so much as (…) spontaneity
and freedom’ ” (Cohen and Greenwood, 1981; in LaBelle, 2020:18).
4.1.1 The Street after Summer 2013
In Istanbul, interruption as an analytical tool in street musician trajectories cannot but
be loaded with the memory of the intense soundscape during Gezi Summer in 2013. During
the Gezi Park protests in Istanbul, protestors created and documented a rich, restless
soundscape in the public spaces of the city. Several musicians and bands performed in
public, joined in solidarity with the demonstrators to resist the conservative and marketoriented government model imposed on the city (for the context, see Aytekin, 2017; Genç,
2016; Yoruk, 2014; Ustundag, 2013, among others). Davide Martello, Bogazici Jazz Choir,
Hakan Vreskala and Kardeş Türküler were among those that gained much media coverage.
That summer, Martello’s piano21 was briefly confiscated by the police. Others’ musical
21

Martello played for hours in Taksim Square to interrupt the police from forcing protestors out of Gezi
Park. See: Michaels, ‘Turkish police confiscate piano used to serenade Taksim Square protesters’, 17 June
2013, The Guardian, https://www.theguardian.com/music/2013/jun/17/turkish-police-piano-taksim-squareprotesters . A video footage of Martello in Gezi Park can be found here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MqyEPqhkZr8
In a similar act of solidarity with Paris, he also played after the terrorist attack in the city in 2015. See:
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performances22 stood by the peaceful protestors, their right to public space, and against
subordination to capital in urban design. Those musical contributions to public space did
not have a formative relationship to Istanbul’s street music territory, though. In the Summer
of 2014, a few gatekeeper contacts rushed to drop names such as Siya Siyabend, Kara
Güneş or Light in Babylon. These were already prominent names connected to the public
streets. For instance, Siya Siyabend was famously covered in Fatih Akın’s documentary,
Crossing the Bridge: The Sound of Istanbul (2005). Now, where were they? Those nowfamous bands were still active, more with album production, live performances in alternate
music venues and tours, and less with making a name in the street scene –without deserting
the mood at heart. Disappointed that I failed to spot immediate figures in my exploratory
walks in Taksim and Kadikoy in Summer 2014, I started to notice many other, less
renowned performers.
I consider three explanations for the change from musical solidarity with restless
protest to those playing before a restless, market-oriented street during 2013-2014: First,
earlier bands belonged to another quotidian mood. They made their debut in the street about
fifteen years ago and had a different mission. They stayed active in the late 2000s and early
2010s. Siya Siyabend was around since mid-1990s23. They were cool before it was cool to
make music in the streets. Kara Güneş was formed in Ankara in 1997 before moving to
perform in Istanbul. This period was marked by creating an independent stage. In an
interview, a member suggested that ‘‘it would be stupid not to play [to] the street’’ (Belge
and Futtu, 2014). Other bands such as Alatav24 and Light in Babylon (Belge and Futtu,

Tim Adams’ interview with Davide Martello: ‘My friends were saying – don’t go, there are still terrorists
on the streets’, 20 December 2015, The Guardian,
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/dec/20/davide-martello-my-friends-were-saying-dont-go-peacepianist-paris-terrorist-attacks
22

Kardeş Türküler’s song titled ‘Sounds of Pots and Pans’ in solidarity with protestors can be found on
https://youtu.be/o-kbuS-anD4 .
Similarly, Boğaziçi Jazz Choir met in the park and sang tunes by re-fashioning lyrics to the experience
of protestors: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EPx8S0xDhTY
Vreskala had also performed next to (or on top of) the police barricade near Taksim:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cjfoXoz69sw
23

Gurcay, E. ‘Haydi, Siya Siyabend Murat ile Dayanismaya!’ [Come on, to solidarity with Murat of the
Siya Siyabend’, Yesil Gazete, https://yesilgazete.org/blog/2018/02/17/haydi-bizon-murat-ile-dayanismaya/
24

http://www.alatav.com/index.html introduces the band briefly, gives contact information for event
management, etc.
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2014; Kucuk, 2017) became active around 2009-2010 –when Istanbul was the European
capital of culture in 2010. They affected the formation of a street art culture in the city,
asserting their musical presence and facing hassles with local police early on. Those bands
made their own songs when they did not sing world music and ethnic tunes that were littleknown to the popular ears. They sold their album CDs to a very modest price in the street,
and, established an intimate artistic connection with their audience while rejecting marketimposed art values. Such bands have gained wider recognition since then.
Second, an intermittent artistic resistance in public streets reacted to the neoliberal
conservative tone in urban government that became more salient with the 2010s (for the
context, see Ural, 2017; Ogut, 2018; Yetiskul and Demirel, 2018). For instance, an urban
governmental desire to impose limits on entertainment industry in Beyoglu made quotidian
life harder. Street bands and musical collectives protested against the taxing impact on
venues as well as on public space25. They played in solidarity with groups, neighborhoods
and the right to progressive, inclusive quotidian life (BIANET, 2009; Ogut, 2018). These
acts of solidarity against the conservative outlook in public space came up at intervals:
people heard and performed with them on particular days, during or after scandalous news,
violent incidents and statements from authorities. Ogut (2018) chronicles the experience of
Bandsista, an all-female collective that would sing about women’s rights to public space
beyond authoritative measures. They sing during ‘‘all-female demonstrations’’ such as
March 8th (ibid., 283): just like Bandista, its parent musical collective that has been active
since 2006, they would play for solidarity events. Songs, dances and music during Pride
March in June on Istiklal Avenue26 were similarly affiliated with the street. Music in Gezi’s
soundscape also needs to be contextualized so. At the time of Gezi Protests, the neoliberal
conservative outlook for public space had already been a source of tension. When artists
protested the 13th Istanbul Biennial in 2013, around the same time as the protests, they
raised similar concerns around commercial, privatized sponsorship versus collective space
for art (Ogut, 2018; Evin, 2015). Unlike street bands who are bound by the street’s surplus,
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Afacan, I. ‘Sokaklar bizimdir, kimseden izin almayız [Streets are ours, we won’t get permission to use
them.] Evrensel, 22 August 2011. https://www.evrensel.net/haber/12306/sokaklar-bizimdir-kimseden-izinalmayiz
26

Recordings from Pride March on Istiklal Avenue, 29 June 2014, recorded by the author:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EL1wsUO_5-c and https://youtu.be/XeRelEkn3Vo .
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who are ‘‘throwntogether’’ with the rest of the street (Amin, 2008, following Massey), this
music of resistance interrupts the street without an everyday presence. Besides, those who
use music for protest and solidarity as such do not always engage with money the way
street musicians do in public performances. They do not resonate with the collectivity in
public in the same exact way. Though they are equally invested in a collective public space,
and they all charged up by the street as an open territory to difference, these two types of
soundmakers experience different temporalities.
Third, the political outlook since 2014 seems to have pushed many to other directions:
some bands pursued tours and more of transnational presence; some wanted live
performances in selected venues to support an alternative music scene in the city. In another
interview, a member of Kara Güneş spoke of his own musical journey to Italy and
compared the Istanbul’s street music territory before and after 2014: he remarked the shift
from multiplicity of world musicians in Istanbul to a general air of hostility towards them
(Koçak, 2017). Meanwhile, new bands and voices frequented the same street music
territory, also due to a surge of migration and escape from the Syrian conflict as well. Some
local musicians were pushed to explore friendlier spots of Kadikoy and Besiktas streets,
and seek to land subway performances as a reliable option. Occasionally, tunes and voices
circulating on Istiklal Avenue overlapped so much that it could be hard to listen to one
without interference from another. It was really a mix of all musical proficiencies, good
and bad and some not music at all. Once in 2016, we passed by such a scene with one of
my informants, who had been present in street music for fifteen years; he regrettably
compared the situation with the past: ‘‘These are like mongers, I say. If another band was
already playing nearby, we used to wait for our turn back then.’’
The street musician in Istanbul is invested in urban public surplus because it allows
them to find new territory to surpass institutional limits on their career as well boundaries
set on identities. Confidence, freedom and humility go hand in hand, and the street can be
characterized with curiousity and openness to others. Music in public space, when it is for
protest and solidarity against the decisions of market and the state, puts faith in the same
openness and affective potential of interrupting others. The street changes, and this change
reflects new under/currents of institutional rhythms. The change from 2013-2014 onwards
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was one such signal: I understood that period within the potential of interruption, while
also explicating on the musician’s changing relation with the urban surplus in Turkey.
4.2 Interruptive Commotion: Encountering Others’ Rhythms
Against this background, I discuss examples of street musicians’ encounters with the
affective surplus in public space, with openings and closures implicated in these
encounters. I include subway as a separate place of analysis. Then, I turn to detail how
interruption by the state’s and capital’s rhythms effectively deterritorialize and
reterritorialize musicians.
When an unaccompanied kid joins the soundscape of the street by sitting on the
pavement and imitating street musicians, urbanized inequalities swarm into interruptive
commotion. In such an instance from May 2015 near Tunel Square, an unattended kid –
perhaps a refugee kid, perhaps Romani or a Syrian Dom— hung around a traveling band
that split their year in Latin America, Turkey and Russia. I was listening to the band and
waiting for them to take five in order to continue our conversation when I heard the kid. It
was almost a playground to her. She grabbed an empty shoebox dumped by the nearby
shoe store and started playing percussion with it, after she tried to engage with the
musician’s guitar and failed to get his attention. Somebody from the shoe store told her off;
she moved a few steps away, now closer to tram rails in the middle of the avenue, and
continued. The kid was engulfed in playing with the shoebox while the musician kept
playing to the crowd. The crowd on Istiklal Avenue continued to flow as if she did not
exist. After a while, she took the box and sat down by the human traffic, as if for begging
(Figure 4.2). In another account from September 2015 in Ortakoy Square, this time, there
was a band that did not mind children cutting into the performance (Tutalar, 2019).
Intrigued by musicians’ presence in their zone, worker-kids approached the band, pointed
to the instruments and put chaplets for tourists on the percussionist’s hair (because he was
seated and they could reach him). There was a playfulness that the musicians expected and
responded to.
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Figure 4.2 The kid and the shoebox near where we stand with the band, Istiklal
Avenue, May 2015. Image by the author.
Sometimes, interruption is stirred through language. One night in December 2015, I
came across a group of predominantly young males singing and hanging out near Tunel
Square in Beyoglu. Next to them were two women hanging out; they all seemed to be
friends, playing and singing in Kurdish. I could not tell the emotion in the songs; I could
not tell whether they were Turkey’s Kurds or Syrian Kurds. So I asked two guys in the
audience near me: ‘‘Do you know what they are singing about? I have no idea…’’ ‘‘It’s in
Kurdish, but not separatist, no worries! They are singing regular songs,’’ one responded.
As I stared at them puzzled, the guy turned to his friend: ‘‘Well, my friend should know
better [about the song] than me.’’ His friend hesitated; no, he did not know that well
[Kurdish]. I could not learn anything other than being assured that the song meant no
trouble. About a year ago in September 2014 near the same square, I had recorded sounds
of a spirited demonstration against ISIS in Rojava; it was marked by solidarity with Syrian
Kurds against ISIS; it had not incited a violent reaction from the street or the police. Now,
I got a brief yet intense note on good and bad Kurdish sounds, settling in the tone of
emotional October and November 201527. As a few in the audience swayed into a halay
27

Aside from the October 2015 suicide attack by ISIS in Ankara, note the November 2015 re-elections,
which gave back AKP the upper hand over opposition parties, following the June 2015 (nulled) elections,
from which HDP had gained a remarkable number of seats in the parliament in spite of AKP’s ruling
majority. Note that voter background to HDP was not solely comprised of either Kurdish population or
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dance, the tram glided by the audience that gathered around the band, and pushed us closer
to the buildings. The audience closed ranks and formed a narrower circle. A woman joined
the dance with her purse on; a man next to her joined, too, exclaiming: ‘‘[If you] run into
a halay [going on], just join; [if you] hear a bomb [going off], just run [away]!’’ Next thing
I heard was another woman in the halay exclaiming a zılgıt (ululation) and a man echoing
in, ‘haaaaay-daa!’’ This intense moment brought interruption and continuity together. It
was infused with both confidence and hesitation. In May 2016, I had a similarly affective
encounter in the audience at a performance near Galatasaray Square, with enough room for
fear, worry and curiosity. A teenage boy asked me what language the band was playing in.
‘‘Probably in Farsi,’’ I replied. ‘‘Farsi… Like where?’’ he asked, more confused. Even
though I knew some of the performers, I did not want to set his opinion: ‘‘Maybe Iran, but
why don’t you go ask them yourself?’’ ‘‘They said Iran. You were right,’’ he came back.
Then he asked me questions about my violin and we started chatting. He was going to the
eighth grade; he lived in Beyoglu, his family had a business in the neighborhood, so he
spent a lot of time here. As soon as he learned that I came from Ankara, he mentioned the
Ankara train terminal attack in October 2015 that killed more than a hundred people. Some
of his family lived in Ankara; with a stern look on his face, he reflected that he was worried
about a similar attack here: ‘‘It would be devastating.’’ Strangely, he did not bring up the
March 2016 attack nearby as equally deadly. Then he went to talk about finding a lot of
good musicians with potential here.
Musicians accessing other musicians’ space can be a source of tension. What creates
commotion? Concerning musicians against musicians, the British clarinetist I met through
a public performance in Istanbul recalled his trip to New Orleans (USA) busking scene a
while ago. He was taken aback by a kind of hostility from other musicians on the same
spot. This uninitiated transnational performer and friends were sent packing by other
musicians, and learned that people would even appear at 6am at the scene to secure spot.

PKK supporters. On these two critical elections in Turkish politics, see:
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/nov/01/turkish-election-akp-set-for-majority-with-90-of-votecounted and https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jun/07/turkey-election-preliminary-results-erdoganakp-party . Between two elections, a criminalized Kurdish presence, a scary ISIS presence, and a furious
Turkish government were parties to a period of increased anxiety and a jumpy, disturbed public that was
already sensitive to militant opposition by PKK, and furthering the criminalization of HDP as an ally to
PKK.
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He implied the air might be clearer in Istanbul. I told him the subway was quite regulated.
Elsewhere –like on the ferry— I heard of such strife, though squabble between musicians
and the police remained on the forefront that conflict among themselves came second.
Later, in July 2016, I met a 19-year-old chorist/pianist who had been related to Boğaziçi
Jazz Choir before, and she recounted her performance by the church on Bahariye Avenue,
a convenient street music spot (Figure 4.3). Two years ago, she and her friend, who has
appeared more in street music scene, needed to find the studio money to practice for a
university music competition: ‘‘I got shaker and tambourine, and he got the guitar. We
tried the church [spot] on Bahariye [Avenue]. There, a man showed up, shooed us and said:
this is my spot, this is my turn. We said, okay, and waited for him to leave. An hour later,
I think we earned more [than he did]. With tourists and others tipping us, we made 120
liras. The studio charged 30 liras per hour, so that was plenty of money for the fee’’. These
young musicians perhaps did not risk a strife when being interrupted. However, her account
also marked a gap between ‘a random man’, who might get pushy for the space, and a
musician, who will temper and tune into the moment.

Figure 4.3: Stage by the church on Bahariye Avenue, Kadikoy. August 2015. Image
by the author.
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I came across female musicians performing in public space often as part of a duo or
band –was this a tactic to moderate the urban surplus that we find ourselves affected by
suddenly? Pairing up with other musicians allowed a bearable amount of indeterminacy in
the moments of encounter. A male saxophonist who banded together with a female
accordeonist for a time felt his performances with female musicians were an act of
‘‘activism’’ in the street. He was a local musician; she was a travelling musician. He had
professional training; she was self-taught while travelling from Japan to Europe and
Turkey. Each had their own challenges with leaving family home, coping with precarity
and standing up with their music. This was a moment when motivation for chivalry and
solidarity got mixed up, because our conversation revealed how both musicians counted
on each other’s presence: Together, they drew more attention, made more money, got nicer
reactions from a passing audience, and negotiated with local police easier.
When playing solo, could the instrument –an extension of body— tame the intensity
of the encounter? Large instruments such as drums, cello, contrabass and didgeridoo
impose a spectacle in the street: they pin an audience down and then stop them short of an
intrusion in the personal space of musician. Assumed to belong to another context such as
concert halls, and instead taken to the intensity of the street, such an instrument is counted
upon to affect the street. It will both magnify the musician’s bodily presence and merge the
musician-body with the instrument’s space (Figure 4.4). Then, what is the force of a small
instrument? In June 2016, during a period of overt securitization of public streets, I recall
listening to a female hang drummer a few meters away from the Swedish Consulate near
Tunel Square. Her timing, location and determination intrigued me. She did not look like
a local performer; she seemed kind of removed from the city’s violent context at the time.
She performed with one hand, and the acoustic significance of the hang drum drew a few
people near. One male in the audience seemed to meander to find a moment to talk to her,
so I specifically lingered on to take note of the interaction between this young man and the
hang drummer. She seemed uninterested –perhaps she did not know much Turkish;
anyway, she continued to play without paying attention to him; meanwhile a Romani kid
with darbuka played a totally different beat just next to her. Soon after, the kid stopped her
own beat; tuning into the one-armed drummer’s beat, she started clapping to the hang drum.
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One beat faded out to let another one keep going. I noticed that her coalescing, steady
performance with only one arm transformed the whole act also into a statement against
disability.

Figure 4.4: A magnified presence of the musician through the instrument: didgeridoo
travels to Istanbul. Near Tunel Square, July 2015. Image by the author.
Fusing into street’s rhythm alone can be particularly distressing for a female street
musician, because she will feel the impact of her own agency more abruptly. Stewart (2007:
86) wrote of agency to be ‘‘caught up in things’’ rather than set by the presence of
‘willpower’’. In Ordinary Affects, she described that ‘‘[agency is] lived through a series of
dilemmas: that action is always a reaction; that the potential to act always includes the
potential to be acted on, or to submit (…)’’ (ibid., 86). An Alevi musician in her forties
who played saz spoke of constant dilemmas and compromise while performing in public
space. She played in Kadikoy Square as well as in subway stations; in addition to this, she
performed for her community events, and co-hosted a couple of projects for Alevi media.
In all these locations, she portrayed herself as a humanist and a modest, easygoing person
with offices and authorities in order to continue to her musical efforts. But, unlike young
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male halay-horon bands in Kadikoy Rihtim Square, who want their audience right away to
take videos and post them on a Facebook fanpage, she finds being videoed without
permission weird: ‘‘I am no [silent] wall, but a living person [of capacity to give consent].’’
When she played in less favorable subway stations such as Aksaray hub, she had worse
encounters: people who threw cigarette butts and used napkins instead of money, people
who ask for directions that she does not know and then snap: ‘‘oh, sorry I asked just the
right man, I mean, the right woman!’’, people who expose her for playing in public as a
female: ‘‘Don’t do this if you consider yourself a Muslim!’’ (and she responds: ‘‘but I may
inspire other women like me!’’), and, people who request songs that go against her musical
outlook and make her feel like getting orders. She did not mind some of these impulses
anymore, but she still talked favorably of central, downtown locations where people will
spare more money for the musician, talk gently and respect the performance. In addition,
having the official card to make music at a location meant much, because without it,
harassment from the local police is imminent: an upsetting memory of scuffle at Kadikoy
Square lives with her: ‘‘We talk of the streets of freedom, but then my amp wounds up in
custody [of zabita] without warning.’’
Then, there is interruption from security forces in the street. Protecting instruments
from the municipal police (zabita), negotiating with them over fines and broken
instruments, taking back detained instruments from a particular zabita office28, paying fines
and dealing with a teargassed public space are all in the fineprint of performing in the street.
Performers land on a particular street, square or corner, taking it for granted that it is not a
private aula or anyone’s backyard. They can sing what they like since the square or the
street already hosts the sounds of many. Their jam is not supposed to take over public
space, either; if anything, it underscores the need to communicate beyond the realm of
28

Musicians did not refer to overt procedures on registering for permit at the time. Nobody wanted to
pursue that in order to make music in the street, anyway, given that bands formed and dissolved;
performers appeared in the city and then left. When I tried Beyoglu Municipality Building to learn about
who deals with street musicians, I was directed to an information desk, where a couple of men wondered if
I needed that information as a musician. When they found out it is research-related, they directed me to a
separate office in Kasimpasa --still in the same district, yet far away--, handed me a phone number and a
useless sketch of its location. Later, when one of my informants shared with me the troubled trajectory of
his cajon, pieces came together: His own instrument was taken by zabita some time ago, so he borrowed a
fellow percussionist’s cajon; now she wanted it back but he did not have the money to pay the fine, get his
cajon back and return the borrowed cajon. He was wavering about facing the office; he also seemed
conflicted about returning the instrument sooner because he wouldn’t have one to play and earn tips then. I
realized this office might be the same office.
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buying, hiring, renting or owning (a place). The presence of musicians is a statement –
regardless of being amateur or professional, being local or transnational, whether as a band
or on their own. When this presence backfires with municipal police, musicians are
reminded of a privatization vibe in public space. When the city government bans street
musicians for a few days because there is national mourning after a deadly blast or an
anticipated security risk for civilians, the indeterminacy of the street (music) is curtailed,
the public space is affected by and submitting to the impact of a suicide bomber. When it
is the teargas from riot police used to push an undesirable mass of demonstrators away
(e.g. when the police used water cannons and gas to end the pride march on a Ramadan
day in Taksim Square in June 2015), it is the police that violate public space. In such
chaotic instances, it becomes more than interruption. Anyone in the area is affected by
teargas or water cannons. So is the musician, even if they are not playing nearby. When
this happens, we are left with a compromised landscape and soundscape of the street.
During my fieldwork, such temporary bans on street performance repeated so many
times that it became a measure of public space. Around the time of heated parliamentary
elections in June 2015 (in which ballot box results were cancelled and the whole election
was re-run in November 2015), street performances could be suspended by the police due
to public security concerns. In downtown Kadikoy, where one would hear ethnic music
(e.g. Black Sea tunes or Ahmet Kaya covers) and youth who danced to or played popular
tunes with their friends, music was performed intermittently. Passers-by could easily
become targets for attackers, according to security forces. And yet, the intensity of
movement around the square was impossible to contain. There is a conservatory building,
florists, vendors and buffets next to a transportation hub that transfers crowd to ferries,
buses, subway and minibuses. The area is supposed to be crowded at all times, and it
remained so during this period. Surprisingly, election buses broadcasting in the same
square were not really silenced. Street performances were put on hold several times
between 2015 and 2016, following suicide attacks on civilians, mourning days for martyred
army and police force members, or upon receiving intelligence reports of a potential attack.
When authorities halted street music, that was based on the assumption that such music
was inappropriate when sadness is the public mood (for authorities, street music was
presumably frivolous, festive). Those who played in the subway faced such bans as well.
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Street musicians was urged to reappear after a while, only until the next round of sad news
that reinforced the sense of uncertainty. Terrorists and security forces arguably yielded a
similar impact on public space when the former’s interruption paved the way for the latter’s
imposed measures. Violence and attacks repeated, as well as intermittent bans on public
performances.
Finally, as a researcher, I interrupt the musician as well. I am not quite like the
Greenpeace funding volunteer who cuts into one’s walk and ask for a moment, but I still
demand their time. However, for street musicians who depend on access to the public, time
is money. Getting tips and applause, getting shares and publicity on social media are at the
core of this affective dynamic. Publicity may bring more social and financial resources,
whereas responding to a researcher may not. If the crowd is thinning out, the musician
takes five, and that is my cue to start a conversation. Once the performance is over, though,
the musician may be in a hurry. They are probably getting to a rehearsal, another gig or
teaching, in which case my presence is likely to be a nuisance. During one such encounter,
I had a chance to meet a santur performer who used to live in Germany but recently moved
to Istanbul. We were at Mediciyekoy, a popular subway station, and he agreed to meet me
outside the station before his performance started. He had a reserved spot for two-hours.
By talking to him, I hoped to learn more about how subway performances worked.
Conversation was, like most of the time, intermittent. We could continue over smoking
breaks. He was preoccupied with time: impatient to get started, he also wanted to leave
right after the performance was over. He had the 7pm ferry to catch home. However, there
was one more thing to take care of: he and his companion had to count their coins and split
the day’s earning. I accompanied them to the ticket office, where they would exchange
coins for bills. Busy with the coins in his hand, he snapped at me: ‘Look, sorry but you’re
slowing us down. I can’t miss the ferry,’’ and he disappeared, as a response to my
interruption to his rhythm.
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4.2.1 Subway
As a sound artist, LaBelle (2010) thinks of the subway as an acoustic territory with
heterotopian, echoic power that mirrors life above the ground. Following Michel Chion
and Mladen Dolar on acousmatic sound, he situates the subway as part of a sphere that runs
on the mysterious force of echo, in which the sound owes its power to being disconnected
from its origin/source (2010: 14-15). For the street musician in Istanbul, the subway offers
something more than the special acoustics: it constructs a stage based on control. The
subway as a sub-surface gives musicians some privileges and more certainty than the street.
For musicians, this extended stage works because it is less volatile and more stable than
the street. Making music in the subway is more protected and monitored by the city
municipal authority. Many musicians who play in the street could go for subway
performances. The subway must be offering something more than the special acoustics.
For the street musician in Istanbul, this extended stage seems to work because it is less
volatile and more stable than the street performance. How? The subway ensures and
regulates the flow of bodies, unlike the promenade in public streets29. Performing in the
subway will create small groups of passers-by who pause, listen, take selfies and hang out
around the musician –just like on the street (Figure 4.5). While this seems contradictory to
the hurry in the subway, sights and sounds of music are desirable by the municipal
government. Art is good for the city’s publicity; it is tourist-friendly. Some main subway
stations in Istanbul have the feel of extended public streets with gift shops, food kiosks,
billboards and tiny exhibitions on art and culture. Therefore, this particular sub-surface can
also take in the deterritorial (supple) element in street music, showcase it and run it within
the municipal terms. Then, it promises the musician regularity. Besides, security guards
will not prevent musicians from playing or usurp their instruments.

29

While the depth and echo effect make subway performances affective and interesting, the spatial
connection between Istanbul’s music under-the-ground and above-the-ground bears more. On the surface of
the street, there is displacement for musician; on the sub-surface of the subway, the boundaries of soundmaking are quite clearly marked. Besides, sounds of live music before the turnstiles to train might as well
be a soundmark: live music initiates passengers down to the subway line, or distract them during the
annoying, long walk up to the exit. That kind of music hints the exit is near, especially in a city that lives
with a suppressed fear of earthquakes.
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Figure 4.5 Subway gig, Taksim Station, February 2016. Image by the author.
Comparative analysis of the public street versus subway stages helps us trace shifts
in the rhythm of capital, too. In the subway, stages are usually identical locations premarked by the administration (see Figure 4.6). Performers are expected to use those
specific corners. In the street, however, musicians hand us a live, constantly remade map
of urban transformation, profit, loss and lease: they play in front of murals and graffiti on
facades; they choose the front walls of historical landmarks under renovation. At the time
of my fieldwork, there were many out-of-business store fronts that became a stage for
performers (Figure 4.7). Playing in front of a corrugated metal fence that marks a
renovation, demolition or changing ownership of a historical building (Han) made the rapid
change more visible. Music was also performed outside the spacious façades of art
galleries, and it got even more interesting afterhours. For example, in Kadikoy, one would
find music near the Opera Building on the main street, Bahariye Avenue. There is even a
music spot for buskers next to it, reserved by Kadikoy Municipality, which is more inviting
to street performers than Beyoglu (Figure 4.8). Nearby, a church wall serves the same
purpose. In Taksim, one would always find performers in front of art enterprise of banks
and holdings, such as Ziraat Art Gallery, Akbank Art Gallery, and Borusan Art
Headquarters. Unlike these calm façades, a giant Demirören mall’s entrance is letting
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bodies constantly in and out; it contributes much noise to the avenue, so performers would
rather use frontwall after closing time.

Figure 4.6 Music corner in the subway: ‘Let music carry you.’ February 2015.
Image by the author.

Figure 4.7 Temporary Stage/ Construction Site, April 2015. Image by the author.
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When playing in the subway, the bureaucracy of hours (it is highly regarded to get
rush hour gigs) and the rhythm of money (being more alert to tips that will come from busy
stations) affect musicians. They thus tolerate the norm of efficiency and the subtle policing
imposed by the place. Their communication with the office is also shaped by the political
climate in the country. First off, those who want to perform in the subway need to get in
touch with an office that categorizes performers, allocates stations and times. Musicians
are connected on social media and keep in touch through messaging groups on next
audition, changes to the system, announcements, and so on. The messaging group then
enables the office to contact them all and inform them of changes to the routine. Musicians
could receive messages such as: due to our martyrs (or an attack in a public space), all
performances are suspended for the next few days or until further notice. So, musicians are
caught in the temporality also created by terror and violence and could be tied down about
their hours by the office.
The bureaucracy of hours attempts to condition the musicians’ attitude and cycles
inside and outside the office, even without extreme events disrupting the schedule: in
regular times, skipping stations or hours repeatedly looks bad and may make a musician
subject to penalty, such as losing rounds (of two-three months) and falling a category down.
Musicians draw lots to get assigned to a few stations and rotate every few months. The
office that hands out passes is not a musical authority; however, it consults a jury from a
conservatory to score performers. Performers audition in front of the jury, who might favor
representative popularity over novelty or originality. The evaluation standards and
selection process can seem opinionated to some musicians. According to one performer
who plays progressive rock and composes his own music, this was frustrating. The jury did
not get that he wanted to play his own compositions; they demanded easier, familiar tunes.
He felt also frustrated about arbitrary scoring, or being cut short by the jury during the
sample song. Another subway performer who played saz and sang folk songs felt more
welcome among the group. She did not complain when given post in a secondary, suburban
station; she was fine with it because it was close to her home, where she had a mother to
care for. Her connection to music developed through her Alevi identity, and she expressed
how she navigated this music scene with diplomacy, and playing music within the contours
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of what passes as acceptable. When I asked her if anybody might be struggling with what
is acceptable in the subway, she mentioned, ‘‘…there was a Kurdish female guitarist, but
she had a fallout with [the office], you know. She stopped playing… they say, she soon left
[for another place]’’. It appears that this performer was found to be hot-headed or outside
the standards of the office when it came to the language or style of the songs she chose.
The examples I detailed above all had a forceful potential to affect the musicians as
well as others. It is striking how musical presence in the street promises musician a new
level of authority and autonomy, while interrupting and being interrupted in musician’s
subway trajectory means more negotiation and routinization at a closer look. Interrupted
by others in their trajectories, musician turns to become more attuned to the protected space
of the subway, unlike the street; yet, this form of stage brings new intensities and
disruptions.

Figure 4.8 Blue Dot for Art: Music Stop on Bahariye Avenue, Kadikoy. December
2019. Image by the author.
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4.3 Precarity as Rhythm
As these interruptive moments pile up, precarity in the life of street performer
becomes hard to miss. Then, rhythms of capital and the state, as they appear in the quotidian
life, continue to tap into musician’s precarity, which ‘‘is located in the microspaces of
everyday life and is an enduring feature of the human condition,’’ according to Ettlinger
(2007: 320). As a structural shift in the labor regime under Post-Fordism, precarity had
built on the affective force of ‘‘immaterial labor’’ in communication, art, knowledge
production and services (Lazzarato, 1996; Hardt, 1999; Negri, 2011). However, precarity
has been more than about labor: it is the basis of livelihood and hope for something better
today. It is that ‘‘intimate’’ connection to what we do (Weston, 2012: 429), thriving on the
displaced, migrant (Waite, 2009), ‘‘temporary’’ and ‘‘seasonal’’ body (Standing, 2011: 9).
Its force ‘‘[exploits] the continuum of everyday life, not simply the workforce,’’ contend
Tsianos and Papadopoulos (2006). In that, works of scholars such as Butler (2004)
justifiably noted the role of the state in everyday human condition of vulnerability. Perhaps,
it is Berardi’s reflection that depicts one of the more vivid expressions of how such
precarious rhythm works on the ground level. He wrote, ‘‘[n]omads are nowadays the
students, the searchers, the migrant workers who live in the city for a short or a long period,
but never really become insiders. The nomads bring knowledge, money and energy. The
sedentary population hold the power and exploit the nomads’’ (Berardi, 2009: 23). Isn’t
this similar to street musicians’ trajectories, as they are removed from one surface to land
on another?
Floating on volatility, street musicians perform the supple30 precariat –an already
familiar theme in the lives of musicians, artists, in short, workers in culture industry.
Musicians have flexible schedules; they are in tune with chance encounters; they are
uninhibited, quick to move into or out of a situation; their immaterial labor is considered
(as entertainment) a surplus to ditch when there is a security breach in public spaces they
work. When I asked my informants how they ended up living, staying in or visiting
Istanbul, I was told backstories of navigating precarity and uncertainty from both local and
transnational street musicians. For instance, a street musician drifted from being a college

Musicians thus move in a supple line of flight, i.e. moving without sedentary, territorial claims over
space, which will be built into the discussion in the next chapter.
30
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dropout to being a culture worker in Istanbul. Disheartened by both political strife on
campus and the mediocrity of the education he could get, he left town and moved to
Istanbul, where he landed a couple of customer service and technician jobs in Istanbul’s
cultural industry. In the meantime, he started performing in the street. Then he moved on
to a few gigs as a percussionist in touristic Sultanahmet until the heyday of touristic revenue
was over. The owner of the tourist restaurant discontinued their gig in late 2015, after the
rich tourists’ flow to the city drastically slowed down with the political climate in the
country. Then, a qanun player drifted from Bulgaria to Turkey to Spain, stressing how
being on the move helped him to live to the fullest and to appreciate the music he liked;
still, he moved in the hope of establishing some roots and obtaining a sense of security,
albeit temporarily.
The deterritorializing and reterritorializing rhythm of bureaucracy and had perhaps
become present in the musician’s life and path long ago. Street musicians feel the authority
of the state’s presence in their steps. For instance, a brass performer had left a secure
paycheck in the military band; he noted a looming emotional breakdown under the pressure
and routine of an organizational culture that pushed him away. Now, he fell back on a
music career in public space, bars and jam sessions, but he could not simply rely on music
to pay the rent. Hence came in roommates and a flexible home situation in Istanbul, along
with the challenge of being assertive to find more places to perform. In his narration, he
mentioned his Alevi identity in passing and added how the former job in the military was
also a way out from a distressful situation at parents’ home. In another instance, the internal
displacement of Kurdish population from the South to the West of the country in the 1990s
was entwined in the birth of a Kurdish performer’s musical career as percussionist. After
someone told him he could do better than that, he ditched playing at weddings in Izmir and
decided to pursue music in Istanbul, eventually opening up to the rhythm of the street. His
home situation in Istanbul may also be complicated, but his connections extended to
Europe and Asia, enabling him to travel for music a few months a year. In another
percussionist’s trajectory from Diyarbakir to Latin America, Istanbul was a stop which,
feeling overwhelmed by the culture industry and the political mood in the country, she
eventually felt pushed to leave. She had travelled before and she wanted to explore further,
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anyway. To be elsewhere – that is the burden and the privilege in street musicians’
trajectories.
For street musicians precarity goes deep; but for migrant street musicians, it goes
deeper. When combined with precarious life, the street turns into a waiting room for
migrant street musicians and leaves them no choice but to attune to another rhythm that
overrules theirs. As Turkey has been bound by the Geneva Convention since 1951, it
cannot process refugee status for non-Europeans who seek asylum, but can house them
temporarily (i.e. for an unclear amount of time) until their papers get processed by
UNHCR; while the more recent Temporary Protection Status (TPS) given by the Turkish
state to those who fled Syrian conflict added more grey area to the issue (Sarı and Dinçer,
2017, among others). Thus, sometimes the artist who fled one state towards another gets
stuck where they landed; they are in this waiting room, without papers, eager to get to a
third country. Resettlement may or may not be arranged, and if it does, it might take a long
time before it happens. The musician/migrant feels the presence of the state and offices
such as the United Nations looming in the background during this whole time.
In March 2015, I met such a group of performers who played in Farsi on Istiklal.
They played in front of a metal panel that concealed the façade of a historical building
under reconstruction –a stage that also resonated with shifts in capital and urban
transformation on the Avenue (Figure 4.9). A couple of reporters from BBC Iran showed
up and asked for an interview; they were covering Nowruz. Meanwhile, a reporter from a
Turkish newspaper appeared next to me; we met and listened to the music for a while. The
reporter had written a couple of pieces on street musicians; one time he submitted a story
of a Syrian Kurdish musician who played in the street to bring his wife over here.
‘‘Amazing stuff,’’ he said. He spoke Kurdish, which helped him communicate easier with
them. Later, he and I approached the musicians; one of them spoke Turkish alright, so we
could communicate with him while the rest of the band looked at us briefly and kept talking
among themselves. Right off the bat, the reporter asked him about money: ‘‘They say
[street musicians] make good money, they say, on a good day, something around 4000
liras?’’ I was appalled by the question –what about playing in the cold and rain, as it takes
a toll on the body; what about dealing with zabita, and the instruments? The guitarist smiled
sarcastically and dismissed his question. Then, I asked him about his trajectory. He had a
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degree in psychology in Iran and he learned to play guitar on his own. His father was
originally from the Black Sea region, which explained the Turkish in his vocabulary, and
his mother was from Iran. He mentioned being imprisoned in Iran for six months before
coming here. Now, he had been in Istanbul for a few years and did not want to return to
Iran. Seeking asylum as a Christian, he wanted to go to Canada. But he had to wait here
once he applied to the UNHCR and its local affiliates, due to administrative barriers
mentioned above. How did he make ends meet? Until about two years ago he had worked
as a yeoman and plasterer in constructions; now he played guitar to get by. With a wife and
friends here, he had a life while waiting31. When he said, "[t]he street is not ours. Yet we
still play [here],’’ that was a plain description of deterritorialized migrant musician, who is
interrupted and regulated by institutional rigidity, and who in turn interrupt and regulate a
public space –one that seemingly runs on money. In a better case scenario, he could simply
leave. But in reality, he had to wait because he had already made an application and could
not risk rejection by the authorities32.
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, I have detailed the street musicians’ encounters with others’ rhythms
in the busy, touristic streets of Istanbul through moments of interruption. The streets of
Istanbul, which have been a quite hectic and disturbed scene around 2013-2016, were
available to street musicians as both liberating and volatile territory that is inevitably open
to difference. These musicians have played in the multiplicity of rhythms and found
themselves getting involved in an urban surplus, which should be understood as the human
and nonhuman mix that composes our everyday urban collectivity. We do not ask for its
31

For comparison, see Ogut (2015), who explored the role of music in Iraqi Chaldean community in
Istanbul, as they left the violated Mosul after 2014 and was affected by the process of waiting for papers in
Turkey. While they believed they were bound to leave at some (uncertain) point, the process of waiting
paved the road to a permanent indeterminacy. Meanwhile, they relied on language (Arabic) and religious
(Christian) blocks among larger mainstream community in Turkey.
32

Towards the end of my fieldwork in 2016, when Syrian tunes were frequently heard on the street, I
lacked a sufficient knowledge of Arabic to communicate, so I contacted Hamisch, a cultural organization in
solidarity with Syrian artists in Istanbul. In our brief correspondence, I was reminded of the fact that many
Syrian musicians already left for Europe; they did not stick around because they were unable to find stable
means of living here. It did not come as a surprise, since the news were filled with stories of refugees
feeling compelled to use other ways than the border control to escape the conflict and find a window to
Europe.
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elements; we do not move in it knowingly; but we find society and togetherness as we keep
encountering. In questioning how musicians repeatedly navigated the affective surplus in
the street, I have also accounted for the following: musicians are quite responsive to the
rhythms of capital and the state. Sounds of protest were part of the same soundscape as
street music, but each were bound by a different temporality.

Figure 4.9: BBC Iran prepares Nowruz footage with Iranian musicians on Istiklal
Avenue, March 2015. Image by the author.
After a summer of urban protests, the state and market were still regulating
musicians’ connection to urban space: musicians played amongst the changing adventures
of urban renovation, capital flow, tourism, refugees’ increasingly dramatic appearance in
the streets, the local police to control basic security by limiting street musicians’ movement
and the rise of national police security because the threat of terror is imminent and sudden
in the streets. There is a political response in performance, of course: to regulated lives and
bodies by institutions, states, markets and their short-sighted maneuvers. Regulated lives
are actually precarious lives. In a tourist-swarming public space that runs on profit and
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urban transformation; shifts in capital investment, urban decay and idle space are easily
marked by the street musicians because that is their make-shift stage. But the example of
subway added another dimension to interruption: relatively safe from the wild potential of
interruption, this space allowed a more regulated connection to the city and its people. In
that, it administered a relatively strict regime of time and songs, along with a clear
connection to money. In the end, it is possible to contextualize subway gigs with the rest
of the volatile street again. There is a bluntly precarious rhythm to the musician’s practice
and path. Out for modesty and a level of autonomy, street musicians played according to a
routine of constant emotional availability, flexibility, and waiting in hyperactivity of the
street.
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Chapter 5

Silence on the Surface

In this chapter, I work the tension between elusive and captured sounds in Istanbul
within the frame of an emptying, corrosive silence in public space that was particularly
intense33 during 2015-2016 in the major public hubs of the city. In the first part, I explore
the potential in silence: how it can be constructive or disciplinary when enacted in
particular contexts. This categorization prepares the reader to track a totalitarian silence:
how it captured our movement by terrorizing and flattening the rhythm of places publicly
frequented, such as the area around Taksim Square. Whose silence do we deal with; how
does it beg, borrow or steal the authoritarian tone in public space? In the latter half of the
chapter, the fact that streets could be treated as surfaces that are easy to survey calls for a
description of surface. I scrutinize the re-territorialization of sound on surfaces, which box
sounds and present them in a protected format, such as exhibition floors, museum walls,
sound maps and Facebook pages. When captured, the new format of sounds forces us to
think of the interaction between the supple (moving, uninhibited, deterritorial) and the rigid
33

In Istanbul, some of the highlights that terrorized and impacted public space, and, coincided with my
fieldwork period in the city were: On 6 January 2015, attack in Sultanahmet; on 31 March 2015 the killing
of the prosecutor on Berkin Elvan (a teenager killed by the police during Gezi protests) case in Caglayan
Court House; August 2015 attack on police in Sultanbeyli; 1 December 2015 explosion near the subway
station in Bayrampasa; 23 December 2015 mortal shell attack to Sabiha Gokcen Airport; 12 January 2016
suicide bomb attack in Sultanahmet; 19 March 2016 suicide bomb attack near Galatasaray Square on
Istiklal Avenue; 7 June 2016 Vezneciler car bomb attack; 28 June 2016 suicide attack at Ataturk Airport;
and, 15 July 2016 coup attempt with a much wider impact on the city. I happened to be close to the area
and got involved in a near-miss twice, on 19 March 2016 and 15 July 2016. In addition to these, similar
violent ruptures elsewhere impacted the mood in Istanbul, too: 20 July 2015 suicide attack on a group of
youth who travelled to Suruc, Urfa for a demonstration for Kobane; 10 October 2015 suicide bomb attack
in front of Ankara Train Terminal during an HDP public meeting; 17 February 2016 attack on a
military/General Staff bus near downtown Ankara; and, 13 March 2016 bomb attack in the heart of
downtown Kızılay, Ankara were some of them. A few more events, such as the December 2016 twinexplosions near Gumussuyu, Besiktas continued to affect the area and musicians I worked with, after the
end of the main fieldwork period.
This is not an exhaustive list for three reasons: 1) Most attacks and blasts in the rest of the country,
mostly in the South and East, are not listed here because the research focused on Istanbul. 2) The events
listed here did not only affect a marginal or homogenous segment of society. Those events were alarming
due to the bitter fact that they disrupted public space altogether and created a void, or rather a frustrating
dead-end for all involved, regardless of who carried out the attacks, and whom violence specifically
addressed. 3) Injuries and deaths during Gezi protest were terrible and subsequently changed the public
mood; however, the scale of violence in this list cannot be compared to that. Here, the scale went from
clashes and strife among police and protestors up to a totalitarian charge that shushed a quotidian rhythm.
For the sake of not diverting this chapter into a necro-geographies essay, refer here for a fuller list:
https://140journos.com/terror-attacks-in-turkey-between-2011-and-2017-4b5981c974ca
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(modern, bureaucratic, inhibited, reterritorial) lines of flight in Deleuze and Guattari
(1987). As opposed to movement and multiplicity nurtured by street sphere, when sounds
were restored on the wall, on a cognitive map or screened in art galleries (near street art
and music locations), when sedate museums hosted them, these sounds existed in a cul de
sac silence unless touched by human interference. Samples pinned on a surface are migrant
reminders that calmly resonate with the viewer/ visitor. The relative calm of the surface is,
however, in tune with a ‘‘rigid segmentarity’’ that draws difference to ‘‘resonate’’ with its
modern, singular, highly centralized, organized center (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987: 210214).

5.1 Tracking Silence: An Empty Silence over the Good and the Bad
Silence at the heart of public space is beyond individual experience. It is always
relative to an other; it is politically instrumental (Latham, 2018). Its complicated rhythm
always infiltrates the porous public experience. Early on in my fieldwork, I could not
foresee that silence would be a large, heavy component of studying the soundscape in the
city, when pursuing those obsessed with soundmaking. Below, I distinguish the politics of
communicative (good) from that of regulatory (bad) silence in order to explore the
authoritarian pretense in regulating silence for having control over soundscape. I describe
a milieu, one in which living experiences — the wrinkles, layers and colors of public space
— are reduced to a deadly silence.
Whereas silence is immanent to understanding soundscapes as much as utterance,
voice and singing (e.g. Smith, 1997; Gunaratnam 2013, Kanngieser, 2012; Feiereisen and
Merley-Hill, 2012; de Certeau, 1996; Bakhtin, 1986) or noises, roars and murmurs are (e.g.
Russolo, [1913] 1986; Schafer 1969; Page and Dittmer, 2016; Feiereisen and Merley-Hill,
2012; Smith, 1994; Hetherington, 2013; Sizer, 2015), a corrosive silence is another matter.
Spatial curiosity about the agency of human and nonhuman sonority, or the lack thereof,
has also conceived silence always in connection to some sort of utterance and noise. Sound
is human, as in songs of work, leisure or protest, or the expression of one’s zone, identity
and mood (see Kheshti, 2015; Sizer, 2015; Malmström, 2014; Kunreuter, 2018; Dixon,
2011; Back, 2003; Kearney, 2010; Carney, 1998 among many others). Sound is nonhuman,
as in auditory presence of forests, technologies and tools, including musical instruments in
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the social and political matrix (see Gallagher et al., 2017; LaBelle, 2010; Polli, 2012;
Bijsterveld, 2008; Suisman, 2015; Tausig, 2016; Pettman, 2017; Matless, 2005; Feld, 2003;
Schafer, 2003, Schafer, 1993; Thibaud, 2003 among others). In that, silence still vibes with
human associations with space and sociality, unless we are thinking of the special place
Schafer framed for the ontological silence that remained untouched by affect, ‘‘as [that
kind of silence] allows ‘the unstruck’ sound-signal to be perfectly-transmitted without
modification’’ (Thompson, 2017: 100). That kind of silence would not need human
interference, but we do not live in a context of ‘‘purity, perfection and stasis’’ (ibid., 99).
A corrosive silence, however, is brief. Yet, it is violent enough to wipe out a sense of
constructing the public space. A tearing, sharp sound of violence — a bomb, a blast, or the
affective threat of a bomb — works that way; it is shortlived yet intense; it flattens34 our
experience of public space. In my research, I documented that such a totalitarian silence
basically suspended musical performances, sterilized and violated public space, bringing
the state in to organize the ground in a more volatile manner. People abandoned public
space for a time. When they returned, the everyday scene was taken over by a more
vulnerable, securitized rhythm. I problematize this volatility and responses to it in this
chapter.
5.1.1 The Good
In silence, there is a regenerative, re-creative side that nurtures body and mind. The
famous guardian of acoustic ecology, Schafer (1969: 9; 2003) found silence to be
productive because it highlighted a balance that demarcates human sonic interference. He
associated silence with a peaceful state of quiet, of being in tune with “psyche” and nature,
and a solitude that gives life rather than takes it away. He noted that we have an “inalienable
right to stillness”, pointing us in the direction of acoustical well of ‘‘sanctuaries’’, such as
churches, libraries, concert halls, which he called ‘‘reservoirs of quiet’’ (1969: 9). Art
galleries and museums, where we can have a sedate conversation with ourselves would be
such reservoirs, too. These contemplative, dignified spaces offer room for intellectual
experience through silence rather than the pursuit of an ‘‘absolute silence’’, which is

In a similar abstraction, ‘‘the area on the ground that experiences the sonic boom’’ after a plane was
called ‘‘carpet’’ in a technical document by Manci et al. (1988) about aircraft noise.
34
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devoid of any imprints of life (ibid., 10). Schafer, himself a composer, recalls John Cage’s
account of ‘‘anechoic chamber’’, a ‘‘soundproof room’’ in which, once inside, Cage still
heard his nervous system and his blood circulation (ibid.). Cage’s experience stood out to
describe how there could be no actual silence; rather, resonant bits come forward in our
heightened sensation. Within the confines of body, absolute silence is not discernible.
Meanwhile, accepting silence as a ‘‘positive void’’ approaches a Zen-like Eastern
religiosity in Friedman’s (2000: xix) book on Morton Feldman the composer. This kind of
silence is defined by the musically-informed, and it is a cove relative to the noise of humandominated, technologically-infested environments. This point persists in an article on
urban sonic ecologies by Atkinson, who associated silence with having ‘‘somewhere we
can hear ourselves think’’, and tapped into its power to ‘‘shield’’ us from ‘‘intrusive’’
technologies of the city (Atkinson, 2007: 1909-10).
The rhythm of silence tunes us into a creative process without losing track of one’s
own steps in the world, then. Voegelin (2010: 83) accounted for the ‘‘generative process’’
of such a silence in relative autonomy. In line with Cage and Schafer’s approaches, Horton
(2005), in his review of Lefebvre’s Rhythmanalysis, wrote that ‘‘[s]ilence is a rhythm as
much as the noise of hubbub, which the rhythmanalyst can dissect to identify the specific
rhythms of which it is composed’’ (158). Silence as such enables hearing and listening
while becoming a safe haven from the hubbub. In his introductory essay to Art and Fear,
John Armitage noted Virilio’s worry about ‘‘elimination of silence’’ (2003: 24) in the face
of hyperviolent visuality that put sound in the service of global communication. Virilio’s
position nests close to that of Benjamin (1969), who contrasted the affect in looking at a
painting in a gallery and watching movies in a theater; according to Benjamin, the gallery
imposed a personal connection to the work of art in silence and solitude, whereas the latter
demanded a collective response in the audience who share a moment in the theatre. Silence
in the first appears as the seat of difference, while watching a performance together with a
group of people affectively puts us in the flow that we do not control or own.
Difference is implicated in silence. In silence, there is capacity to hear something that
is untold by a sound. In an act of dissensus, the silent one refuses to cooperate with (sounds
of) public sentiments (such as in spectacles of anger, joy, anxiety and fear) of the affective
mass subject. Certain sounds ‘‘trigger’’ community, write Feiereisen and Merley-Hill
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(2012: 3). One historical example is church bells (Schafer, 1993; see also Feiereisen and
Merley-Hill, 2012: 3). In Schafer’s example, medieval church bells had greater affective
power to call on medieval villagers to a collective moment, than the feeble silence of a
sundial clock. Feiereisen and Merley-Hill add to that the imperative call of a müezzin from
a mosque, suggesting how both sounds ‘‘trigger’’ ‘‘community’’, sometimes free from the
physical bounds of national space (Feiereisen and Merley-Hill, 2012: 3). Sonic examples
of muzak (Atkinson, 2007, LaBelle, 2010) and national anthem (Butler and Spivak, 2007;
Feiereisen and Merley-Hill, 2012: 2) are among such triggers. Silence opposes conformity
when muzak ‘‘disciplines’’ and ‘‘pacifies’’ (Atkinson, 2007: 1911) and provides ‘‘an
auditory frame’’ for, say, the mall-visiting mass (LaBelle, 2010: 172). Muzak works ‘‘as
an auditory territorial marker, effectively to brand space and lubricate consumption as well
as manipulating an environmental variable which may also have been used to influence the
rhythms of work’’ (Atkinson, 2007: 1910). Butler and Spivak (2007)’s book on the pluralist
limits of national sounds then suggests that silence can be the other language among those
who has not got enough room for difference.
All of this eventually connects to being in the realm of ‘‘ambient citizenship’’, where
we find ourselves in ‘‘a space of abeyance’’ in the words of Berlant (2009). According to
this, we get stuck in the suspending noise of political figures, where speech fails
communication. Berlant (2011: 228) noted that ‘‘[w]ithout having speech as a cushion,
affect shapes the event’’. In that sense, she tracked a ‘‘feminist frequency’’ in the impact
of silent protests (ibid., 229). Similarly, Latham (2018) recognized a ‘‘residual’’ vibe in
the Standing Man’s silent protest in Gezi Park in 2013 in Istanbul. A communicative
silence can disagree with drifting in an abeyant mood, thus questioning what a community
stands for35. Through silence, disagreement, contemplation and reflection can actively be
demanded. It is a tool to drift back to communication: in architecture, silence is used as
‘‘more than the absence of sound [i.e.] the physical properties of sonic vibrations. Rather,
silence (…) as an active choice (…) leaves the acoustic arena available for low-level sonic
events that add nuances to communication’’ (Blesser and Salteri, 2007:32). Finally, writing
on the mutuality between voice and space, Kanngieser (2012: 336) acknowledged also the
35

Podolski, a German-Polish football player who did not sing along during the German anthem at the
World Cup in 2006 is mentioned by Feiereisen and Merley-Hill (2012: 2). We could think of this next to
other silent embodiments of dissent during anthems, chants, marches, and so on.
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power of silence, as in ‘‘moment[s] the room reconfigured itself around the memory (…)
and the silence.’’ There is no youthful excitement here that is associated with rush, loud
participation or resistance. In that, it preserves agency. Kanngieser thus challenged the
presumably ‘‘active’’ status of sound through the speaking subject: maybe silence is not
passive at all, because ‘‘listeners actively contribute to the spaces that utterances compel,
emphasizing the performative nature of speaking and listening’’ (2012: 337).
In Istanbul, such silence accompanies the resilient musician, citizen and youth who
navigate the spaces and sounds of authority. On February 16th, 2015 on the lower end of
Istiklal Avenue, a clarinet player embodied such silence on a rainy winter night. This Roma
musician was interrupted and intimidated by an angry, loud store owner on Istiklal Avenue
for playing too loud and too long across his lamp shop. Around that time, many stores on
Istiklal Avenue were running out of business, and the impatient cry of the shopkeeper
carried this tension. He ordered the musician to go away, which pulled a few passers-by to
the scene. Unaggressively, the clarinet player refused to go away, and told him that even if
he did, someone else would come and take his place, so the store owner should call the
police if he was really disturbed. As the shopkeeper refrained from calling the police and
rushed out of the scene in anger, five or six of us stayed a bit longer with the clarinetist and
struck up a conversation on his experience of precarity: he worked with famous world
music bands from Istanbul, yet times were tough, business was dry, and he had a family of
five to feed. A college student among us related to his situation: as an Albanian santur
player who studies in Istanbul, he also played in the street; he could stay around while the
clarinetist played in case the shopkeeper would return.
Protests of Saturday Mothers at Galatasaray Square in Istanbul run on a
communicative silence, too. Every Saturday since 1995, mothers have been gathering
briefly in the Square, in silence, holding photos of their lost/disappeared children under
custody, repeating their demands for justice, then their vigil is disrupted by the police at
times36. Police riot van(s) often parked by the corner of the little Square. Galatasaray
Square, though tinier than Taksim Square, is a packed and vibrant knot, frequented by
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On Saturday mothers, see: https://www.pri.org/stories/2019-10-21/who-are-turkeys-saturday-mothers,
and see: http://bianet.org/english/human-rights/214372-police-intervention-against-saturday-motherspeople
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street musicians, performers and other demonstrators. Did the Mothers’ Saturday routine
resonate with other sounds or demonstrations? Next day on Sunday, February 22, 2015, a
few overlapping protests suggested no. At 1pm, there was a nearby protest against
femicide, following the gory murder of Ozgecan Aslan37 on February 11, 2015. Then at
2pm, Turanist youth (or Grey Wolves as part of Turkish ultranationalism) gathered for the
anniversary of 1992 Khojaly Massacre38. In the Square, a KESK39 group from an opposing
political line decried new security legislations at the Turkish Assembly. Struck by this
multiplicity, I paused to log the encounter as one group shouted for solidarity ‘against
fascism’, while the other rooted in vengeance for Armenian-Azeri conflict, chanting
alongside ‘Allahuekber!’ Then, commotion cropped up and the police got involved, as two
groups sank in aggression against each other. Curiously enough, all protested against an
unresolved trauma. Outside the silent protest we likely drew close to a space of abeyance,
recalling the concept from earlier.
In stillness, one tactically defers without totally breaking away from the authority or
the community. In such an instance from December 2014, after leaving a concert late night,
I stopped to have a drink at a downtown Kadikoy bar with a friend. We came across a
curfew of sorts in the bar. To our surprise, this bar on a busy street rolled down shutters at
one point after midnight, while customers were still inside. That was an unusual closure
time for such a young customer range. Bartenders explained that they pretended to abide
by the newly strict rules when police patrol was nearby, and rolled up the shutters back
once the patrol car was gone. Back home, I told what happened to my roommate, who
reflected: ‘‘It wasn’t like this at all [before]. Now, we hush as the police are near, and we
turn on [the sound] once they are gone’’. He recalled how the neighborhood was active
during Gezi Summer, how the police searched streets for protestors yet lacked full
command of the place, and how inhabitants on balconies and at windows hushed once the
police were around and went back to chanting once the police left the street.
37

See: https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-31476978 and see local news on protests against
femicide. https://www.catlakzemin.com/22-subat-2015-taksimde-eylem-guldunya-ayse-ozgecankadinlarin-isyani-buyuyor/
38

About the context, see: https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-17179904
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KESK stands for the Public Workers Unions Confederation. https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2015/gununicinden/taksimde-eylem-gerginligi-751157/
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So far, I have associated a communicative, peaceful silence with difference, dissent
and resilience. In that, silence had a transformative, subversive, nurturing affect. Below, I
turn to discuss the paradoxical ability of silence to regulate and supress difference.
Emerging out of repulsion and anxiety, a bad silence dramatizes the intrusion of an anxious
other.
5.1.2 The Bad
When silence delivers conformity, it points to an authority that keeps agency at bay
among the masses. In his Futurist creations and instruments, a reckless Luigi Russolo (1986
[1913]: 23-25) firmly believed in the potency of noise in civilization. He associated silence
with dark ‘‘monotony’’ of the past, the countryside and the absence of machines. His
sound-art pieces pursued human agency, progress and empowerment through noise; his
statements extremely dissonated with traditions and transgressed them if making sounds
was once attributed to Gods (ibid. 23). According to this, the noisier humans are the
stronger their agency is – even when the audience did not appreciate his Futurist
sensibilities (Maina, 2011: 20). Russolo was a man who had fought in World War I, had
encountered the noisy war machinery, had had to rely on senses other than sight (Russolo,
1986 [1913]: 49), and had to keep silent in the trenches to stay out of death’s way (ibid:
50). His impression of soundscape is the result of this extreme experience. When he
survived the trenches, he thought favorably of the ‘‘marvelous and tragic symphony of the
noises of war’’ (ibid: 50). In this sense, a traumatized man escaped lethargy and embraced
individuation in modern noise.
Regulatory silence aligns with mass society. For example, ‘‘automation’’ in mass
production and consumption used silence to dominate life; work routine was a great
example to that: ‘‘[m]ass production is programming, the monotonous and repeated noise
of machines imposing silence on the workers’’ (Attali, 1985: 121). Paradoxically, for
Russolo, silence belonged to the past; for Attali, silence came with something modern. In
both, silence negated communication and installed the mass sentiment –as opposed to the
constructive silence earlier. The modern silence is the mood of the contemporary workerbody, a conformist and precarious being that finds himself subdued and following the lead
of the (owners of the) machine, just as John Berger had documented: In ‘The Seventh Man’,
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Berger (2010 [1975]: 56) depicted the silence of the migrant-worker who waited in line for
health check-up before getting signed in for work in Europe. The worker’s relative silence
in front of the examiner as well as the employer pinned him in the hierarchy. Such silence
nears ‘‘mutism’’ according to Virilio (2003: 71) or it distracts people, as in the use of music
and sound to ‘‘silence’’ people (Attali, 1985: 19).
Appointed silence marks public emotional distance from an other. An entire
geographical region may be (mis)represented and essentialized as silent, as was the case
with the Middle East (Shannon, 2012). In a roundtable on music in the Middle East and
North Africa at the wake of Arab Spring, Shannon (2012: 775) challenged the ignorance
over music’s agency for youth and peoples of the region, as ‘‘[e]ven the majority of
ethnographic texts on the region depict Middle Easterners as living in near silence’’. While
such silence would be far from the lived experience, being labelled so affirmed a dominant
center that defines the rest. On a related note, governments still coast on the assumption
that certain groups are silenced; politicians run their election campaigns with the promise
to ‘give voice’ to silenced masses or segments – and it pays off beyond the Middle East.
At other times, geographical references to who is silent and who is not are used to mark
boundaries of civility, as in the example of sonority of grief and mourning: when a nurse
compares how they [in England] mourn in ‘‘quiet’, in tune with privatized life, and not
with ‘‘ululation’’, Gunaratnam notices her informant’s account of intrusion and
‘‘raw’’ness of the emotion linked to Mediterraneans or Africans (2013: 83-86).
Gunaratnam observes that silence becomes a norm in the North, disturbed by the Global
South. She also recalls the 2008 Oxford mosque issue, where ezan from loudspeakers
triggered worries about intrusion to the neighborhood (ibid., 87). In hindsight, a muezzin’s
call for community (Feiereisen and Merley-Hill, 2012) as opposed to its worrisome
presence here suggests how a sonic code contextually sways in opposite directions.
In Istanbul, municipal police’s (zabita) authoritarian tone towards street musicians
points to a regulatory silence in public space. The theme of silence is contradictory to what
brought street musician to the street in the first place, but when silence is produced during
such encounters, the musician and their sound as transgressive elements in public space
resonate with the policing anxiety. I have explored the commotion and compromise born
out of such encounters elsewhere; however, this dramatic call for silence continues to
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meddle in the chain of noise, sound and silence. Zabita, who are delegated a power to
remove or stop street musicians without permit in the street, can treat them with added
hostility and cues of emotional distance: ‘taking up [civilian] space in the pavement’,
addressed like ‘a vendor’ because the performer has a tipbox, or a labeled ‘sinful’ attribute
to music are sound snippets of musician’s controversy with zabita, who may burst out with
little familiarity with instruments or musical training. In other news, it can be the lottery
guy next to them who will call the police, as one street performer told me. When confronted
with security guard on the ferry, spatial demarcation of public transit as rather private
makes the commotion equally complicated. The issue is beyond permit, then; it has been
the absence of communication among those who are temporarily bound by the same
ground: rough and tumble, taking instruments hostage, calling young musicians names are
hints of a power trip. In other words, the municipal police or guards are affected by the
musician’s sounds to a level of intensity they are not comfortable with. As soon as this
sounding-body is captured in a mall-performance or hired by municipalities to perform
‘street music’, they annoy the guards less, even though the affective intensity won’t go
away.
A silence that is loaded with conformism guards authority that separates, undermines
and discriminates. This is a kind that will not remove oppositional sounds in their entirety;
it rather regulates, surveys access to them and trims parts of it. In my research, contention
and rivalry of musicians among themselves or with those in positions of authority
expressed an anxiety over silence, which was in line with Genç’s (2016) journalistic
account of Gezi spirit and the rebellious mood among young Turkish artists today. Silence
dramatized giving in and giving up; it meant domestication as it was founded on a form of
attunement to authority after rivalry over having the last word –a theme I revisited in
relation to music on the ferry. Meanwhile, encounters in the field suggested that those in
positions of authority skated over a category of unruly youth who supposedly crossed
boundaries and should be toned down.
On top of the tension between a constructive and a regulatory silence, now I turn to
describe a silence that is more intense than the contention among opposing ends on the
same ground. This one below rises above the level of contention, as it is facilitates the
transformation of territory into surface.
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5.1.3 The Empty
This is a corrosive silence that comes out of violence and abuses sound as a tool for
control or surveillance, but it becomes so much that it wipes off (at least scares off) traces
of life and lively experiences – figuratively or materially. In doing so, it creates a
momentary yet intense emptiness that makes it possible for another actor invested in taking
over that space and designing the public experience. Sound is weaponized and public space
is terrorized as nonhuman sounds diminish human presence, agency and more. A sterile,
flat silence is the outcome of torturous sound, whether it is mosquito the ‘‘anti-youth
weapon’’ (LaBelle, 2010: 187) with its special ‘‘infuriating and repelling’’ sound design
(Bull, 2016: 313) to remove undesireable teenagers from a location without allowing
‘‘confrontation’’ (Beckerman, 2014: 81), either ‘‘cleanse[ing]’’ or ruining the place by
making ‘‘public space inhospitable’’ (Staeheli, 2010: 68); or it is sonic booms and such
weaponry that have been linked to severe bodily reactions such as ‘‘sweating, dizziness,
disorientation and deafness, (…) miscarriages, and longterm anxiety and psychosomatic
disorders’’ (Feigenbaum and Kanngieser, 2015; cf. Gallagher et al. 2017: 10), by a mastery
of vibrational hazard that instills ‘‘dread’’ upon the receiving ears and bodies (Goodman,
2010). Disrupted, in shock, bodies abandon their position in public space and seek safety
in the privacy of somewhere else.
This ‘‘overwhelming’’ situation is derived from ‘‘[t]echnologies of acoustic
warfare’’ (Gallagher et al., 2017: 10), which handed out power to an organized actor who
uses ‘‘vibrational force’’ –not just sound– on a lived space, and relies on the ‘‘totalitarian
sensuality of bass materialism’’ (Goodman, 2010: 28-29). Struck with vibrations, one is
not safe from getting affected by such extreme sound even without functional ears.
According to Nieuwenhuis (2016: 502-506), we ‘‘breath’’ that kind of materialism in a
‘‘milieu’’: he tracks back to Vidal de la Blache, who conceptually relied on milieu for ‘‘a
holistic understanding of the entangled relationality’’ with out environment (ibid., 502),
and then we sail in the ‘‘ubiquitous’’ affect of spherical violence, following Sloterdijk
(2009; also cited in Nieuwenhuis, 2016: 504). Sloterdijk detected atmosterrorism as an
‘‘assault not on the body of the enemy, but on his or her environment’’ with an emphasis
on air (2009: 46), but it is possible to carry this assault by sound, as well. Referring to
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teargas, military helicopters, sirens and so on in her research about Cairo’s complicated
public space, Malmström (2014: 33) acknowledged that
[t]he different rhythm of the new soundscape, the absence of sound, does more than
sound, something much more dangerous. It produces an ambience of strain and
uncertainty. The sound of silence means a loss of navigation, a temporary lapse in
orientation.
Soundlessness is embedded in the rhythm of corrosive silence that repetitively
suspended and erased the rhythm of public space. It translates as ıssızlık from Turkish. It
means to be without ıs, or sound, without the most modest sign of there being a living soul
around. It suggests an absence, as we strive to make sense of the intensity of what happened
to our space with such violence. So, it is more than the mere absence of sound; it carries a
lot of panic and fear. Compared to a bad silence that mutes (Virilio, 2003), soundlessness
is a step further: it first mutes one constructive soundscape and then turns on the volume
of a violent actor that can striate space. It associates with a sensory overload that goes hand
in hand with a numbing effect, as Bull (2016) discussed in relation to 9/11 on media. In
soundlessness, there is grave emphasis on ambiguity, on loss, on not knowing what to do,
because our sense and bodies are busy with still feeling the silence. Just like a
‘‘uncommunicative void’’—set in the ‘‘perpetual and unclear’’ noise of a place such as the
subway (Broglia, 2011: 36), this numbing silence absorbs the potential of hearing. Such
militant soundings correlate with the Anthropocene as well as capitalism’s unhinged
exploitation of ecological space that affect both human and nonhumans (Jackson, 2016:
170-172).40
The empty streets in the aftermath of the suicide bombing on Istiklal Avenue and near
Galatasaray Square in March 201641 is an example to such soundlessness. Something awful
had taken place near a highly-frequented location; a few died, many got injured, others left
40

In such silence, we find traces of a Futurist ‘‘fascination’’ with noise, according to Goodman, who is
underwhelmed by ‘‘(…) the radical rhetoric, [as] many of these avant-gardist formulations of noise as a
weapon in a war of perception, a war whose battlefield is the body (its sensations, reflexes, and habitual
ticks), fail time and time again to impress. With many of these instances, as Gilles Deleuze and Felix
Guattari point out, ‘All one has left is a resonance chamber well on the way to forming a black hole’
‘’(Goodman, 2010: 7-8).
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19 March 2016, Istiklal Avenue: a suicide bomber, reportedly a member of ISIS, detonated a bomb on
his person and killed five people including himself. The blast injured thirty-seven people, twelve of which
were from foreign nationalities. During an intensely violent period, this was one among too many incidents
discussed in Footnote 1. https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2016/03/istanbul-taksim-square-area-hitexplosion-160319091702737.html
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scared. I happened to be in the neighborhood that Saturday, visiting friends at the time of
the event. A couple of hours later, I had an urge to go out to Galatasaray Square in order to
hear the soundscape and document it. We did not know how bad it was; on the news, it
took long to give an accurate location of the blast. Strangely, the safest time42 to be there
was after the blast, as no one was around except the police and shopkeepers who felt
compelled to stay. There was a very disturbing silence on the avenue, without sounds of
music, usual crowd and movement (Figure 5.1). Together with a musician/friend, we went
into a cheap diner, one we could find open, and ate while we glared at shopkeepers’ sulky
faces. Not even the small talk. Friends who ran a coffeeshop very close to the Galatasaray
Square closed for the day soon after the blast and left for home. Instead of recording a
sound or immersing myself in conversations around, I could only take a picture of the
lamest thing on the ground, staring at an isolated cigarette butt in a small pit (Figure 5.2).
Next day in the evening, I ran into a brave shopkeeper in a touristic towel and soap store
in the near-deserted Galata. In the middle of this spooky environment, when I asked him
how he was dealing with this situation, he responded: ‘No worries… Allah will spare us’.
Arms crossed, face dropped, he stared away, and he spoke as if he was trying to forget
what happened. A few days later, the deadly silence was broken by civilians who came to
condemn the terror, leaving flowers and notes about God, the state, the nation and the Turk
right across the blast point (Figure 5.3).
After another, deadlier suicide attack in clogged traffic between Besiktas and
Taksim in December 2016 –about five months after the coup attempt–, I reached out to an
informant to learn if she was okay. No longer performing in the street, I knew she travelled
for gigs and studio practice in central Kadikoy, but lived and usually performed in Taksim.
This route would be the easiest to get back to Taksim Square from Kadikoy. That is why I
feared she might have been near the incident. A dolmuş/minibus blast took place in the
traffic next to Vodafone Park Football Stadium, the new name and same location of the
former, demolished Inonu football stadium. The blast along with a suicide bomber killed
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A hunch that turned out to be correct on 15 July 2016, roughly a month after the Vezneciler (in the
Historical Peninsula) attack in June 2016. I was heading to an artist walk there, and against friends’
warnings who told me not to go there. I gullibly told them that we would be fine, and that no terrorist
would attack the same spot twice. That turned out to be the day of the attempted coup night, and the
violence emerged elsewhere than the Historical Peninsula.
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over forty people and injured over hundred and sixty43. Thankfully my informant was well
and far in Taksim, but she seemed exhausted and numbed by this violent routine: she
replied that she did not give a damn anymore, that we all got used to [this routine], besides
she wanted to focus on keeping hope alive in her life.

Figure 5.1: Istiklal Avenue after the blast, near Tunel Square. March 20, 2016.
Image by the author.

43

This time the attack was reportedly carried out by a Kurdish militant organization. It happened at an hour
(right after the soccer game) and a place known for slow traffic even during night hours (minibuses from
Kadikoy direction have to pass by the stadium to arrive to Taksim). The explosions on the European side
were clearly visible from the Anatolian site. It killed civilians, police officers and vehicle drivers. See more
on: http://bianet.org/english/society/181641-stories-of-people-who-lost-their-lives-in-besiktas-attack
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Figure 5.2: At an unusually deserted Galatasaray Square after the suicide
bombing. March 20, 2016. Image by the author.

Figure 5.3: The location of the blast, now filled with messages, flowers and flags on
Istiklal Avenue, March 22, 2016. Image by the author.
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Shortly after the coup attempt in July 2016, street music performers had been put on
another hold, as sela sounds from mosques, car honks in traffic as well as songs for unity
and strength during nightly the ‘democracy watch’ continued44. A week later, another
musician-informant told me that at the time he felt as if he had just been released from
prison once they could finally go back to playing in the streets, though briefly and under
heightened surveillance. Along with the post-coup soundscape, his account of suspensive
silence demonstrates a public space scarred by corrosive silence, which becomes
instrumental to install higher security. A particularly emotional soundscape about unity
and strength invited the state authority to reconfigure the space of abeyance anew, recalling
Berlant (2009). Due to this corrosive, sterile silence, public space can be overcoded or
rigidly organized anew with the unique help of terrorizing actors. In the chapter on
‘‘Micropolitics and Segmentarity’’, overcoding is associated with the State’s retake and
remake of territory: Deleuze and Guattari (1987: 222) wrote that ‘‘overcoding is not a
stronger code, but a specific procedure different from that of codes (similarly,
reterritorialization is not an added territory, but takes place in a different space than that of
territories, namely, overcoded geometrical space)’’. According to this, overcoding is a
characteristic of the State that decodes mass, multiple, molecular movements of antsy,
anxious multiplicity and molds them into a rigid, singular, arborial, univocal organization
of the State (ibid., 211-222).

5.2 Found Flat on a Surface
Above, I have detailed the intensity of affect in the shortlived violent sound that, in
its aftermath, sterilized the civilian experience. Unlike a constructive or conformist silence,
the violent body/sound helped reconfigure streets as a surface by suspending anyone
involved in its rhythm, bringing the State actors in more actively to split and organize
space. As a result, our experience of public space was effectively reduced and tailored in
favor of a rigid segmentarity, which underlined the linear character and singular face of
organization for Deleuze and Guattari (1987).
44

See Gill (2016)’s short piece on the coup soundscape, where she mentioned public sela sounds as well as
ezan. http://theconversation.com/turkeys-coup-and-the-call-to-prayer-sounds-of-violence-meet-islamicdevotionals-63746
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In my research, streets have not been mistaken as surface, though. They are open to
several stories and rhythms flowing into each other; they have layers upon layers that bring
these rhythms together and can give birth to more. They are mutable as territory (Elden,
2013). The transformation of territory into surface was made possible through a ‘‘totalizing
sound environment’’ according to La Belle (2010: 183-8), who explained it as the process
of taking ‘‘ambiguity’’ in an environment and recoding it as ‘‘a sensitive membrane for
electromagnetic signaling’’ (ibid.). How would streets converge to a univocal, sterile,
bureaucratic design?
Street bands and groups of youth hanging out and dancing together in the Squares
wanted social media publicity that carries them to another plane. Selfies and videos that
included them with or without their knowledge appeared on social media accounts, on
YouTube, etc, giving them a virtual presence. On one hand, some performers felt intruded
when the excited, reckless audience took selfies without asking first. On the other hand,
many did not mind some publicity. In Kadikoy by Rihtim Square, from noon to midnight,
I would come across groups who interrupted their own dances and songs to remind an
enthusiastic crowd two things: first, ‘‘Would you like to support our music?’’ along with
a tip-sack or instrument case going around the audience that formed a semi-arc, and second,
‘‘We’d be delighted if you shared your pictures of tonight on [our] Facebook [fan] page’’,
or ‘‘Don’t forget to like us on (…)’’. Early on, in 2014 and into 2015, this motivation for
pictures seemed strangely repetitive (and annoying when bands asked me to reach them on
Facebook for an interview later), but it was a normal statement of being in public. We lived
in the age of noisy archive (Hetherington, 2013), so their presence on social media would
be archived similarly; it was the way to relate to the city. Besides, it worked more
efficiently than selling CDs when trying to promote one’s name. Facebook band accounts
or fan pages were popular. People built connections to the bands and eventually to the
place. To be fair, the call seemed more friendly among those groups of youth in Kadikoy.
Elsewhere, the musician was a touristic object of desire when the tourist touched the place
without actually being touched by it.
The same ground might be overwritten as a surface by regulating actors, too. Take
Taksim Square for instance: a square with a grid-like distribution of benches, fresh trees or
lamps fabricated a concrete pane (Figure 5.4). Whatever arrangement pasted on the surface
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could disconnect and slip away at an instant: musicians banding together, singing in Arabic
right in the midst of the Square, gathering around a well-lit lamp at night seemed like an
apparition in a desolate area –also because Istiklal Avenue was either packed with other
sounds or unwelcoming, so they (mostly Syrian and temporary) had to go elsewhere. Their
ground could be easily overwritten by a temporary platform built and wired for a music
festival by the municipality. Another time (during Ramadan), the same location could be
enclosed for an iftar organization by the municipal authority, with plastic chairs and tables
brought in quickly, and the paved area surrounded by portable police barricade (Figure
5.5). Unlike public iftars by activists, these guests needed not sit on the floor, be relatively
accessible to passers-by or eat unguarded. Apart from the continued presence of security,
the entirety of the area could be in a circle of constant construction and re-construction
(Figure 5.6), which leaves room for colossal architecture and ‘‘overdesign’’ in the area
(Yirtici, 2020).
When art spaces show sound(scape)s in to their rooms, these concerns over territory
and surface are still pertinent. As sounds are reterritorialized as installations or sound maps,
what happens to sound? Do they repeat the rigidity of their outside? This is the question
for the remainder of this chapter.

Figure 5.4: Taksim Square under renovation, September 2015. Image by the author.
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Figure 5.5: After iftar dinner, June 2016. Image by the author.

Figure 5.6: Taksim Camii is almost complete. 9 May 2019. Image by the author.
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5.2.1 Sound Tucked into a Gallery
How do art venues capture sounds on surfaces? Curators, artists and urban designers
have worked with soundmarks of streets and everyday public spaces. They build
inventories of sounds, integrate those sounds to collections and exhibitions, experiment
with them, map them and mold them into artwork. Museums and art galleries aim for the
rich sensory experience when they install and fill their rooms with sound snippets (Kelly,
2017; Wiens and de Visscher, 2019). Drawing from Schafer’s early contributions to the
field of soundscape studies, Polli (2012: 257) suggests soundmarks work as ‘‘sound
signals…that carry information’’ and constitute our soundscape by ‘‘identif[ying] place in
time as important historic markers that demand public protection.’’ Akkaya (2014: 49)
calls soundmarks ‘‘sound monuments’’, while in the soundscape literature sound is widely
noted for its capacity to escape sight and ability to elude capture: this is ‘‘the ubiquity
effect’’ (Augoyard and Torgue, 2015: 130) that describes sound as meant to be ‘‘in more
than one place’’ (LaBelle, 2010: xxii). Therefore, we would be better off without thinking
of sound as visually contained. Yet, sounds materialize as much as they flee, just as in
‘‘clocks, bells, whistles, horns’’ (Schafer, 1992: 123). Further, soundmarks are codes that
resonate with a place’s split past, as with the fountains, traffic and the Wall in West Berlin
(Dietrich, 2012). Soundmarks persist through repetition and memory. Schafer (1992: 123)
argues that soundmarks become a community’s sonic body; he defines them as ‘‘unique
sound[s], possessing qualities that make [them] special.’’ As such, it is necessary to fight
for the continuity of soundmarks. To this end, sound activism documents soundmarks and
uses them to convey messages on human and ecological rights. When soundmarks are
conceived in parallel to landmarks, the recording on a map, artwork or installation needs
to territorialize sound. It becomes necessary to mold sound —something ontologically
inclined to escape the fixed form— into a fixed form that ensures its ability to replay or be
replicated.
In capturing sounds of continuity and difference, the space inside the art gallery
contains a place’s rhythm selectively. Creating soundmarks become a way to organize
soundscapes for display. Yet, such displays are contradictory to the supple aspect of sound
that vibrates and moves in many directions at once, escaping a center. For instance, at the
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Istanbul Modern Museum —formerly adjacent to Mimar Sinan University’s Fine Arts
Campus before the museum was uprooted to a temporary location due to Galataport
construction— I recall a video-installation playing on repeat as part of an exhibition in
May-June 2016. In it, a teenage boy experimented with bucket drumming on a hilltop in
the outskirts of the city. Behind the boy, in the backdrop, were a public housing project by
TOKI (Turkey’s government- and private-subsidized housing agency), which is also
known to evict or buy from the urban poor to facilitate the construction of new homes and
advertise them at unaffordable price ranges. Evidently, the boy lived in these projects in
the urban fringes, and he performed his precarity for the filmmaker. The video restarted
every few minutes; to watch and listen to the piece for half an hour produced a sensory
overload of a particularly dull landscape and the sounds of a youth that contrasted it.
I was particularly drawn to this bit, having heard bucket drummers in downtown
Chicago back in 2013. Much later in Summer 2019, a similar sound caught my attention in
Istanbul; it offered a glimpse into a supple, molecular state of becoming-part of the city: a
boy in his early teens was bucket drumming by the underpass-bazaar in Karakoy district.
He had two yogurt buckets, one of which occasionally became a seat. Karakoy underpass
for pedestrians is not a heavily policed area, and a tiny make-shift stage forms right at the
steps of underpass. The wall behind is an emergent canvas for street art while murals or
graffiti on the wall are repeatedly overpainted with grey (a classic move for municipal caretaking in Istanbul), only to be painted something new by another artist. It is as if the artistic
intensity lands on and flies off the wall continuously. He performed in this ambience that
flows, unlike the wall in the museum hall. His rhythm skills briefly turned a few heads
(Figure 5.7); a couple of young men lined up and another kid sat down to listen to him;
then, a young man stopped to photograph the kid’s rhythm45. Intrigued –and somewhat
disturbed– by the young man’s projection, I went back to talk to the boy, who turned out
to be a Syrian refugee, ‘‘staying somewhere’’ with family in the fringes of the Historical
Peninsula. Despite our constraint over his Turkish and my Arabic, he passed the news that
he is teaching bucket drumming also to his younger brother46. How much of this can we
translate onto a surface?
45

My recording: https://youtu.be/ZXFTA3q-Vtg
Bucket drumming as part of street soundscape should be written in another effort outside this work,
though percussion has a significant part in street music.
46
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In Summer-Fall 2014, in an exhibition entitled ‘‘language of the wall: graffiti/street
art’’, Pera Museum in Beyoglu-Taksim area included works of a famous street artist duo,
Herakut. The exhibition, imbued with street art and youth’s mood since the Arab Spring
and Gezi, hosted street artists from France, Germany, the USA, Japan as well as Turkey.
When I asked the security guard in the hall what would happen to the giant graffiti on the
wall after the exhibition was over, he stalled for a bit, then explained that the painted canvas
was akin to a prosthesis. The works were not originally painted on the building’s wall,
instead, the walls were brought into the museum. But what do murals and graffiti whisper
of the soundscape they are embedded in?
In the context of the 14th Istanbul Biennial in 2015, we visit Buyukada, the largest of
the Princes’ Islands and one of the exhibition spots of the Salt Water-themed Biennial. We
enter an old house on the island and listen to Susan Phillipsz’s mix of recorded and installed
sounds of boat engines, radio signals and murmurs of people47. Similarly, in Winter 2015,
SALT Galata Museum —another popular spot frequented by university youth— housed an
installation titled “End of Dreams’’ by Nikolaj Bendix Skyum Larsen (Figure 5.8). Again
on repeat, we watch a short film about drowning in the seawater; in the dim light of the
gallery theater, there are stone-wrapped-in-cloth sculptures placed here and there. We are
immersed in sound and sight as we sit in the dark; the description box tells that it is an
‘’ode’’ to the loss of refugee lives in the notorious Mediterranean Sea.

47

See the 14th Istanbul Biennial Guide on: http://cdn.iksv.org/media/content/files/14B_Guidebook.pdf
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Figure 5.7: Bucket drummer, Karakoy Underpass. July 5, 2019. Image by the
author.

Figure 5.8: Sound and sights of a re-animated trajectories of refugees lost in
the Mediterranean. Still from the room reserved for End of Dreams by Nikolaj
Bendix Skyum Larsen. SALT Galata, February 2015. Image by the author.
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Alternately, sound maps as sonic activism capture and organize sounds on a surface,
then they draw soundmarks out of the soundscape onto a virtual ground. One example is
the ‘Adalara Ses Ol’ [Be Voice of the Islands] project that was powered by a group of
activists from the Adalar Collective, who created an online map of ethnic, cultural, natural,
occupational, and everyday rhythms and soundmarks of the Princes’ Islands in Istanbul48.
The Islands are appealing to the Istanbulites as a summer, weekend and tourist destination
to take a breather from the city; other than that, the Islands are home to the Greek and
Jewish heritage in Istanbul. Recently, there have been issues with land and real estate
developments, too. Examples of dispute over land development varied from the
government-initiated construction of a hotel and congress center to dumping rubble and
trash offshore49. In response to these issues, the Collective worked on creating public
awareness about the ecological and social impacts. In that regard, the Collective’s sound
map consisted of recorded sounds of the present and narrations of the past by interviewing
residents of the Islands. Herein, they documented cultural heritage as well as the impact of
human interference and capital on the Islands’ habitat. They traced the natural soundscape
that included aggressive and problematic construction sounds. Recordings were embedded
on a map open to view and contribution. By Summer 2019, they even installed sounds on
artifacts in situ (for example, on bikes)50.
In line with an acoustic ecology perspective, the Collective’s work demonstrates
heritage as well as humans’ massive impact on environment. The map captures and houses
sounds of the current material reality of the Islands, and, in so doing, it reterritorializes
sounds. The map starts as a surface, however, it offers room for exploration with every
click upon a pin, i.e. soundmarks and video recordings on the map. This map notably does
more than freeze and fantasize the place as nostalgic or touristic. By working with local
offices, island initiatives, social media and universities, the Collective can use the sound

48

Adalara Ses Ol Initiative, http://www.sesol.org . Personal communication with İpek Oskay, July 2015.

49

The impact of construction on vegetation, marine life and human wellbeing (because it polluted an area
close to beaches) caused controversy among the concerned media. See more on local/regional activistmedia: https://kuzeyormanlari.org/2016/02/12/yassiada-hafriyat-barbarlik-mercanlarin-uzerine-molozdoktuler/ and https://kuzeyormanlari.org/2017/08/24/adalari-savunma-zamani/
50

Personal communication with İpek Oskay, September 2019. Also visit:
https://www.instagram.com/adalarasesol/?hl=en
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snippets on the map to enact change. Reflecting destruction and loss through sound helps
reclaim the narrative from the singular, rigid voice of the State.
During my fieldwork in 2014-2016, I found out about another sound map of Istanbul
on cultural heritage through capturing soundmarks of the city. This exciting map was part
of Pınar Çevikayak-Yelmi’s doctoral project, Soundscapes of Istanbul. The project
consisted of an online sound archive, soundwalks and workshops following them.
Nonhuman and human sounds from around the city were represented on the map51 in
categories such as transportation, food, craft, nature, religion, and festivals. She collected
city sounds for the map, and encouraged us to share our recordings as well. I met the
researcher during one of her soundwalks in April 2015 and requested to join her workshop
right after the walk, where we met in a nearby art gallery in the Galata/Tophane area and
discussed the walk. By soundwalking, everyone of us had tuned into our senses and were
caught by different details, such as a street vendor’s cry, the sound of a woman’s heels
clicking, sounds near the spice market or birds flipping their wings, while also noting
signature sounds (e.g. seagulls, tram, ferry, car horns) that constituted the flow of the city.
A fascinating part of that soundwalk was our pause by the seashore in Eminonu, a
very loud, historical Square and ferry hub: one member of the group bent over and held the
recorder directly at the waves in a secluded corner away from the boats. I recall watching
the person, baffled at the willful act of storing pure sound in the recorder while actually
being and staying in the whole of sound environment. Months later, in December 2015, an
interview with a musician, Emre Yucelen, also revealed a willful listening practice. He
went on his own walks in and outside the city to create binaural recordings of metropolitan
and nature sounds for his project on sounds of Istanbul52. He then used these recordings as
base for his compositions, which became available as a music CD. Two themes crystallized
during the interview: first, the exquisite sound of a time (e.g.ezan), place (e.g. forest), or
being (e.g. in the park) through technical capacity; second, the ability of such a ‘good’

51

This digital sound archive can be accessed on: https://soundscapeofistanbul.ku.edu.tr/archive ;
http://soundsslike.com/
52
Personal communication with Emre Yucelen, December 2015. His work summary is now on
https://istanbulsound.wordpress.com , while the initial media I located in 2015 was a sound map on
www.istanbulsoundmap.com , which seems down since 2019. A select set of sounds from Yucelen’s
endeavor can be listened to at: https://soundcloud.com/emreyucelen/sets/stanbul-sound-map, and viewed at:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLFwe_HIDIHn0okN7ZiHs4o34O2qJYLzEO
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record to pause people or make them listen. In contrast to monotony in the city thanks to
traffic and chaos, we pinned an Istanbul with slow, serene, privileged moments where
‘nobody is anxious to rush anywhere’’, he reasoned. We were given room to grow in an
ambient music when slowed down and paused.
The pause highlights a peculiar relation between what Ingold (2011: 138-9) called
‘‘emplacement’’ and ‘‘embodiment’’. According to Ingold, in the former, we strive to
place a sound, risking to turn ‘‘deaf’’ (ibid., 139) to the process or the movement that makes
placing the sound on ‘‘surfaces’’ possible –in likeness to landscape--; in the latter,
continuous movement within a sphere of experience is paramount, not the single mark we
capture; so the hearing body flows into the ‘‘medium in which we find our being and
through which we move’’ (ibid., 138; emphases in the original). Here, Ingold makes it clear
that sound is the ‘‘medium’’ rather than an ‘‘object’’ of ‘‘perception’’ (ibid.), while body
should be understood as it attunes to sound: ‘’[s]ound, like breath, is experienced as a
movement of coming and going, inspiration and expiration’’, he conceded (ibid., 139). In
that regard, during the soundwalk that particular person framed and took a ‘‘slice’’ of the
soundscape home with her. Similarly, in a newspaper interview53, Çevikayak-Yelmi’s
research was noted for classifying sounds in the multiplicity of soundscape: horn sounds
were on the loose, while dining sounds of forks and knives were replacing the cry of simit
seller downtown —to my surprise, street musicians constituted only a 2% among
participants in the study.
An exhibition of the sound archive in Koç Pera Museum on Istiklal Avenue enabled
visitors to interact with sound samples inserted into the map on a touchscreen. Implicated
in those sound samples are frozen, framed and conserved points in the flow, which we
might walk, move and sit through everyday. There, the map is also a surface which
encapsulated that variety. In A Thousand Plateaus’ lexicon (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987),
the map itself being an overcoding, acts as a face that contains soundmarks (codes) that are
taken from actual life. An overcoding machine of a higher organization, such as the state
or the military, would turn codes that were shaped by a smaller organizing unit, such as
tribes, out of a flow of things, and it would shape the content into something totally new,
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Asli Ozturk. 23 March 2015. https://www.haberturk.com/gundem/haber/1056837-karakoyde-catal-bicaksesi-artti-beyoglunda-simitciler-bagirmiyor
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wrote Deleuze and Guattari. Here, I utilize that territorial (dis)continuity between the small
and the giant to imagine how a map relates to soundmarks that relate to soundscape. That
is, the open and interactive face of the map may not be completely rigid; but within its
representative power, the map arguably runs on supple (i.e. deterritorial) sounds of
everyday life by containing and protecting them in the shape of a wide selection of sonic
samples. Next to an inventory of soundmarks of ritual, work, nature, and celebration,
sounds —like those of protest and violence—that do not repeat or operate in the regular
intervals of religious calls, ferry horns, vendors, musicians in the subway were infrequent
on the map. Such sounds beyond the routine could surface and resurface without blending
easily into the format.
Rather than being captured by a gallery, the soundscape might itself capture the
gallery space. I crossed paths with Çevikayak-Yelmi at a panel about her project again in
the Summer of 2016. We gathered in an art gallery in Tophane on 21st of July, a week after
the coup attempt that shook us all. There, we discussed the dimensions of online and
interactive archive and highlighted salient sounds of the city. Included in this gathering
was a radio-journalist, a musician who also collected sounds of Istanbul, along with a few
interested others. Sitting there, I stared at the art gallery’s window (Figure 5.9), which was
shattered by the sonic bombs of F-16s during the night of the attempted coup between July
15-16, 2016. The gallery had not yet fixed the glass. In this setting, we talked of sounds of
culture: Ramadan, church bells, street food, the Bosporus and people at beaches, sounds of
protests and social movements, as well as fights and feasts in the streets. Meanwhile, the
cracked window looked depressing and resonated loudly with me. Was this most recent
violence not part of our soundscape, I wondered. We mentioned the F-16s briefly, noting
how one would not record and upload coup sounds in the moment it was happening. This
was curtailed, however, when a participant exclaimed with a hint of stress: ‘‘Can we wrap
up with some nostalgic talk, perhaps of Sirkeci [neighborhood]?’’ Though the gallery
carried clear marks of the sounds of a violated urban public space, the group seemed
inclined to turn away from these sounds. We played deaf as a response to hearing too loudly
the ghost soundmark. Our attempt to undermine the sonic bomb made it even more salient.
Did this volatile addition to our soundscape stand for an abstract line of flight, next to rigid
and supple lines? What had we heard – a nomad?
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A continuum of shattering silence between the street and art venues had been the case
also in March 2016, the day before the suicide bombing near Galatasaray Square. I was
waiting for one of my informants at an art gallery called Akbank Sanat Galerisi, located
close to Taksim Square, at the upper end of İstiklal Avenue. The building had galleries,
conference rooms on every floor, and a small library as well as a café on the top floor.
Walking towards the building in Beyoglu, helicopter sounds and sightings of plainclothed
police were part of the milieu. I decided to spend the afternoon in the gallery and wait for
my meeting in the café, while still enjoying a bird’s-eye view of the street. I tried to get a
snack but the barista at the café in the art gallery turned me down because they had been
out of fresh food all day. The food delivery van was not allowed to park by the delivery
door on the back side of the building; due to continued bomb threats after what happened
in Ankara on March 13th, any van was suspect, so all delivery was held back. It was the
same yesterday, he told me; other cafés that depended on delivery trucks faced the same
situation. Next to me, two other women showed up at the café to get the same answer; they
were already upset that their plan to spend the day visiting a number of galleries and
museums turned out not very exciting. Apparently they picked the wrong day to tour the
art scene in Beyoglu. In the evening, audience was equally sparse in a concert in a
coffeeshop in the neighborhood. People anticipated violence. Next day, a suicide bomber
made himself heard near Galatasaray Square –by dissolving into the street as he blasted
himself, killing another four and injuring about forty54.

54

Months later, in June 2016, a series of journalist documentation looked into the March attack along with
other terrorist attacks in Istanbul. ’19 Mart 2016: Istiklal Caddesi saldırganı da ISID’den’ [19 March 2016:
The Suicide Bomber on Istiklal is an ISIS member, too’ BIANET, 9 June 2016.
http://bianet.org/bianet/insan-haklari/175628-19-mart-2016-istiklal-caddesi-saldirgani-da-isid-den
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Figure 5.9: The window of Studio-X in Tophane, shattered by sonic bombs from
the night that F-16s flew close to the ground in the city, July 2016. Image by the author.

5.3 Conclusion
LaBelle conceived silence as ‘‘a generative matrix for exposing the abundant
materiality of sound’’ (2010: 54). This view does not fully grasp the social potential of
silence beyond artistic engagement. Silence is politically concerned with shifts in, as well
as fair access to, public space. Through silence, bodies in a milieu have to navigate the loud
usurper, who imposes on others the effect of its totalizing sound. Silence can also become
a process of overtaking a territory and turning it into a surface, that is, robbing a milieu of
its multiplicity of rhythms. The concept of milieu thus facilitates my argument that through
silence —through broken multiplicity, through the loss of ambiguous co-presence— a
territory can be reduced to being acted on as a surface. In such a rhythm, performances can
be pasted and removed, places will be named and renamed, and art is wired and
disconnected as if in a showroom.
If streets become saturated by a sharp silence that is conducting no sonority but itself,
we cannot talk of a constructive or authoritarian silence, where we still find a political
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voice, difference or a contentious politics. Whereas, a violated public space prepares the
ground for further securitization and numbs the politics of the street –as in the examples I
discussed above. Take the last instance from March 2016: murmurs of another possible
attack after the bombing in downtown Ankara on 13 March had already killed the mood.
Everyone moved about their business on the street in a bitter calm, without much music;
even the street food vendors were more low-key than ever. The gallery seemed to follow
the mood of the street. Inside the art gallery, a bi-monthly brochure —a figurative art map
with a list of events and exhibitions taking place in major institutions, museum and galleries
in the city— offered a disconnect from the intensity of the moment outside.
Meanwhile, the artistically inclined gave refuge to street sounds by moving them
online or to a digital platform away from the grid. Sound as a code is thus caught and
overcoded on surfaces such as museum, social media or a cognitive map. By doing that,
the artist, the activist and the documentor formed a connection between elusive and
captured features of sound. Musicians and others who stayed or used this kind of surface
had to resonate with the overcoding in such a context of reterritorialization. The emotional
and political value of surfacing on social media, a soundmark or a video-shoot of sound (as
elusive, supple element of life) could be entangled with what it supposedly escaped.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This dissertation has been the product of a methodological challenge to use
rhythmanalysis assertively to bear witness to political affects circulating and emerging in
Istanbul’s renowned public streets, which house an abundance of art and protest along with
being reminded of precarity and securitization continually. While revisiting the impact of
neoliberal and authoritarian currents of urban transformation, I attended to the routines of
artistic performance against the dictates of urban transformation, as performers tried to
navigate touristic, migrant and policing realities of the city. Bodies — in the midst of
materiality (built environment, instruments, music venues, stages, audiences, actors,
music-makers, noise-makers) and the nonmateriality (sound, violence, time, mood) of
public space — have always been my cue, in accordance with my understanding of what a
rhythmanalyst would do.
I set out to explore associations between the artistic engagement of street music with
the rest of the rhythms of public space in Istanbul in the aftermath of an mass protests in
2013. The protests were an emotional and youthful contention with authoritarian capitalist
urban projections of what public space should look like. Following Rancière, scholars such
as Aytekin (2017) argued that the artistic tactics of contention broadened the collective
sense of what counts as political. I was curious to explore how the artistically-inclined
found and built channels to express their politics in urban public spaces, where they cannot
escape institutional rhythms as they create dissonance with them by using corporeal
rhythms.
The significance of sound comes from its vibrational power and the ability to go
beyond and beneath than any sound-maker may wish. It trespasses the wall, transgresses
the room’s limits, triggers the ear that is able to hear it: it can move masses and escape
surveillance, being less controllable than visual elements in public space. Of course, the
sound-maker may not be that free. The longer I have studied the impact of sonorous
components in public space, the more I have noticed how sound can resemble an
authoritative actant in social space. One cannot unhear, but may choose not to listen; and,
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once recorded, a sound can be moved, volumed up or down – which suggests being open
to manipulation or being kept as a souvenir. In its subtlety, music will touch the audience:
it is imposible to un-hear a street music piece, chanting or a particular sound without
recalling a feeling, once it touches a nerve, feeds enjoyment or affirms the norms of a
much-sympathized group.
Starting with Chapter 2, I argue that hearing something that we might have otherwise
chosen not to listen to is an act of embodiment. It is the birth moment of a political stance.
Being open to hearing the protester, the refugee, the politically deferrent brings margins
into center. Similarly, opening our ears to the somewhat mundane sounds of the vendor,
the motorbike, the police, that repeated Black Sea tune, or a Kurdish song in the corner
asks us to think about their power in our everyday realities. What would happen if they
were gone from the soundscape of a place? Why are they here? Hildegard Westerkamp,
Murray Schafer and others’ mission in a world soundscape project had formulated active
listening to be that kind of political involvement. Yet, I contend that the visceral quality of
hearing will take geographers and urban planners who pay attention to soundscapes further:
the affective quality in hearing requires more than a willingness to listen rationally. By
doing so, one reflects on one’s own corporeal rhythms in order to relate to those of others
around them. If one hears certain bodies, voices, cracking sounds of dissidence and noise
despite one’s own political affective positions, in this encounter, one is effectively
interrupted and must bear it. This is different than elevating the act of listening over hearing
while positioning the latter with the nonhuman. Soundscape researchers have many times
chosen a path –even created one—to listen, to document, to secure the sounds of an
endangered component within the human reach. In contrast, I maintain that hearing is not
a state of becoming less attentive to sonic realities and absences that surround us. My
argument got stronger as I kept running into listening heads and arms that take selfies of a
street musician and walk away. Equally, it became apparent that hearing incites immediate
and visceral responses, leaving marks that are beyond seeking crystal-clear soundmarks
and the reminiscent, characteristic sounds of places. Noise that the body may react to with
aversion may be equally within the powerful reach of hearing. We actually hear the other
and decide not to pay attention. Students of capillary geographers will not find the subtlety
of such affective responses unnerving.
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Having formulated my research around the affective force of sound that circulates the
space between us, I noted other sounds next to street music, as well. During my fieldwork
from 2014 to 2016, Istanbul’s public soundscapes involved a messy togetherness: a new
rhythm of securitization in public space slowly sunk in, as novel Syrian migration,
continued Kurdish contention, and the disturbing presence of ISIS in the country created
overwhelming currents in the entirety of society. Added to that was an almost unending
series of elections and the initiation of changes towards a presidential regime that situated
more power in the head of the state than in intermediate offices. This overlapped with a
violent phase that marked much of 2015 and 2016 in the country’s sound record. Street
musicians’ trust in public space was affected by this mess, too. In short, everyday new
trouble burdened my analysis of the sonic territories of Istanbul’s collective urban spaces.
We are bound by others in public spaces: we affectively respond to situations, to the
dynamic collectivities or what is termed as ‘‘throwntogetherness’’ in the work of Doreen
Massey, who viewed place as an ‘‘ever-shifting constellation of trajectories’’ (2005: 151).
Encounter at the core of this practical definition of public space, and of being in tune with
a public that keeps changing, allowed me to pay attention to mundane details, brief
glimpses and silences. I end this work with the conviction that public space is a field of
possibilities and accidents, not by design, not by the availability and count of squares.
Accidents of encounters force us to respond to certain emergent situations. What happens
when we are stuck with others that we have to share the same space gives us clues about
the emergent dynamics of mutual trust and shared reliance on a collective space. It could
even be argued that the much beloved, serene, slow and stable form of transportation in
Istanbul may maintain such a place that models throwntogetherness: the boats that take
workers, tourists and students back and forth the Bosphorus’ major docks, even to the
Prince Islands, are welcome to new faces, placing them in the flow, opening them to chance
encounters: (un)friendly waves as well as a sense of collectively moving towards
somewhere or something.
The musician who performs in public seeks unfamiliarity and finds room to do so on
the boat, as well. Similarly, chance encounters in the subway stations, near transportation
hubs and pedestrian street corners are equally cherished. It is the excitement of exchanges
that happen in ambiguity and uncertainty that remain balanced with constant flow of
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people, voices, languages and money. This kind of core is at a different level than the
political strife represented in public space. Whatever the above-depicted public space does
not allow or whoever the above-depicted public space does not welcome (to sing, to appear,
to join) indicates the refrains of public space.
How does soundscape expand our understanding of public space, then? A
rhythmanalysis of sonic encounters around street music in the city — following Henri
Lefebvre’s influential work on cultural geographers— formed the methodological
backbone of my research. Institutional rhythms of capital, the state and religion meet
corporeal rhythms and mix with them in public. In each of these encounters, sound is also
embodied. I maintain that, as a more-than-human event, sound remains elusive while
marking territories: it is in touch with human body, class and hierarchies; whereas it will
remain larger than the sensible boundaries of these. Listening to performances and to the
rhythm of street musicians, encounters and interviews with these performers and artists,
accompanied by audio and visual documentation of the relevant locations allowed me to
think of street music in resonance with the police, tourists, street figures, locals, media,
protests and more.
According to Chapter 3, the radical contribution of noise in the corridors of Istanbul
is traced through the sonority of emotions in public spaces. In such corridors appear
sentiments that are youthful and disorienting: construction noises in Istanbul do not leave
the inhabitant alone, as the city is constantly undone and remodeled by the fear and
insecurity triggered by an earthquake while at the same time being abused by neoliberal
urban visions. The Kadife Sokak bar street becomes the scene of performances of class and
masculinity in the most mundane experience of noisy nights. The angry passengers on a
boat perform political identity and play with notions of nationhood, while spectators watch
an outburst of emotions that rocks both sides on the boat. The emotional intensity of
Istanbul’s streets in the aftermath of the coup attempt in Summer 2016 leaves us with more
to discuss about the political process of noise. Noise travels these lines, embodied by an
‘other’, and it becomes sensible to all involved as it finds a gap in the constitution of the
place. As it emerges from the relative privacy of a group, there is dissonance in relation to
those who are already defining the public space.
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Chapter 4 returns the focus to street musicians’ routines and trajectories. Musicians
tactically cut into the flow of public space and momentarily interrupt the crowd. Their
encounters with others during performance are cues for the observer to detail what those
interruptions bear. Musicians, I argued, are motivated by finding a unique sense of territory
in the streets; however, they also open up to interruption from other actors and sounds
invested in the regulation of the flow of the street. In their trajectories, street musicians are
engaged in a field of possibilities made real by their networks in Istanbul. If they are
migrants, their trajectories are also formed of their identities and reasons to keep going as
they leave home. These trajectories shift and are challenged by the institutional rhythms of
bureaucracy, the police, and further securitization in public spaces. In relatively protected
contexts such as the subway, musicians are embroiled more deeply in surveillance and the
temporal limitations imposed by the subway office or triggered by security concerns. I find
this negotiation of power with offices interesting: the musician sought to use this
attachment as a safety pin in their efforts to navigate the uncertainty of the street.
Conversely, musicians, when registered by the subway office, performed there in the face
of interruptions by authority aside from gaining some political ground. Unfortunately, postCovid regulations in the city have not made this challenge easier, as more and more
musicians found it hard to keep regular spots due to panic and further securitization. Under
local municipal guardianship, some musicians could get hourly gigs booked in open air,
e.g. parks, street corners in upscale neighborhoods, but those were relatively scarce.
There is a sense of sociality behind the attunement to tips and tourists. This calls for
a more careful analysis, too. The fact that street music is discounted by some because
money is involved in the act undermines the merit of being connected through tips. I recall
being in the company of a string duo on their way to Iran from Germany. They insisted on
locations where they would collect tips: ‘‘We want to go where people are’’, one of them
said near Karakoy/Galata. ‘‘There is not much going on here [on the Galata Bridge]. Do
you know those places where we can play?’’, he asked fervently. They were just passing
by Istanbul, and they already lead professional music careers of teaching, recording and
performing in Iran and Germany. Did they really need the money? I doubt it. However,
time spent with the public went hand in hand with material appreciation of one’s sound,
too.
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But the informant who started his first street music experiments about eleven years
ago near Maltepe Square, explained best the weight of money in a street musician’s life:
‘‘Who on earth can go out on the street and make music without anticipating a sort of
economic return from the street as an artist?’’ Though it is not the primary expectation,
material return has become a measure of artistic success in the public opinion, he
continued. In other news, some in the audience showed him appreciation by paying in
grilled chestnuts (a popular street food), so it was not about begging, being in need, or
monetary return all the time. It was about mutuality and being expectant of society.
Material return as gift, appreciation, or as a badge of mutuality is highlighted in the
street musician’s ‘throwntogetherness’ with the rest of us in public. I think seeking a sense
of mutuality through material return is as political as the music of protest in a social
movement or a show of solidarity through songs. This chimes with Amin’s ‘‘post-humanist
account of public space’, in which he argued that ‘‘technology, things, infrastructure,
matter in general, should be seen as intrinsic elements of human being, part and parcel of
the urban ‘social’, rather than as a domain apart with negligible or extrinsic influence on
the modes of being human’’ (Amin, 2008: 8). The presence of a street musician invites
such a post-human sociality: cameras, selfies, CDs and monetary exchange, chestnuts,
instruments, orange juice, cleaners, sirens, store owners, souvenirs, pavement, dirt, the
unused façade of a historical building, metal fences as well as placards that says, ‘please
tip if you are going to take a picture of me while playing’.
In Chapter 5, I deal with the question of the representation of sound material as
preserved in maps, museums, art galleries and social media. On the one hand, I employ the
concepts of rigid versus supple segmentarity from Deleuze and Guattari’s A Thousand
Plateaus (1987). From the deterritorialization of sounds in the actual moment of
performance to their reterritorialization through the map, the social media shares as well as
art gallery, these surfaces process sound and music in order to screen it and house it for
display and interaction. On the other hand, I detail the potential of listening to and hearing
sounds through a temporary silence. In this way, the discussion in this chapter also
reconnects with the vibrational force of sound and hearing versus the deliberate act of
listening. Via this connection, I bring the focus back to authority and the totalization of
place through the experience of soundscape. The conservative, conformist and
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authoritative elements in silence are put in relation to a wider theoretical frame of silence
as (re)constitutive. When silence points to the loss of dialogue, a new rhythm that overlaps
with power is installed on digital surfaces and museum walls.
Perhaps the intensity and the weight of doing an ethnography of political affects
around the performance of street music in Istanbul has been a blessing in disguise. When
a violent turn of events rocked my fieldsite between 2015-2016, it forced me to reflect
some more on my methodological stance. I realized my field notes documented, step by
step — in affective gaps during the encounters, in emotional outbursts in public, as well as
confusing waiting periods — the silences, absences and interruptions in musicians’ lives.
Those gaps point towards a politics of sonic citizenship in which the sonorous and
emotional affirmation of authority will be justified by some while for others hearing can
become a supple practice of difference and staying dissonant with the mainstream. From
the former’s standpoint, sounds, songs and even noises can be instrumentalized to
reproduce gridlines – as discussed in the beginning of Chapter 2. From the latter’s
movement, one is constantly reminded of the vibrational power of sound that manipulates
gridlines and keep us affectively off the ground. Sound takes power — the question may
remain: whose power does it take —; and, in this dissertation, that immediate, vibrational
power of sound forces the reader to hear what normally gets absorbed by the rigidity of
believing and following the institutions’ gridlines.
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APPENDIX A:
INFORMANT TRAJECTORIES
Informant(s);55
Time of
Encounter:

Mode of
Encounter;
Location:

Instrument or
Medium;
Genre:

More about their trajectory:

Eda Demir,
April 2014

Interview via
Skype

Music
management,
event
organizing;

I asked her about her work with
the music industry, emerging
music scenes and the listening
experience of youth in Istanbul.
This was a formative interview in
which I learned about her work
on the Turkish leg of a global
Sofar Sounds. These concerts
host indie bands and emerging
musicians in the calm of ‘home’,
each event is held at a new
location in the city to encourgae
attentive ‘listening to music’
unlike in a typical bar or music
venue.

Indie Turkish.

Grup S.,
June-JulyAugust 2014

Listening to;
near Kadikoy
Rihtim Square,
by the ferries

Kemenche,
drums, guitar,
percussion
(darbuka);
Ethnic-pop.

Spiros,
October 2014

MN., February
2015; again in
May 2016

Pausing with,
listening to;
near GalataKarakoy

Guitar,
tambourine;
World music.

Listening to, in String
the subway;
instruments and
pausing with
a cajon;
and walking

55

Played Black Sea tunes and
popular songs. All-male band,
accompanied by male and female
friends that would hang out with
band and dance during
performances. Had very festive
evening performances, also
around and after iftar (in July).
Musician who travelled from
Greece to surrounding countries
for a few months each year. he
was worried that people did not
respond (i.e. dance) to the music
as they had in previous years.
A band of music professionals.
This band of mostly male
musicians, with one female band
member, taught in schools,
played private gigs and worked

When in italic, names of individuals have been kept the same, because they gained wide public
recognition with their performances or they had clearly been present in my research by their
public roles. Other names have been changed to ensure anonymity and privacy.
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with, near
Taksim

Soundtracks,
Western
classical.

within the music industry besides
playing in the subway. They
played covers of soundtracks and
other tunes with a catchy tempos
when I listened to them.

Cemil,
February 2015

Pausing with,
hearing;
Beyoglu.

Clarinet;
World.

A Roma musician based in
Istanbul, he was well connected
to Beyoglu and Istanbul’s music
scene.

Bekir,
February 2015

Pausing with, Santur;
talking to; near
Galatasaray
World.
Square

As an international college
student, Bekir experimented with
street music with a few of his
male friends. I met Bekir while
pausing with Cemil.

Fabio and
Massimo,
February 2015

Interview with,
Besiktas;
performance in
Kadikoy

These artists painted a wall of
Donkisot Squat House in
Kadikoy, where artists, musicians
and youth collectives crossed
paths. We discussed their
motivation for painting this space
and their experience in Istanbul
as young artists.

Bahadir,
March 2015

Interview with; Guitar, vocals;
Kadikoy
Pop-rock, folk.

As a Kadikoy local, Bahadir had
been part of the music scene
since 2009. He played on the
ferry, too. We met for an
interview after he agreed to meet
me about ferry musicians’
demonstration in February. He
found Kadikoy free and
empowering musically and
spatially.

Kourosh,
March 2015

Pausing with,
listening to;
Taksim

He was waiting in Turkey for
refugee paperwork. During our
encounter, we were caught in the
multiplicity of rhythms (of
media, music and tourists
crowding) around us. I was able
to hang out while they played
and ask questions when they took
a break from playing.

Muralists,
graphic arts;
exchange
students in
Istanbul.

Guitar;
Iranian world
music.
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Asena Akan,
Pausing with, Guitarist,
March 2015;
interview with, composer,
September 2015. in Karakoy;
vocals;
Listening to,
on the Islands Jazz.

Not a street performer, but a
performer who worked with
youth. I found out about her
when I joined one of her
instrument workshops with youth
in a museum and later discussed
her involvement with music,
youth and Istanbul. A few
months later, I also listened to
her performing on stage during a
street art festival on the Islands.

FM,
May 2015

This pair is composed and
performed their own music. I met
them when I was taking a walk in
my neighborhood (Kadikoy).
Locals of Istanbul, they have
been part of music venues, street
and subway, when not on leave
and travelling to summer towns
in the south and west of Turkey –
a common summer trajectory for
musicians. This duo also had a
gig in the subway.

Listening to,
Guitar duo;
interview with,
near Moda,
Experimental,
Kadikoy;
progressive
rock, composer.
Listening to
one of the
members solo
in the subway

Shir and Sardar, Listening to,
May 2015
pausing with
and
walking with,
in Karakoy,
Kadikoy and
Moda

Gamze,
May 2015

String duo;
Experimental,
electronic,
improvisation.

Interview with, Dance.
Kadikoy

These Iranian/German musicians
stopped by in Istanbul to get visa
papers. One of them lived in
Germany, and the other was
positioned more consistently in
Iran. They taught, played, and
composed music, while working
in the music industry. I ran into
them a couple of times in May
while they stayed in Istanbul.
We met after a public
performance by her after a police
raid of the Caferaga Squat House
in Kadikoy. We discussed her
experience of public space as
student, teacher and a young
woman in Istanbul.
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Luis,
May 2015

Pausing with,
near Tunel
Square

Guitar;
Ethnic/world.

Luis was a sociology graduate
turned globetrotter turned
musician from Bolivia. As he
stayed in Turkey a few months a
year, he’d play with other Latin
American musicians.

İpek Oskay,
Pausing with, Activist,
July 2015,
on Burgazada soundSeptember 2018 (one of the
researcher.
Prince’s
Islands); online
communication

I met her during a festival/event
on Burgazada and kept in touch
after. She worked with a
collective focused on sound
activism (http://sesol.org), and I
learned more about the Islands’
soundscapes and sonic rhythm
through our ongoing
communication.

Ozan,
July 2015

Interview with, Street artist,
Kadikoy
Graffiti and
Murals

A graphic arts student in
Istanbul, Ozan spoke with me
about the public spaces he drew
and painted.

Defne,
August 2015July 2016.

Listening to,
Violin;
pausing with
and walking
Classical, folk.
with her,
in Karakoy,
Taksim and the
subway

Also my violin teacher, Defne
was connected to many other
musicians through work, the
Conservatory past, as well as
music industry and subway
performances. She played with
various bands and collectives.
We discussed these various
arenas. I was also able to observe
her studio and teaching space.

GL,
August 2015.

Pausing around
them, listening
to them;
Kadikoy

A band of students pursuing nonmusic-related fields in college.
They had a musical connection to
the Black Sea as their homeland.
The connection to Kadikoy was
also significant. These
musicians/students would make
CDs and sold them during
performances. Our conversations
during breaks on were
sporadic; however, this cadence
allowed me to log the rhythms
around them as they performed.

Guitar,
kemenche,
cajon, vocals,
dances (horon);
Ethnic.
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Seda,
August 2015.

Listening to,
walking with,
near Ortakoy
Square,
Taksim, and
Kadikoy

Vocals,
composer,
keyboard;
Indie-pop,
Alaturca.

Seda was not a street performer,
but she did participate in an art
festival in open public space. I
was able to listen to her a few
more times in concerts, where
she sang with musicians who
were active in the alternative
music scene as well as the street
music scene. She worked on
establishing herself as a full-time
music performer.

Ramo,
Listening to
Percussion;
August 2015,
and pausing
February 2016. with,
World.
walking with,
in Taksim,
Ortakoy
Square and the
Islands

An untrained musician, Ramo
was active in the alternative
music scene in Beyoglu. He was
well-connected: playing with his
band and travelling to Europe
and India, going to the south of
Turkey to take a break from
empty Istanbul in the summer,
and acting as an informal event
manager to call and assemble
musicians for events and
concerts.

Dave,
Walking with,
September 2015, listening to,
December 2015. in Ortakoy, on
the Islands and
in Taksim

A professional musician from
Britain, he travelled to Istanbul a
few times for his career. He was
connected to local, visiting and
transnational musicians, and
joined gigs, jam sessions as well
as chance performances on the
street.

Clarinet,
piano;
Classical,
World, Jazz.

Luan,
Pausing with, Guitar, String
September 2015 on the Islands, instruments;
and near Galata
Square
Jazz.
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A performer and a luthier, he had
a transformative trajectory
towards music. An early
immigrant from the Balkans to
Turkey, he is skilled in
woodworking, making
instruments and playing music.
He had only done a few street
performances, and primarily
focused on working with
professional musicians. He was
very much in touch with his
studio, and occasionally left

home for rehearsals. Other
musicians visited him to play
together.
Can and
Yasemin,
Sept 2015

Interview with, Volunteer event
Fatih
organizers;
Music/
Neighborhood
Festival

Can and Yasemin intended to
organize a neighborhood festival
by inviting street musicians.
They wanted to draw attention to
urban transformation and
changes in the Kocamustafapasa
neighborhood in the Historical
Peninsula. They had careers
independent of this objective and
neither were musicians, but their
festival would reflect a concern
for place and music. The small
festival was never realized. This
was partly because the end of
summer coincided with a number
of terrorist attacks in and outside
of Istanbul, and suddenly they
were no longer motivated for
such festivity.

Hakan Vreskala, Interview with, Drums,
November 2015 Listening to;
percussion;
Besiktas
Instrumental,
world.

A transnational musician who
moves back and forth two
countries, and is professionally
involved in teaching and
performing. His interview aided
in drawing more solid
connections with musical
presence in public space during
and after Gezi.

Emre Yucelen, Interview with; Composer, vocal
December 2015, Uskudar (near trainer,
July 2016
Kadikoy)
Sound
documentor.

He was working on a project
involving soundscape and
Istanbul. This interview helped
me understand how music, youth
and public space are viewed by
other musicians in the city.

Deniz,
January 2016

A street musician I met at a
musical event celebrating the
opening of a bar. The person who
invited him also arranged other
musicians to take stage during
that opening night, reflecting the
varied musical connections.

Pausing with,
in Besiktas

Guitar.
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Yuki,
January 2016,
March 2016

Listening to,
pausing with
and walking
with, in
Besiktas and in
Kadikoy

Accordeon and
vocals;
Balkan, world,
instrumental.

A travelling musician who also
played at the opening night event
mentioned above. Later, in
March, I ran into her in Kadikoy
and we struck up a much long
conversation, in which she told
me more about being a female
travelling musician who stepped
out of home in Japan, seeking
independence and music.

Hasan,
February 2016

Interview with, Guitar,
listening to; in percussion;
Taksim,
Kadikoy
Popin English and
Turkish.

He excelled in guitar after
performing in the street. Has
been part of the street music
scene for more than ten years.
After military service, he turned
to music more ambitiously
against the wishes of his family,
who wanted him to choose a
well-rounded career. Over time,
he integrated percussion to guitar
and performed like a one-manband. He actively teaches private
lessons, plays private gigs in the
city, besides in the subway.

Necla,
February 2016

Interview with; Saz;
near Bakirkoy
Folk.

Turned to music more decisively
after a divorce in her mid-thirties.
Played in the subway as well as
other gigs within her community.
Music had always been in the
family, she told me, because of
her Alevi heritage.

Murat,
Walking with, Cajon,
February 2016, interview with, percussion.
July 2016
and listening to;
in Taksim
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He had been part of the street
music scene in Istanbul for about
fifteen years. A college drop-out,
he moved to Istanbul and strived
for independence by maintaining
himself through working in
various jobs in radio and
elsewhere in the cultural
industries. Then, he pursued
percussion instead of other jobs.

Emrah and
Pausing with,
Aylin, February walking with,
2016
listening to;
in Mediciyekoy
and Osmanbey
near Taksim

Santur; violin.
Folk, World,
Persian,
instrumental.

Emrah moved to Istanbul from
Germany, where he spent his
childhood with his immigrant
parents. He seemed to feel more
independent having returned to
Turkey.
His girlfriend Aylin underlined
that she cut off all monetary
relations with her family and
relied on self and music.

Anton,
March 2016

Listening to,
Qanun.
pausing with; in
Taksim

Travelled between Spain, Turkey
and Bulgaria, settled down in
Turkey for a bit. Then, his plans
fell apart due to a divorce, and he
felt being in Istanbul did not
work for him as much as it did
before. He moved to Spain and
performed there, also as part of a
band, some of whose members
he knew from his time in
Istanbul.

Fatih,
March 2016

Listening to,
walking with;
Kadikoy,
Taksim (Mis
Sokak)

He shifted from being employed
as a professional musician to the
life of an independent musician,
and this new routine did not seem
to serve him particularly well.
During our walk, we talked about
how certain music scenes, like
the ferry, in the city were more
exclusionary than others. This
struck me as a new bit of
information, contrary to the
impression from musicians who
played on the ferry. It appeared
all his life, he had been
struggling with exclusion all his
life. Emotionally, financially and
careerwise he expressed more
disappointment than I typically
heard from musicians.

Country for
Syria, April
2016

Listening to; in Guitar, oud,
Taksim,
violin,
in Balat
percussion and
mandolin.

Saxophone.
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A musical collective maintained
by Turkish, American, Syrian,
Iraqi, British, and artists of other
nationalities who performed in

Country, folk.

Helin,
May 2016

Listening to,
Hearing; in
Taksim

Samed and
Listening to,
Leila, May-June Pausing with;
2016
in Taksim

Percussion;
World, South
American.

Guitar,
saxophone;
Iranian world.

Ali,
Listening to in
May-June 2016 May, Taksim;
Interview with,
in June, near
Galatasaray
Square

Qanun;

passing. Some of the members
temporarily resided in Istanbul.
Some members had overlapping
contacts with alternative and
street music scene, as well.
Helin was a musician in-between
destinations. She stopped by in
Hazzopulo Tea House near
Galatasaray to see her musician
friends, and that’s how we met.
She was preoccupied with
moving and planning her trip and
has been living abroad since.
An Iranian duo who built a life,
music and partnership in
Istanbul. They would play with a
number of Turkish, Azeri,
Iranian and Kurdish musicians in
the street. I was generously
invited into their home, and able
to join their musical routine at
home. Later, I heard from Mis
Sokak acquaintances that they
moved back to Iran.

I listened to Ali during jam
sessions or when he played with
Improvisation, musical collectives, some
Middle Eastern, members of which were also
fusion.
either migrants or street
musicians at some point. He
reflected on crosscuts and
conflict between migrants of the
same country living in Turkey.
He was from Syria, and in
Turkey awaiting papers so that he
could leave for Germany. Music
was not his main profession; he
studied medicine. However, he
continued to play with a band in
Germany, too.
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Irem,
June 2016

Interview with, Cello;
Listening to;
Kadikoy and
Classical,
Galata
improvisation,
composer.

Masis Gozbek,
July 2016

Interview with, Choir conductor, Grew up with music through
Galata
piano,
church choir as a child. Studied a
composer.
non-music related field in
university, then diverted his
Folk.
attention to school choir and
made a career out of this focus.
We discussed how he, as part of
such a choir, had interacted with
public space in the Summer of
2013.

Elif,
July 2016

Pausing and
walking with,
in GalataKarakoy

Bora,
July 2016

Interview with, Guitar.
Kadikoy

Bora was an architecture student
and an amateur musician. He
agreed to give an interview
because he felt curious about the
subject of soundscapes. Our
conversation focused on the
transformation of public space in
Istanbul.

Emin,
August 2016

Pausing with,
near Tunel
Square

We briefly talked about his
disappointing experiences with
making music in public. He felt
people in the street or subway
undermined the musician when
they listened to a bit. He was a
professional performer, who had
his own band and regular jazz
gigs at venues.

Choirist, vocal,
piano,
tambourine;
Pop, classical.

Saxophone;
Jazz.
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A professional musician.
Thought a lot about talent and
virtuosity. She experimented
with street music after her former
music education abroad, which
significantly impacted her
experience with public space. No
longer joining the street music
scene, I learned a lot from her
and her head-on experience with
becoming part of the street
soundscape.

Studied philology in college, but
devoted the majority of her time
to music. Briefly participated in
the street music scene.

Zeynep,
Listened to
Guitar;
December 2018, on the ferry;
June 2019
online
Sufi; folk, popcommunication rock.
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With close ties to Kadikoy, she
played regularly on the ferry and
knew other musicians through
alternative music scenes in the
city. One of our earlier
conversations compared how
things changed in terms of ferry
performances, regarding a much
more convenient permit system
and work schedule.

APPENDIX B
INTERVIEW GUIDE WITH MUSICIANS

1. How (and why) did you start making music?
2. How does it feel to make music in the street? Why would someone make music in the
street?
2.1. In your view, how do public spaces (streets, square, parks, passages) appeal to
people?
3. In Istanbul, are there places that belong to and exclude musicians? How?
3.1. Where in the city do you feel a) joyful, b) free, c) safe, d) excited, e) anxious, f)
furious, g) powerful?
3.2. What keeps you connected to this city?
3.3. How have the places you live and make music in Istanbul changed in recent years?
How do you feel about these changes?
4. What does it mean to be young (male/female) in Istanbul?
4.1. Do you think there are spaces for youth to make themselves heard in this city?
5. In your view, how do places associated with faith in the city sound like?
6. In your view, how do places associated with the people’s voices in the city sound like?
7. In your view, how do places associated with the state in the city sound like?
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APPENDIX C
INTERVIEW GUIDE WITH EVENT ORGANIZERS

1. What comes to mind when we think of (spaces of) youth?
2. What do public spaces in Istanbul offer?
3. What kind of music do we hear in the city’s certain public spaces (e.g. parks, squares,
streets, passages)?
3.1. What sort of music and sounds appear odd?
4. Are there places in Istanbul that a) belong to musicians, b) exclude musicians?
5. What can be musician’s role and mission regarding youth and public spaces?
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